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Minorities on campus focus of MSU march

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Black students at Murray State
University Wednesday night physically demonstrated an ongoing concern for the decline in the number
of black faculty and staff at the
university.
Approximately 75 students
marched in front of the Curris Center late Wednesday night. "Apathy
among college students is really
bad," said Henry "Charlie" Sanders, Student Government vice

Showers ending
Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
mild with showers ending.
Low around 50. Southwest
wind 10 to 15 mph. Rain
chances 50 percent.
Friday: Becoming mostly
sunny. Mild with a high 65 to
70.

MURRAY. KY

president and member of the black
social fraternity Alpha Phi Alpha,
"but some students at Murray State
who just happen to,-be black have
found a reason to voice their
concern."
The issue of the treatment of
minorities on campus has been a
problem for many years, but the
concern came to a head last week
when it was announced that Murray
State's three vice presidents,
including Dr. Augustine Pounds,
the first black administrator in
Kentucky to become vice president

in a predominantly white institution, would not have their contracts
renewed for next year.
Lewis Liddell, affirmative action
officer and the only other minority
in an administrative position at
MSU, has also indicated he plans
to resign.
According to the desegration
policy established by the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education, each
institution in the state is to have at
least two minority personnel in
administrative positions. Murray
State has been in compliance with

By TODD 0.

ROSS
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

STATE
FRANKFORT — The massive rewrite of Kentucky's education
laws got its first official vote with a perfunctory approval from the
22-member task force that put together the package.
FRANKFORT — Several bills that tighten the reins on tax assessors are moving through the General Assembly, but Rep. Bill Lear says
the legislature is missing its best chance to fix the system.
MARION — Police believe a fisherman's filet knife found in
Crooked Creek was used in the stabbing murder of newspaper
publisher Paul Mick.
LOUISVILLE— A federal jury in Louisville has found three members of the so-called "corn bread mafia" marijuana-growing organization based in Marion County guilty of conspiring to distribute the drug.
MOUNT VERNON — After being sent on several wild goose
chases, Kentucky State Police found the body of a newborn allegedly
abandoned by its teen-age mother.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Baseball players made a last ditch proposal to end
the 21-day lockout and save the start of the regular season, but owners
said they were not likely to accept it.
RALEIGH, N.C. — The state attorney general's office and a private lawyer will help North Carolina State negotiate a contract settlement with basketball coach Jim Valvano, officials said.
HALIFAX, Canada — Ekaterina Gordeeva and Sergei Grinkov
won their fourth pairs world championship despite a mediocre effort in
which she had two major mistakes.
on
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Two students'
artwork slated
to appear in the
Ledger & Times

WASHINGTON — John Poindexter's lawyers are_trying to stop
Oliver North from testifying that Poindexter destroyed a politically
embarrassing document concerning Iran and directed North to mislead
Congress.
WASHINGTON — A new Bush administration policy calls for
more user fees, toll roads and local government help for a transportation system that it says is "beginning to break down."
WASHINGTON — The United States and the Soviet Union are
moving toward a major increase in scheduled and charter air service,
opening for the first time a wide array of destinations in each nation.
WASHINGTON — The first human gene-transfer therapy could
begin within a year if other government panels join a National Institutes of Health commiuee in approving the experimental treatment to
combat a rare immune deficiency in children.
BOSTON — A study seen as "very good news for women in their
30s" concludes today that those who delay motherhood until they
establish their careers face little unusual risk of delivering premature
or stillborn babies.

BUSINESS

that policy with Pounds and
Liddell.
If both leave, then Murray State
would have no minority administrators, which would put them out
of compliance with the current policy and the 1990 goal of three
minority administrators.
Each institution is also required
to have at least 15 minority faculty
members to be in compliance with
the desegregation policy. Murray

School-Business partnerships
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LOS ANGELES — After
two years on the auction block,
MGM-UA Communications
said it had accepted a $1.2 billion buyout offer by Italian
financier Giancarlo Parretti's
Pathe Communications Corp.
Parretti also will take over
$400 million in junk bond debt
as part of the deal disclosed
Wednesday, which may be the
end of thousands who considered buying all or part of
MGM-UA.

Justin Miller and Melony Stanbaugh, eighth graders at Murray Middle School, work on a St. Patrick's
Day advertisement for Storey's Food Giant as part of the School-Business Partnership.

For Justin Miller and Melony
Stanbaugh it may be just a winning
art project, but the advertisement
for Storey's Food Giant that the
two eighth graders created is an
instructional tool as well as a byproduct of a successful partnership.
The project is part of the SchoolBusiness Partnership program with
the city and county school systems
and is funded by a Murray Foundation for Educational Excellence
mini-grant.
Miller and Stanbaugh designed
Storey's St. Patrick's Day Sale
advertisement, which will appear in
the Murray Ledger & Times. "A
competition was held in one eighth
grade art classroom for the advertisement that appears in the paper,"
Stanbaugh said.
"We've been working with Storey's for about two months on
(Cont'd on page 2)

Bush administration: summit dates flexible
By TERRENCE HUNT
AP Whits House Cormapondord

WASHINGTON — The Bush
administration said Wednesday It Li
flexible about the timing of a
superpower summit with Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
and is willing to move up the meeting from late June.
"We're always willing to
change," said White House press
secretary Marlin Fitzwater. "We

can do it anytime."
President Bush and Gorbachev
had agreed to hold the summit the
last two weeks of June, probably in
Washington. That would put it
right before a seven-nation summit
of Western allies Bush is to host in
Houston July 9 to 11.
"We'd like to do it as early as
possible because of the economic
summit," Fitzwater said of the
next Bush-Gorbachev meeting. The
Soviets also may have a desire to

meet earlier because of a major
Communist Party meeting now
scheduled for late June or early
July.
Gorbachev has "agreed in principle" to be a commencement
speaker at Brown University in
Providence, R.I., and those ceremonies are scheduled N. May 28.
Some officials think it is unlikely
he would make two trips to the
United States in such a short
period.

Moreover, there has been i'peculation that some of the BushGorbachev meetings would be at
the president's vacation home in
Kennebunkport, Maine. Bush is
tentatively scheduled to be in Kennebunkport from May 25 to 28.
Fitzwater said he was certain
that if Gorbachev speaks at Brown
"it would be associated with the
summit in some fashion."
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Mike Williams
"Spring Break is something that
breaks the monotony of class.
"I plan on visiting my brother in
the Ozarks in Missouri, do some
fishing.
"It will be the first time that I've
seen him since he mover] up there."

William Guy
"Spring Break gives you a break
— it's a chance to get out and
enjoy the things you really like to
do.
"If a student has to study all the
time, he or she gets stressed out
and that can cause a breakdown.
"I'm going home to spend time
with my father and family."
4

Charla Chappell
"People get excited about Spring
Break because there are no
responsibilities.
"I'm going-to go home and take
it easy for a while. Breaks are
important because they keep students from burning out
"Everyone just wants to get
away."

Jeff Pierce
"Excited? That's when our work
begins.
"(As a Curris Center employee,)
there's a lot to be done: maintenance, carpet cleaning, etc.
"It's sort of dead arottnd here
without the students but I'm glad
they get a chance to get away."
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Police believe fisherman's knife was
the murder weapon in Mick slaying
MARION, Ky. (AP) — Police
believe a fisherman's filet knife
found in Crooked Creek was used
in the stabbing murder of newspaper publisher Paul Mick.
Mick, whose body was found
Feb. 24 in the foyer of his home
after he struggled with a burglar
shortly after 3 a.m. CST, had been
stabbed four times, an autopsy
showed. Death was attributed to a
deep stab wound to the left side
under his arm that punctured a
lung.
Police using binoculars found
the knife Monday in the center of
the clear creek about 25 feet from a
bridge on Ford Ferry Road, state
police Detective Alan Bell testified
Wednesday during a two-hour preliminary bearing for Cameron Todd
Davenport
Davenport, 18, was bound over
Wednesday by Judge Renee Williams to the April 2 grand jury on
charges of first-degree burglary and
capital murder.
Bell said the knife was found
near where a black garbage bag
filled with blood-spattered clothing
was discovered the morning of the
slaying.
Barbara Davenport, the defendant's mother, had taken police to

the creek to recover the clothing.
Mrs. Davenport had gone to the
police station at .3:35 a.m. the
morning of Mick's murder to
report her son had come home with
blood on his clothing.
When police arrived at her
home, they found her son with a
bathrobe on. He had just gotten out
of the shower and his hair was still
wet, Bell said.
Most of the clothing found in the
bag belonged to Davenport, Bell
said.
Bell said Davenport claimed in a
taped interview that a friend of his
had stabbed Mick to death while
Davenport watched through the
door from outside the house.
Police interviewed the friend,
who had two alibis for the time of
the murder. The knife did belong to
the friend, as did a T-shirt and cassette tape found in the bag, Bell
said.
The friend's mother said she had
left the door unlocked for her son,
unaware he was spending the night
at his girlfriend's. She said she
heard someone in the house, but
assumed it was her son and did not
leave her bedroom to check.
Nancy Mick, Mick's wife, said

Committee kills PVA bill
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Several
bills that tighten the reins on tax
assessors are moving through the
General Assembly, but Rep. Bill
Lear says the legislature is missing
its best chance to fix the system.
Lear sponsored - a bill that would
have ended the elected post of
property valuation administrator
and made it a merit job within the
Revenue Cabinet, but the House
Appropriations and Revenue Committee effectively killed it on
Wednesday.
Lear, D-Lexington, said bills
working through this session of the
General Assembly will help resolve
some of the problems of property
valuation and taxation. "But we
will not have gone to the heart of
the problem," he said.

Members of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee
scranibled tesupport a motion to
pass over Lear's bill, House Bill
430.
"It's the one that would have
made the most fundamental change
in the system," said Lear.
By passing over the bill, the
committee effectively killed it for
this session, but the arguments for
avoiding the issue were primarily
political rather than on the question
of whether electing property valuation administrators is a good idea.
"I don't really sense any real
groundswell to make them appointive at this time," said Rep. Jim
LeMaster, D-Paris.
Rep. Joe Barrows, D-Versailles,
said he did not want to make it an
appointed post because of a commitment he made to PVAs several
years ago.

she woke to see the figure of a man
— outlined by a hall light — in a
small hallway leading to their bedroom from a larger hall, Bell
recounted. She woke her husband,
who chased the intruder down the
hall into a front foyer, and she saw
the assailant on top of Mick stabbing him.
The noise also awakened the
Mick's 6-year-old son, Lucas, and
18-year-old daughter, Allison, and
a girlfriend of Allison's who was
spending the night.
Nancy Mick went to her son's
room and got him and went back
into her bedroom and locked the
door. Allison Mick reported the
crime to police at 3:22 a.m., a
police log showed.
Nancy Mick, a remedial teacher
in Crittenden County schools, told
Bell she knew Davenport but did
not have him in her class. She also
did not identify the intruder, Bell
said.
Bell testified that a blood sample
taken at a local hospital about 7:30
a.m. the morning of the murder
showed that Davenport was legally
drunk.
Bell said police believe Davenport entered Mick's back yard
through an unlocked gate in a chain
link fence. He went into the home
through an unlocked rear sliding
patio door, which the Mick family
said usually was unlocked.
A blood-spattered front door
knob with a partial fingerprint—
the only fingerprint lifted by police
— was removed for analysis.
Blood-covered palm prints on a
door facing to the kitchen were
also videotaped.
Bell said the tread on Davenport's athletic shoes matched three
footprints on the front walk. He
also said Davenport's shoes contained bits of potting soil mixed
with styrofoam similar to that
found on the floor of the foyer.
Bell said Davenport had
approached several people the
night of the murder, seeking money
or beer. He also had lost a diamond
ring of his mother's in a pool
game.
Mick, 42, was publisher of The
Crittenden Press and chairman of
the Western Kentucky Industrial
Foundation. He was past president
of the Kentucky Press Association.
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Members of the Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society examine a quilt brought by Carolyn Ha!ford (second
from left). The society registered quilts from Kentucky counties Wednesday at the Calloway County Public Library.

By LAF

Society registers pre-1940 quilts
makers and quilt collectors, the
society has grown to more than 400
members in nearly every county in
The Kentucky Heritage Quilt the state.
The purpose of the society is to
Society preserved a little bit more
of the state's history Wednesday promote the understanding, apprewith a registry session at the Callo- ciation and knowledge of quiltmakway County Public Library _ for ing. The society also registers the
quilts made prior to 1940.
quilts to support and expand the
"I would say we registered collection and preservation of Kensomewhere around 30 and there are tucky quilts and the records of
still more people coming in," said Kentucky quiltmakers and their
Phyllis Miller, society president. work.
The ultimate goal of the society
"We had a real good turn out. We
were tickled to death."
_‘ is to register all quilts in the state.
Started in 1981 by a few quilt- "We are trying to register quilts in

all 120 counties eventually," Miller
said. "It's going to take us awhile."
Miller said the next registration
probably would be in Graves County, but she said she was not sure
when. "As long as the quiltmakers
or collectors are from Kentucky,
they can register in any county,"
Miller said.
All data collected will be kept on
file at the Folklife Archives at
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green for scholarly
research.
For further information, call
753-6446 in the evenings.

June 7-9. The new session, which
has not been announced, was disclosed by the officials on condition
of anonymity.
Baker has held five rounds of
talks with Shevardnadze so far —
in Vienna last March, in Moscow
in May, in Paris in July, in Jackson, Wyo., in September, and in
Moscow Feb. 7-10. They also
could meet in Namibia while
attending ceremonies marking the
new African country's independence from South African rule Feb.
21.
Baker's schedule reflects stepped
up efforts to,hasten arms control
agreements, lend U.S. support to
political and economic reforms in
the Soviet Bloc and consult NATO
allies more on U.S-Soviet relations.

Also, Baker has pledged to consult regularly with the West Europeans about German unification.
The U.S. formula gives special
roles to Britain and France, as well
as the Soviet Union, as the Big
Four allies of World War II.
A number of smaller countries,
however, feel left out. Many are
victims of German aggression in
World War II and some are worried
about the situation in Europe after
West Germany merges with East
Germany.
Italian Prime Minister Giulio
Andreotti carried these concerns to
President Bush and to Baker on
Tuesday. It was then decided to
have Baker meet with the foreign
ministers after Shevardnadze's
visit.

By TODD 0. ROSS

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writes

SUMMit.
(Cont'd from page 1)
To prepare for the summit,
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Shevardnadze will hold his next
round of talks with Secretary of
State James A. Baker III in
Washington April 4-6, U.S. officials said.
Baker went to Moscow last
month to see Gorbachev and Shevardnadze. The trip produced a
narrowing of differences on a
strategic arms reduction treaty the
two leaders would like to sign at
the summit.
The two sides also moved closer
on provisions for agreements being
negotiated also with other nations
to ban chemical weapons production and to reduce troops, tanks and
nother non-nuclear arms in Europe.
Baker also is in the midst of
making arrangements for a meeting
with the 15 NATO foreign ministers, probably in Brussels, after
Shevardnadze visits next month,
officials said Wednesday.
This is in addition to a meeting
Baker will hold with the NATO
ministers in Ayreshire, Scotland,

Students...
(Cont'd from page 1)
this," said Ted Dotson, art instructor at Murray Middle School.
Dotson said that the Toys for
Tots advertisements at Christmas
were also part of this grant.
"The kids are designing funds-

including
Simmons Beautyrest®
and Sealy Posturepedic®
Mattresses
• Discontinued Floor Samples
• Mismatched Sets
• Soiled & Damaged Sets
Queen Bedding

CO1

mental graphics for advertising,"
he said. "I wanted to show the kids
that art is a practical an of life,
and that they can make a living
with art. I wanted to show them
there was a reason for art."
Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent for instruction for Murray
City Schools, said Dotson's grant
was for graphic arts equipment that
no art department in the system had
ever used before.
"Those kids were so excited
about the project," Lanier said.
"The kids act like they are an
advertising agency and submit bids
and submit samples just like a real
company."
Lanier said that in the summer of
1988 the city and county schools
met with area businesses to organize a joint School-Business Partnership program.
"Both systems had informal partnerships before, but businesses
were apprehensive about appearint
to side with one school or another,
she said.
"It does enhance our educational
programs," Lanier said. "It gives
them a better appreciation for the
private enterprise system."

MSU march...

Full Bedding
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(Cont'd from page 1)
State currently has only eight or
nine.
"Students are really concerned
about the declining number of
black faculty and staff on campus,"
Sanders said. "This is sending
down a negative connotation about
the university. Students are finding
it very alarming. There is a lack of
role models in faculty and administrators for students."
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Unemployment rises in 99 counties
from December to January in state

Dennis L.Johnson,director of bands at Murray State University and coordinator of the High School Quad-State
Band Festival, prepares to present a plaque of appreciation to Dr. Roger Reichmuth (center), chairman of the
Department of Music, in appreciation for his many years of support and effort on behalf of all the Quad-State
Festivals. Shown on stage with them for the presentation is Dr. Gary T. Hunt,dean of the College of Fine Arts and
Communication.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unemployment rose in 99 Kentucky counties from December to January, cresting at 18.3 percent in Carter County, according to state figures released today.
Woodford County had the lowest
rate at 2.5 percent, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said in its
monthly report.
Jobless rates declined in 20
counties and the rate was
unchanged in Daviess County at
5.7 percent.
Twenty-nine counties had rates
of 10 percent or higher, compared
with eight counties in December.
Fifty-three counties had doubledigit rates in January 1989, the
report said.
The cabinet previously reported
that the statewide unemployment
rate rose from 5.3 percent in
December to 6.7 percent in January, reflecting a loss of Christmas
holiday jobs, industrial layoffs and
seasonal losses in construction.

Magoffin County had the
second-highest jobless rate at 18.2
percent, followed by Elliott County, 17.9; Wolfe County, 17.8;
McCreary County, 15.9, and Fulton
County, 15.8.

ATTENTION
We will be closed Saturday,
March 10th in order to remodel our front call office. We
will re-open on Monday,
March 12th.

1V
gl:131.01I

Committee drops Gingrich investigation
By LARRY MARGASAK
Assoctatod Prose Wrtter

WASHINGTON — The House
ethics committee decided Wednesday to drop its investigation of
Republican Whip Newt Gingrich,
but will criticize his failure to disclose the purchase of a home, the
lawmaker who filed the complaint
against him said.
"The ethics committee has
resolved the Gingrich matter by
deciding not to investigate further,
but by deciding to admonish Gingrich" for not reporting his purchase of a home with his daughter,
said Rep. Bill Alexander, D-Ark.
A House source, speaking only
on condition he not be identified,
provided the same information
about the committee decision on
the Georgia Republican.
The panel — formally the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct — met behind closed
doors Wednesday but made no
announcemeni
Gingrich's case has generated
keen interest because he filed the
ethics complaint that triggered the
investigation — and eventual resignation last year — of former
Speaker Jim Wright.
A Chicago law firm hired to provide the committee advice on the
Gingrich case reportedly told the
panel late last year that there was
insufficient evidence to pursue the
investigation.
Alexander, who filed two separate complaints against Gingrich,
called the committee action "a
practical resolution of the Gingrich
matter. Futher disciplinary ,actions
against Mr. Gingrich are therefore
not needed at the present time."
Calls seeking comment from
Gingrich were not immediately
returned.
Alexander triggered the Gingrich
probe last April with a complaint
that the No. 2-ranking House Republican violated violated House
rules and federal campaign finance
laws in the operation of a limited
partnership created in 1984. The
"COS Limited Partnership" promoted "Window of Opportunity," a
book written by Gingrich and two
others.
The partnership was made up of
21 individuals who each put up
$5,000 to promote the book. Gingrich was not an investor, but his
wife; a co-author, was paid more
than $10,000 for running the
operation.
The complaint contended the
$105,000 raised by the partnership
could be considered income to Gingrich, in violation of House limits
on members' outside earnings, or it
could constitute a gift to Gingrich,
in violation of House rules that
prohibit members from accepting
gifts worth more than $100 from
anyone with a direct interest in
legislation.
The compliant also contended •
that if the money were corisidered
to be campaign contributions, Gingrich would be in violation of

reporting obligations and restrictions under campaign finance laws.
The second complaint, filed in
October, charged Gingrich with a
long list of alleged campaign
finance and financial disclosure
violations.

Fayette County's 3.0 rate was
the second-lowest, followed by
Oldham County, 3.4; Kenton Coun
ty, 3.5; Jessamine and Shelby
counties, 3.6 each, and Boone
County, 3.8.

That complaint said Gingrich
failed to report the purchase of the
house with his daughter, as
required on annual financial disclosure forms. The house was purchased from a longtime political
supporter of Gingrich.
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*15-1646
Reg. 89.97

*Spectral price •epuires new activation and
rnommurn service cOrtarntment with authoflied Radio Shack came Price without act,
ration or Rado Shack carne is $799 See
store manager tor.details

4988

Reqkwes charging stand plus AC
adapter or mobile mooning kit

Remote Color TV/Monitor

Portable Color TV
Save $61
Low As $15 Per M9
oei
nth•

18800

Save $111"
49.95
2R

glignect for your bedroom #16-239

Low As $15 Per MOnth•

28800

Wireless remote #16-261

Digital 4-Head VHS VCR
Save $100

3r95

Remote battertes extra

Highway deaths

Low As $15 Per

29995

Month• WI

Reg.
499.95

Picture-in -picture #16-652 Remote Dattenes extra

100-Watt Stereo Receiver
Save $120 93995 Reg.
100 wan: per channel, minimum rms into

ohms
from 20-70,000 Hi, with no more than 0 3% THD 131-3004

Speaker
Phone

Speed-Dial
Trim-Fone

Motor vehicle traffic deaths
per 100 million vehicle miles

359.95

Low As $15 Per Month.

Save $30

33% Off

CD Player With Remote
Save $90

15995

Reg.
249.95
Step up to digital sound' #42-5010

Low As $15 Per Month.

7-Band Car EQ/Booster
Cut 33%

3995

514915

40 watts total power, #12-1955

2995 Ms
White, #48-581
Almond, #43-582

II• • r
1111• MI
••e

Toneipuiset dicing

Remote battorrea extra

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio That* Store or Dealer Nearest You
tSrArtTCHAfil E TOUCH TONE lPULSE phOnes wOM on both tone and pulse Imes Thefrocrfe -5 areas haying um, purse ,-'ta- ra 'net n A^ Ctd Usv se -vices repuonng tones like alterna
Nctt Itar party tines We senrce what we see • Radio Shity. ValutPluC' revolymp rnetle Payment may racy depencImp
hue long distance systems and computenied services FCC
upon you, purchases PRICES APPtY IT PARTICIPATING STORES MO DEALERS

BeciOno balwanes core

95
6995 99
R"
40-memory,
LCD displays
number dialed
#43-611
Tonf/putset dtioN

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome
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Letters to the Editor

Herndon implores residents
to help bone marrow victims
Dear Editor:
This letter is an urgent appeal to
all parents living in this area. It is
very easy to take for granted the
health of our children and grandchildren and the effectiveness of
medical treatment when they do
become sick.
Imagine the devastation of being
told that a precious young person
in your family has leukemia, and
even more frightening, that the disease is acute myelogenous
leukemia — the most aggressive
and difficult to treat of all leukemias. This was the diagnosis given
Nancy and John Sommer about
their daughter Stacy in October of
1988. At the time, Stacy was an
eighteen-year-old freshman at Murray Slate.
A victim of AML is given a 0 to
5% chance of survival without a
bone marrow transplant. Chances
for survival with a transplant vary
from 40-75% depending on
circumstances.
Dealing with such an insidious
and debilitating illness is an excruciating experience for victim and
family. Imagine the additional
frustration and agony of knowing
that the only sure cure involves
finding a bone marrow match and
that no such match is available in
the National Bone Marrow Registry. It is a national tragedy that
families in this country must not
only have to deal with this devastating disease, but also with the
need to try to find a bone marrow
match.
It is in the best interest of every
family in this community, the
Commonwealth, this country to
build the National Bone Marrow
Registry to include as many potential donors as possible. None of us
has any protection from a diagnosis
of this dreaded disease among the
young members of our families.
This is as important as carrying
medical insurance, it can even be
regarded as a<,4ype of insurance.
The students at Murray State
University, through the coordination of the Student Alumni Association, are in the process of trying
to help find a bone marrow match

for Stacy Sommer. On Wednesday,
Feb. 28, a "Sommer Day at MSU,"
more than 100 potential donors
were processed in an hour, an overwhelming response. More than 250
additional students, faculty, staff,
and community members have
indicated their desire to be tested
and listed on the National Bone
Marrow Registry. There are more
than 9,000 individuals, mostly
young people, on the waiting list
for a life-saving bone marrow
transplant. One of these 250 yet to
be tested here at MSU just might
be a match for Stacy Sommer, or
for one of the other 9,000, or perhaps even in years to come for a
member of our own families.
Please, please help us. Contributions are urgently needed to help
fund the cost of $50 per person to
process the additional 250-300
potential donors. Raising over
$5,000 to fund the 107 tests that
were done on 'A Sommer Day'
was a challenge that our students
have met. The help of everyone in
the community is needed to raise
the estimated $14,000 required to
fund processing for the rest of the
potential donors.
Contributions are tax deductible.
Checks should be made to the
MSU Alumni i.kssociation and
denoted for the Bone Marrow
Fund:The mailing address is: MSU
Alumni Association, 4th Floor
Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071. Fundraising 'kits' are available for anyone who would be willing to
become personally involved in contacting friends, neighbors, coworkers, and others to generate
support. These kits are available at
the MSU Alumni Office. For more
information, please call 762-3737.
Your support may literally provide
the chance of a lifetime -for Stacy
Sommer or some other young person. What can be more important
than helping to save lives?
Sicnerely, '
Donna R. Herndon
Executive Secretaryffreasurer
MSU Alumni Association
Advisor, Student Alumni
Association

Rites ofspring on Main Street
It's one of those afternoons
when there's enough of a chill to
remind you that the door to winter
is still ajar. But if you stop for just
a second and draw in you breath
without making another sound, you
can hear the flower bulbs groaning
as their blooms ease their way into
gardens all over town.
It that isn't enough to alert you
to spring, a drive down Main Street
will confirm that it's that time of
year once again.
People of all ages are lined up in
front of Dairy Queen. The toddlers
are twirling around the pole that
holds the sign. The pre-teen girls
are giggling and the pre-teen boys
are steadfastly ignoring them. Their
parents, who still remember exactly
the unspoken yearnings of their
own youth, sit patiently in the cars
to which they've been banished by
children who are suddenly horrified
at the prospect of being seen in
public with them.
The procession of cars is steady,
and their pattern predictable. They
all slow down as they pass the
Dairy Queen, the idea being to see
and be seen. Horns beep, arms
wave. Occasionally, a vehicle rolls
past, windows down, speakers

MIN
STREET
By Constance
Aleunder
throbbing with music that is arresting because it abuses the ears and
assaults the senses. Instead of "rap"
they should call it "pummel."
A group of boys about 15 years
old slouches at one of the picnic
tables, watching the line of cars
longingly. Some day they will look
at women with the same hunger,
but today it's chrome they crave.
"Boy, what I'd give for one of
those," one of them confesses reverently as a Trans Am — stereo
blasting — throbs by.
"Love to get my hands on that,"
his friend agrees.
A pick-up truck suddenly
screeches to a halt in the parking
lot, and four cowboys lope out.
They make a show of hitching up
their pants, knocking the dirt off
their boots, and tugging at their hat

Is Assembly ready to spend taxes on governor's race?
FRANKFORT—Is Kentucky —
or at least the Kentucky General
Assembly this year — ready to
spend tax money to finance cam;
paigns for governor? Don't bet this
week's lottery ticket money on it.
That doesn't mean public financing of gubernatorial campaigns
isn't a good idea. It is. In fact, it is
the only effective way to stop the
runaway inflation of the cost of a

campaign for governor and to rid
candidates of their necessary
reliance on large special-interest
contributions to their campaigns
and the financial ties that later bind
governors to those contributors.
However, 1990 doesn't look like
the year a campaign finance law is
enacted by the legislature Members
of the General Assembly aren't
likely. to approve some or all of

TheAdyentmsx
JOANNYANTISEED

ing to find tome mention. When
we saw the Murray Ledger writeup
in the evening paper, it meant a lot
to us. I only wish you'd follow
through with more.
We heard via radio different stories of the moose attack, etc. The
last report seemed to indicate
nobody hurt and moose killed. We
keep looking for more news.
Sincerely;
M. Bazzell
907 Waldrop
Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History

drips. They insist they can demolish a large all by themselves, and
parents — buoyant with the spirit
of the season — give in.
When the children finally get
their cones, they all seem compelled to swirl their fingers through
it once before licking it. Parents,
armed with napkins and warnings,
are never fast enough to prevent
the gesture. "Don't let it melt all
over you," they warn fruitlessly.
When two young blondes in a
black convertible cruise by, they
draw frank glances of interest from
the older boys, and furtive looks
from the other girls. Of course,
neither tawny creature deigns to
cast her eyes to the waiting line at
Dairy Queen, but everyone turns to
watch them pass, as if they were
visiting royalty.
Some rites don't change much,
do they? For years, in towns all
over the country, young people
have flocked to places like Dairy
Queen at the first hint of spring.
Nothing much ever happens, but
there's always the possibility. And
of course there's the guarantee of
something sinful and sweet — delicious ice cream and the promise
that winter will soon be over.

Agree or Not

Reader thanks newspaper
for Iditarod race coverage
Dear Editor,
A special thanks and box of
forever yours to the person who
wrote up one article of "Iditarod
Dog Sled Race In Alaska" last
week!
We are new in Murray...after
two years, that annual race in the
far north has always been something for us to look forward to and
follow! It's sad not to see one mention on national news or in any of
the papers. One day last week I
bought three different papers-hop-

brims, all the while cneciung to set
if any of the teenage girls are looking at them.
Three girls definitely take note,
without ever skipping a beat in
their conversation. They talk earnestly to each other, as if they are
solving problems of worldwide significance. As their voices get louder, presumably for the cowboys'
benefit, I hear snatches of, "She
said..." and then "He said..." The
girls cluster together tighter than
petals on a flower as one of them
leans forward to say, "And then
you know what happened?" There
is a fury of whispers that ends with
a burst of laughter.
The cowboys pretend not to
notice.
Toddlers are impressed with
none of this. After a few turns at
climbing the ledges of the order
windows, and a peak or two at the
shiny posters that display all the
sundaes on sale, they become restless. Though their memories are
not long enough to reach all the
way back to last summer, they
know that all they want is ice
cream. In a cone. No matter that
they can never eat it fast enough to
prevent serious depletion through

Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's $1.05
billion revenue-increase plan for
urgently needed services and programs and turn around and allocate
money to pay for gubernatorial
campaigns in the future. There just
isn't a resounding demand yet from
the voters to give legislators the
support necessary to pass a public
financing bill.
On the other hand, that demand
one day will arise. It has to because
the time will come — the next
election or the one after that —
when the obscene amounts of
money raised and spent to elect the
governor of Kentucky will become
utterly pornographic and the public
will react accordingly.
Consider that it has been only 15
years since Gov. Julian Carroll,
completing the term begun by
Wendell Ford, spent the first million dollars to be elected to a full
term in office. The amount made
headlines throughout the state;
good-government types expressed
outrage, especially since Carroll
had only token primary and general
election opposition. A lot of that
money came from people who do
business with state government.
Today, of course, a candidate for
governor with a million dollars to
spend isn't taken (seriously. Campaign consultants in 'Washington
wouldn't return phone calls from
such an under-financed candid'ate.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

GIR ARPilrit

In 1987, candidate Wallace
Wilkinson spent upwards of $10
million to become governor and
most of that poured into his campaign treasury only after he won
the Democratic primary by financ-

ing his campaign almost entirely
out of his considerable personal
fortune. And, again, a goodly portion of what Wilkinson received
after the primary came from people
who do business with state government — and those who want to do
business in Frankfort. The system
hasn't changed, but the amounts
grow like kudzu on the side of the
highway.
A bill introduced in the House
and strongly backed by Attorney
General Fred Cowan would allow
candidates, beginning in the 1995
governor's race, to receive matching public funds if they agree to
spend no more than $3.3 million in
the primary and $2.8 million in the
general election. To qualify a candidate would have to raise
$300,000 from contributions of
$1,000 or less. The matching
money would come from a special
fund, to which $6.4 million in seed
money would be appropriated-, in
the 1990-92 budget.
The bill was approved last week
by the House Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee,
but now faces serious skeptics
when it reaches the House budget
committee. Also, Wilkinson vowed
to veto the bill if it should reach
his desk.
The prospects, then, are fairly
grim this year for public financing
of gubernatorial campaigns. It will
happen, though, probably when a
crowded field of well-heeled
Democrats collectivley spend $30
million or $40 million on their
primary alone. The way'the 1991
election is shaping up, that could
be a lot sooner than anyone
realizes.

dD 1990 United Feature Syndicate inc

LOOKING BACK
Today is Thursday, March 8, the 67th day of 1990. There are 298 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 8, 1782, the Gnadenhutten massacre took place as some 90
Indians who had convened to Christianity were murdered by militiamen
in Gnadenhutten, Ohio, in retaliation for raids carried out by other
Indians.
On this date:
In 1702, England's Queen Anne ascended the throne upon the death of
William III.
In 1841, U.S. Suprelne Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. was
born in Boston.
In 1854, U.S. Commodore Matthew C. Perry made his second landing
in Japan. Within a month, he concluded a treaty with the Japanese.
In 1874, the 13th President of the United States, Millard Fillmore, died
in Buffalo, N.Y.
In 1983, the House Foreign Affairs Committee endorsed a nuclear weapons freeze with the Soviet Union, a proposal denounced the same day by
President Reagan as a "very dangerous fraud."
Ten years ago: In Iran, a plan to transfer control of the American hostages to the Revolutionary Council fell apart when militants balked at
yielding the captives.
Five years ago: President Reagan sent a team of negotiators into arms
talks with the Soviet Union with instructions to cut back offensive
weapons.
One year ago: The battle over President Bush's nomination of John
Tower to become defense secretary all but ended as four previously undecided Senate Democrats announced they would oppose Tower.
Today's birthdays: Retired Sen. Jennings Randolph, D-W.V., is 88.
Actress Claire Trevor is 81. Actress-dancer Cyd Charisse is 69. Actress
Sue Me Langdon is 54. Former baseball player and author Jim Milton is
51. Actress Lynn Redgrave is 47. Actress Susan Clark is 46. Actor Mickey Dolenz is 45. Lyricist Carole Bayer Sager is 43. Baseball player Jim
Rice is 37.
• Thought for today: "The worst crime against working people is a company which fails to operate at a profit." — Samuel Gornpers, American
labor leader (1850-1924).
— By The Areclefeel Press

By JO BURKEEN

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers in the Kentucky
Lottery's Kentucky Cash
game: 9-4-6.

180424 OR A DAY SAT 19.11101111:624
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Ten years ago
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Calloway
County High School Laker Girls
beat Marshall County, and Marshall County beat Calloway County
High School Boys. High team scorers were Mina Todd for Calloway,
Barbara Faughn for Marshall,
Daniel Lassiter for Marshall Boys
and Richard Smotherman for Calloway Boys.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. David Farmer, Feb.
25; and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Jackson, Feb. 26.
Bill Phillips, local attorney, presented a seminar at first convention
of Southern Gerontological Society
held Feb. 20-22 at Atlanta, GL

Thirty years ago
Gordon R. Crouch of Lynn
Grove has been named as crew
leader for Calloway County for
1960 Census of Population and
Housing.
South Marshall beat North Marshall for the championship of
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament. High team
scorers were Jackie Weaver for
South Marshall and Bennie Goheen
for North Marshall.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Amos Perry and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Cook.
Wanda Dee Taylor and Heyward
Roberts were married Jan. 30 at
First Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton.

Twenty years ago
Forty years ago ,
Hollis Miller, minister of UniThe City of Murray will install
versity Church of Christ, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club additional parking meters, accordheld at Murray Woman's Club ing to Murray City Councilman
Vernon Hale.
House.
Recent births reported at Murray
Murray Civitan Club will have
its annual Pancake Day on March Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
28 at Rudy's Restaurant and Maple Mrs. Norman Austin, a boy to Mr.
Leaf Restaurant.
and Mrs. Leslie Cathcart, a boy to
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willard Knott and a
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bucy and a girl girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
Elected as officers of Protemus
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rietveld,
Homemakers Club, just organized,
-March 3.
Kathryn Marie Hackney and were Mrs. 011ie Paschall, Mrs. VirJohn Otis Pasco Jr. were married gil Lassiter and Mrs. Woodrow
Tarry.
recently at Metropolis, Ill.
.....1•1010r••••
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MSU's Reece King featured
at Mayfield concert series

`The Crucible' opens March 23

The 1990 "Family Evening Concert Series" at Legion Theatre in
Mayfield continues as Purchase
Players presents Reece King, trombonist, in recital March 15 at 7
p.m.

scholar at Murray State and a Kentucky Distinguished Scholar.

Reece King is currently pursuing
a bacelor of music education and
bachelor of arts degree at Murray
State University.

Purchase Players announces auditions

King currently serves as principal trombonist at the Paducah Symphony Orchestra and the Murray
State University Symphonic Wind
Ensemble and is lead trombonist of
the Murray State University Jazz
Band I.
Other groups with which he has
performed include the following:
Jackson Symphony Orchestra in
Jackson, Tenn., MSU Chamber
Orchestra, MSU Faculty Brass
Quintet, MSU Student Brass Quintet and MSU Brass Choir.

Goodwife Proctor, played by Mayfield native Becky Reynolds, consoles her husband John, played by Jim
Carpenter, before she is taken to jail having been accused of the crime of witchcraft. The scene is from the
Murray community theater production of 'The Crucible,' Arthur Miller's historical drama about the Puritan purge of witchcraft in Salem. 'The Crucible' opens March 23 and is the first play to be performed in
the newly renovated and enlarged Playhouse in the Park in Murray. Resevations for performances on
March 23-25, 30-31 and April 1 are available now and may be made through the Playhouse box office.
759-1752.

He will be accompanied by Eleanor Brown. Brown has taught piano

Purchase Players annouces audi- second annual West Kentucky
tions for "The New Ivanhoe" to be Playwrights Festival.
The festival is co-sponosered by
March 19 and 20 at 6:30 p.m. at
Legion Theatre 211 S. 7th Street in the College of Fine Arts and Communications at Murray State
Mayfield.
University.
men
two
and
for
are
roles
There
All rehearsals will be at Legion
two women. This is an original
one-act play written by Mayfield Theatre. Artistic director is Ann
Mills with technical assistance by
playwright Don Johnson.
Sharon
Logsdon. For more inforPerformance dates are April 21
and April 29 at the Playhouse in mation contact Legion Theatre at
the Park in Murray as part of the (502) 247-5977.

NOW OPEN!

rtlines

King has taught trombone privately for several years. He is a
native of Mayfield and a 1987 graduate of Mayfield High School.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon
King, who reside on Route 6 in
Mayfield, King is a presidential

at the college level and currently is
performing duo piano concerts with
her husband who is keyboard
instructor at Murray State
University.

Economical Supplies
for the Art In Everyone

*Special Orders Welcome
OPEN: Mon.-Thurs. 10-6, Frl. 10-4, Sat. 11-4
1409 Main St. (Formerly Hungry Bear)

753-0017

Davidson cooks a hot show in Nashville
By

JOE EDWARDS

Associated Press Writer

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- TV
entertainer John Davidson has
given up lizards for pecan pie.
Davidson, who confronted the
giant reptile as host of "That's
Incredible," currently is whipping
up tasty treats on cable TV's
"Holiday Gourmet," a cooking
show on The Nashville Network.
Davidson and his wife, Rhonda,
make desserts on the 60-minute
program, which is broadcast at various times the week before each
Easter, Mother's Day, Father's

Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas and
Valentine's Day.
He's no stranger to cooking, and
calls himself "a good assistant
cook" at home.
"There are three or four recipes
I keep repeating. One is Polynesian
peanut butter chicken, which I
found in New Zealand. And I make
a mean banana french toast. But
really I do my best just as a chopper and cutter for Rhonda."
TNN, which has broadened its
scope and reached beyond Nashville for celebrities such as Davidson,
says "Holiday Gourmet" has
generated more than 13,000 letters

Pre-Owned Cars
"These Prices Good For March Only"

* 1989 Cadillac DeVille New Car Warranty..

'18,900
..'21,900
'22,500

* 1987 Cadillac DeVille 30 Day or 3,000 Mile Warranty

.'13,900

* 1989

Cadillac Bro. New Car Warranty

* 1989 Cadillac DeVille New Car Warrarty

1989 Pontiac Grand Am New Car Warranty............19,900
1989 Pontiac Grand Am New air Warranty

KOPIST UD

By CAROL DEEGAN

1989 Pontiac Grand Am New Car Warranty
* 1989 Pontiac Sunbird Cony. GT

New Gar

Warranty

* 1989 Pontiac Sunbird Cony. New Car Warranty

Associated Press Writer

1

"That's Incredible," says his wife
may have upstaged him on the
cable show.
"They (show executives and
crew) were more impressed with
Rhonda than me," he said cheerfully in a telephone interview from
his Los Angeles-area houseboat.
"Everyone said, 'Your wife was
great.'"
Rhonda, a former background
singer with little TV experience,
said she was surprised at the positive reception she received.
"I've always been more of a
background person with no desire
to be out front," she said.

* 1984 Cadillac Seville Elegante 30 Day or 3,000 Mile Warranty. 111,500

Character shifts
highlight Beattie's
'Picturing Will'

PICTURING WILL. Ann Beattie. Random House. 230 Pages.
S18.95.
"Imagine this: You love someone whose birth had nothing to do
with you, whose features are too
striking to resemble your own .. .
whose presence is potentially
threatening because of its power to
leach away all of his mother's
emotional energy. You love someone whose mother has admitted, on
occasion, to wishing him away so
that the complexities of her Itfe
would become simple matters."
So writes Mel, who loves a little
boy named Will, in Ann Beattie's
latest novel, "Picturing Will."
Will's father, Wayne, abandoned
Will and his mother Jody when
Will was very young. He didn't
even leave a note; just walked out
the door. It was his way of making
a point, though he had to concede
that in coping - not even calling
the police to report him missing she had proven hers.
On that morning, Jody knew that
Wayne was gone for good. She had
awakened to Will's cries in a house
that felt intensely empty. The car
was gone; the house key was on a
table by the door. A month later,
Jody and Will were gone, too, living in Charlottesville, Va., where
Jody had gone from being a clerk
in a camera store to working as a
wedding photographer.
She met Mel. Bought eardrops
and G.1. Joes for Will. And though
she photographed weddings for a
living, her real interest was in the
photographs she took for herself.
In "Picturing Will," Beattie has
created a surprising, deeply moving
work that shifts from character,
location and perspective.
In the end, Wayne gets busted in
Florida. Jody becomes a successful
photographer. She pursues fame leaving Mel to pursue baby sitters.
Through it all, it is Mel's love for
Will that endures.
"Off we marched - maybe
even hand in hand - to whatever
was ahead of us, which I sometimes had no more idea of than
you."

a year from viewers seeking
recipes or commenting about the
show.
"Holiday Gourmet" featured
country music stars making their
favorite recipes last year, but the
Nashville performers were dropped
this season to focus more on
Davidson. He joins Dinah Shore
and Florence Henderson as noncountry music hosts of TNN programs, which are available in 48
million households throughout the
country.
The 48-year-old Davidson,
who's associated with such shows
as "Hollywood Squares" and

753-1222
.

Donna cathey
"

Homes FOR LivinG•

1989 Pontiac Bonneville

Nee

Car Warranty

.

* 1988 Pontiac Bonneville SSE Neer Car Warranty
Janet Housden

1984 Pontiac Trans Am 30 Day or 3,003 Mile Warranty
1989 Buick Regal 30 Day

Call Donna or Janet for information on these fine properties and all
other real estate for sale in Murray and Calloway County.

* 1987 Buick Park

Of 3.000 Mlle Warranty

Ave. 30 Day or 3.30 Mile Warranty

1984 Buick Riviera 30 Day or 3,003 Mde Warranty
1989 Olds Cutlass

New Car Warranty.. .

19,900
19,900
115,900
'13,900
'13,900
'15,900
'5,900
'10,900
'11,900
'6,900
le400

1983 Olds 98 Reg. Bro 4 Dr

5,900

1983 Olds 88 Coupe

'3,900

1989 Chevy Silverado PU r Bei, New Warranty

'12,900

'4,900

1983 Chevy Camero Z28
1988 Ford Escort Wagon 30 Day a 3,C00 Mile Warranty
* 1986 Ford Crown Vic. Wgn 30 Day a 3,000 WM Warranty
This fine quality lake home is a perfect
Iteta way." Excellent condition and beautiful decor inside and out. 3 bedrooms,
P/i baths, ceiling fans, and only a short
walk from the lake. 1608.

Overlooking Ky. Lake. Three floors of
luxurious living in this spacious home
Central vacuum, security system and
intercom are just a few of the extras
Priced at $98,500.

This home could be your choice. 3 bedrooms, gas heat, fenced back yard and
conveniently located to schools and shopping. Priced in the $30..

.... /
85,
6 9°°
900

1990 GM Program Cars
New Car Warranty

n31200

Oids Cutlass 2

Dr.

New Car Warranty......

1990 Olds Cutlass 2

Dr.

New Car Warranty

'13,200
'13,200
*13,200
'13,900
'13,900

1990 Olds Cutlass 2 Dr.

1990

1990 Oids Cutlass 2 Dr. New Car Warranty
1990 Olds Cutlass 4 Dr.

New Car Warranty

1990 Olds Cutlass 4 Dr.

New

Car Warranty_

This Special Coupon Good For $1,000 On Cars With .4 Star

Coupon

mi•

*$1,000x

Lovely, rolling 3.3 acres just out of town.
Cypress sided home,3 lir., 2 baths, large
den, living room, breakfast area and
kitchen. $34,000.00.

One of Murray's finest properties Includes 4 bedrooms, each with private
bath, library, large game room/den, 4
fireplaces, and • tennis court. Gorgeous
Georgian styling. Located on Riverwood
Road.

Tastefully decorated home located in
Canterbury Estates. A nice home for the
growing family 3 bedroom', 2 baths,
great room with fireplace and a beautiful
sunroorn and deck Pnced in the low 90's.

$1,000w*
March Madness Sale
Good For Cars With Stars
* $1J.000x
*
$1_1000x*.
*

Brand New gCENTURY Boats
DRASTICALLY Reduced
WAS
1989 4500 CLX 24' Day Cruiser

$33.900

1989 2500 LX 20' Bow Rider

$$218270500

1989 3000 BR 19' Bow Rider

$21.500

1989 2000 BR 18' Bow Rider
A very special home just• few minutes
from Murray on 121 North Custom built
home with those needed privacy areas. 6
bedrooms, 4 baths, living room, dining
room, den and 9 spacious closets. Excelthroughout. Priced
lent condition
$149,900.

Quality home leas than 2 years old
adjoining Gatesborough Subdivision.
Home ofTers 4 or 6 bedrooms, 12 closets
and solid oak kitchen cabinets. Great
family home

•1.3 acre lot located on The Lane in the N E corner of the col-

de-sac. $22,000.
•Eteautiful lake view lot high on a hill in Panorama Shores. A
wooded lot located just•short walk to the lake and near the boat
launch. $7,500
•Over 16 acres of property located on Hwy. 121 North. Perfect
setting for condos overlooking country club golf course.

New quality built, 3-4 bedroom. 2 bath
home located just outside oftown A must
to see for only $79,500 Call today for In
appointment. 753-1222

•Nice 2 bedroom mobile borne located at the lake. Has separate
garage and carport. for only $7,500.
*Good farm land located in southwest area of county Over 70
acres total Priced at $55,000

and mooring covers.
We will trade on these special sate prices
Our •nginee ars all GM & Our outdrives ere Mee Cruiser.
20' Baia Litiander - Excellent CandaceThose prices Include trailors

1984
•Great rental property close to M S U. Two 1 bedroom •partmenta and a 3 bedroom house. Good conditaon. $55,000.

NOW

'28,500
'19,800
'18,200
'16,200

18,500

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC-BUICK-CENTURY BOATS
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

if
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Sam ord Choir to be at Memorial Church

The 1
Sunday,
p.m. wi
months,
years, a
6 years.
1-527-2
The Samford University A Cappella Choir from Birmingham, Ala., will perform at Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and Main Streets, Murray,
on Saturday, March 10, at 7 p.m. Under the direction of Dr. L. Gene Black, dean of the Samford School of Music, the 61-member choir
regularly performs in churches throughout the eastern United States. This choir also represents Samford through its performances at community functions in Birmingham as well at programs sponsored by Alabama Baptist State Convention. Its international tours have taken the
Choir to Baptist World Alliance meetings in Japan in 1970 and Sweden in 1975, and to England, Germany, France, Holland, Wales, West
Germany and Korea. The Choir presents music representing many different styles of choral singing, including spirituals and gospel songs.
Most of their works are sung unaccompanied. Samford with an enrollment of 4,162 is the fifth largest of the nation's Southern Baptist colleges
and universities. The university enrolls students from 43 states and 39 foreign countries. The public is invited to attend this special program,
according to Mike Farmer, minister of Education and Youth at Memorial Church.

Colby Wade Starks celebrated his first birthday on Feb. 4 with a party at the home of his paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Starks. He was born on Feb. 4, 1989. He is the son of Kirk and Gay
Starks. His maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Larry Woodall.
lie is the great-grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Buel Hargis, Leon Duncan
and the late Mrs. Desiree Duncan, Neal Starks and the late Mrs.
Kathleen Starks, and Mrs. Virginia Woodall and the late Kenton
Wood all.

Infant pillows and cushions recalled

Five newborn admissions
and dismissals are listed
•

'rive newborn admissions and
IsHssals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
March 7, have been released as
s:
Newborn admissions
Wimberly baby boy, parents,
Sherry and Tracy, Rt. 5, Tonya
Drive, Paris, Tenn.;
Madison baby girl, parents, Tina
and Jeffrey, 916 North 18th St.,
Murray;
Seys baby girl, parents, Gerrie
Perry, Rt. 7, Box 127A,
I reld;
Mcyicr baby boy, mother, Tina,
Ri 5. Box 795, Murray;
Myers baby girl, parents, KimbA:rly and Ronald, Rt. 1, Box 186,
fic:1;on.
Dismissals
Mrs. Colleen A. Anderson and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 44A, Murray;

Christopher T. Sullivan, 1506 Canterbury, Murray;
Mrs. Starlyn Jo Wyatt, 709
Goodman Si, Murray; Elvis Joe
Glisson, Rt. 1, Box 72, Wingo;
Miss Frankie Carroll, 1809 Sherry Lane, Murray; Mrs. Audra B.
Moody, 1518 London Dr., Murray;
John Reed Falwell, Rt. 7, Box
124, Murray; Mrs. Beulah I.
Mathis, 1413 Main St, Benton;
Orphul C. Taylor, 1523 Oxford,
Murray;
Dolphus J. Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Hilda N. Reynolds, Box 172,
Hazel; Mrs. 011ie R. Smith, Almo;
Mrs. Volena West, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mrs. Iva Nesbitt, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Louis E. Collins, Rt. 1, Box 529,
Benton;
Elvie Hale (expired) Rt. 4, Box
815, Murray.

WASHINGTON (AP) — One
manufacturer of infant pillows and
cushions the government said was
involved in the suffocation of 10
babies in two years said Wednesday that it voluntarily removed its
product from stores earlier this
year.
Leo Hollander, owner of Hollander Home Fashions of Newark,
N.J., said the company stopped
making its "Mother's Helper
Cushion" in January and told distributors to remove them from
stores.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,
urged the Consumer Product Safety
Commission on Tuesday to recall
all the infant pillows that have
been linked to the deaths, inlcuding
seven since June.
"It's time to get the product off
the shelves and out of the hands of
consumers before any other children are put at risk," D'Amato said.
'Hollander said his company
"does not believe that its product
responsible for the death of any
infant. ... The product labeling
warns parents never to leave their
children unattended."
He said infants under 5-monthsold should never be placed face
down and left alone to sleep on any
type of pillows.
"Furthermore no pillow should

ALASKA

be used for very young infants in
their cribs," he said.
CPSC spokesman Dan Rumelt
said the company voluntarily
recalled 400,000 cushions
Wednesday.
But Hollander said the company
did not recall cushions bought by
consumers and only took the action

with its distributors "awaiting
CPSC determination."
"The CPSC has not determined
that this product is the cause of this
problem, he said.
The agency on Tuesday warned
parents not to let infants sleep on
the miniature bean bags because 10
babies using the items have suffo-

cated since December 1987.
",,As a result of our investigation
we know that at least 10 companies
manufacture a similar product,"
Rumelt said.
The agency said negotiations for
a recall were continuing with other
companies, which it declined to
identify.
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KGAC group will review art works
The Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen Standards' Committee will meet at Murray Art Guild,

103 North Sixth St., Murray, on
Saturday, March 10.
This will be to review work sub-

Murray Art Guild members are shown unpacking entries to be
judged by the Standards' Committee of the Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen at the guild on Saturday. Pictured, in top photo, from
left, are Margaret Crawford, Cynthia Peterson and Richard Jackson.
In the bottom photo are Karen Boyd, left, member of Standards'
Committee of KG AC, and Patricia Clark, president of Murray Art
Guild, with fabric items submitted for judging.

Join HOUSE TRAVEL
Along with Holland America Westours on an

ALASKAN ADVENTURE
August 9 to 22, 1990

milted by Guild members who wish
to be designated "Artist members"
and "Craftsmen members," and
who, if passed, are eligible to exhibit in the Guild fairs in Berea and
the Guild Gallery.
The KGAC Standards Committee meets twice yearly. Anyone
wishing further information may
contact Richard Jackson at
753-7149 who is in charge of the
Committee review.
KGAC was organized in 1961 to
promote Kentucky's arts. It is
unusual ion that. it includes both
artists and craftsmen, including the
traditional craftsmen.
Initially the Kentucky Guild'
operated the Kentucky Art Train,
the dream of some Kentucky art
educators, and made possible by
the donation of two L & N cars,
converted in Berea to gallery and
demonstration space, and pulled by
the L & N to locations around the
state scheduled by the Guild.
Since the late 1960s, however,
the Guild had concentrated on its
nationally known fairs' in Berea in
fall and spring (the 1990 fair is
scheduled for May 18-20). It also
operates the Guild Gallery shop in
Lexington.
Many artists and teachers in
western Kentucky, including MSU
Art Faculty, Paducah Art Guild,
and Murray Art Guild, helped to
organize the KGAC which encourages anyone interested in art and
crafts to be a member.
There are many members in
western Kentucky, and a good
number of them, including several
in the Murray Art Guild, are
"Artist members" and "Craftsmen
members."
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Tour

*Anchorage
*Rail tour to Denali Park
*Fairbanks
*Whitehorse

*Skagway
*Glacier Bay
*Sitka
*Inside Passage Cruise

Four nights cruising the Inside Passage on
M.S. Nieuw Amsterdam
• Rouncltrip air transportation with inflight meal service. from Nashville.
•Superior Hotel Accommodations.
• Baggage handling and portage fees
• Air and port taxes

iTHEATRES

IITG Insurance of Murray
Hard To Kill
(R)

Meeting Your Insurance Needs

• Airport hotel and ship transfers.
• Documentation prior to departure.
• Fully escorted by an experienced
House Travel Representative.
• Considerable Group Discount.

Hevenge
(R)

- Home
-Auto
- Business
- Life &
Health

A $400000 per person deposit is required to confirm your reservation. Final payment due
to House travel on June 1, 1990 Additional discount price to March 1, 1990

Limited Space Available! Call Today for further details.
0(145e

(6)raVel

Dorm Claiborne

CNA

For All ttw. Commitments You Mak,.

1304 Chestnut
(Next to Subby's - Dixieland Center)

759-1074
" I he IlAperitintql .11rinel Agent"

The Olympic Plaza U.S. 641 North
(502) 753-4000
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-334-4778

Driving
Miss Daisy (PG)
on g
Is
Bargain Night
Adult $3.00-Child $2.50
Starts Tomorrow
Hunt For Rid Octobar
Jo' Vs: Volcano
„
• ncnt s our m' ii'. eat the r
. 1008 ClieNt nut • 75:1-33i I
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Girls Softball meeting .unday

The Jackson Purchase Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation
will hold its second annual banquet on Friday, March 9, from 5:30 to
10:30 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. This will include a social hour, a
buffet style dinner, followed by a raffle and auction. As a family oriented
function women and children are encouraged to attend. Tickets are $35 in
advance which includes admission to the banquet, dinner, plus one year's
membership to the NWTF with national headquarters in Edgefield, S.C.
For anyone who brings a family member, dinner tickets are $15. All funds
raised remain in Kentucky to further promote all conservation and relsodon efforts of the Eastern Wild Turkey. For information call 1-443-3758.

Murray-Calloway County Girls Softball meeting will be Sunday, March
11, at 2 p.m. at the South Branch of Peoples Bank, South 12th Street and
Story Avenue. All interested persons are urged to attend.

The 1990 American Dream Girl and Dream Boy Easter Pageant will be
Sunday, April 8, at Executive Inn, Paducah. Registration will begin at 1
p.m. with the pageant to start at 2 p.m. Age groups for girls are 0 to 18
months, 19 to 35 months, 3 to 4 years, 5 to 6 years, 7 to 9 years, 13 to 15
years, and 16 years and up. Age groups for boys are 0 to 2 years and 3 to
6 years. For an entry form and more information call Dianna Phillips at
1-527-2072, or write Rt. 3, Box 191, Benton, Ky. 42025.

Arts Council to meet Monday
The Purchase Area Arts Council will hold its regular monthly meting
on Monday, March 12, at 7 p.m. in the art room at Graves County High
School, Highway 121, Mayfield. All persons interested in the arts are
encouraged to attend, a council member said.

Robyn Elyse Ridley born
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ridley of Rt. 5, Box 308A, Benton, are the parents
of a daughter, Robyn Elyse, weighing seven pounds 15 ounces, measuring
193/4 inches, born on Thursday, March 1, at 3:52 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have one son, Ryan Douglas. The
mother is the former Renee Tucker. Grandparents are Doug and Mary
Ridley, Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, and Mac and Donna Tucker, RL 1, Hardin.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Beatrice Tucker and Mrs. Helen Feeny,
Hardin.
es
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Tennis league may be formed
A group is interested in starting a Murray-Calloway Tennis Association
by April 1. This will be for beginners to well advanced for all persons
interested in playing an evening of mixed doubles league for fun, fitness
and competitiveness. Any person interested in being a part of this league
is asked to call Sue Hood, 753-7192.

Celebrates third birthday
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WW Club will meet Monday
Welcome Wagon Club of Murray and Calloway County will Meet Monday, March 12, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of Beverly Gidcumb. This is
open to all interested persons. For information call 753-9738.

Sisters show fashions
the use of animal skins in
garments.
The opening of a Fendi megaMILAN, Italy — The five Fendi store on New York's fashionable
Fifth Avenue this past fall risked
sisters have tried to save their
skins, just as animal rights activists %being a flop when protesters
threatened to make them extinct:10 walked out front shouting anti-fur
The Fendi claim to fame.Ve slogans.
The campaign could hurt the
most innovative elegant furri
n
multimillion-dollar Fendi fashion
the market was about to put them
at the head of the conservationist's empire, which is famous for its
furs, but even more renowned for
wanted list.
its leather goods.
They are still using fur, but in
But at the end of Wednesday's
coats shown Wednesday night it show, presented in an elegant
was used as lining instead of as an Renaissance palace in downtown
outright fashion statement.
Milan, there was much praise for
The styles, too, were less elabo- the move from showy furs to
rate with many down-coats, parkas discretion.
and shearlings.
,
In the past decade Fendi,
Karl Lagerfeld, the creative designed by Lagerfeld, has also
genius behind the Fendi label become one of the top labels of Itaindulged in what he termed lian ready-to-wear.
"organized confusion," dying
The new fall-winter 1990-91 colleather in bright shades, working it lection
presented during the fur
into chamois as soft as silk, or stuf- show was
short and sexy with lots
fing it with silk for a.4own effect. of demure
coat dresses, cute wool
He also worked over sheepskin, skating skirts and ribbed wool
detailing it with velvet strands, folk miniskirts, often worn over thick
braiding or panels of Tuscan wool tights and leg warmers.
To go under the spprtier jackets,
tapestry.
Meanwhile, inside the coat Fendi presented skintight stretch
lurked plush mink or sable, out of jeans with bright velvet braiding,
view of animal rights activists who often coupled with thigh-high,
have mounted a campaign to stop super-soft suede boots.
By DANIELA PETROFF
AP Fashion Writer

DAR hears Elder speak
and will have luncheon

sh
S"
nd

Lauren Rebecca Nance celebrated her third birthday on Feb. 26. She
was born on this date in 1987. She is the daughter of Michael and
Rebecca Nance and the sister of Adam Nance and Brett Nance, Rt. 7,
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Galon E. Burkeen
of Rt. 6, Murray, and Mrs. Maxine Nance and the late Eugene Nance
of Rt. 7, Murray.
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Turkey banquet will be Friday

Pageant planned on April 8
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Dr. Harvey Elder was the featured speaker at the February meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
"Let Freedom Ring" was the
theme of his discussion.
He talked about George
Washington at Valley Forge and
the difficulties he endured in the
winter of 1777-1778, the darkest
period of the American Revolution;
r his criticism for leaving Philadelphia to encamp on the Shuylkill
River 20 miles away; his dealing
with individual governments and
colonies, recruitment, pay, training,
housing and entertaining visitors.
"We. owe a deep gratitude to
those who sacrificed so much, that
we can enjoy what we do today,
and should be a beacon to the
world," Elder added.
Mrs. John Livesay, vice regent,
introduced Dr. Elder who has been
professor of mathematics at Murray
State University for 33 years. He is
a Phi Delta Kappa member, Kentucky Colonel, and a minister of
the Church of Christ.
The regent, Mrs. Glenn Wilcox,
presided and opened the meeting
with the DAR Ritual, pledge to the
flag and prayer. Three names were
voted on for membership.
Mrs. James C. Hart Sr. showed
plans for landscaping the court
square as proposed by the Community Improvement Volunteers of

Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce. All members were
urged to cooperate in securing
funds for this project.
The hostess, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, served dessert to the 13 members and two visitors.
The Chapter will have a salad
potluck luncheon on Saturday,
March 10, at 12 noon at Ellis Community Center. Members are asked
to note the change in meeting.
place.
Dr. Paul Jones, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, will be the
guest speaker. Honored guests will
be the High School Senior DAR
Good Citizens, Angie Miller, Calloway County High, and her
mother, Mrs. Wilma Edmonds, and
Gene Cook Jr., Murray High, and
his mother, Mrs. Martha Cook.

Chase Austin Chrisman celebrated his first birthday on Feb. 12. He is
the son of Roger and Lisa Chrisman, Ri 4, Murray. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chrisman of Rt. 2, Hazel, and of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Nance, Rt. 1, Almo. His great-grandparents are Lonnie Calhoun and the late Mrs. Frances Calhoun, and Mr. and Mrs.
J.C. Nance, all of Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Mansfield of Dresden, Tenn.

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service
Call Us Anytime

759-4685
Your Business Is Appreciated!
FREE ESTIMATES
'5112 Years Experience with Rex Camp Backhoe

Finally, A School Spirit Ring for the Junior High
Student This great nevi ring includes
• your school name • your mascot
* scholastic symbols
• six stone choices
And BEST OF ALL this ring has a $2500 trade-in value off the
regular retail price of your ArtCarved High School Class Ring

3
ARTORVED
CL ASS RINGS
Q....1.0
.
th
,def....

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center

Murray

Drawstring Tote

753-1606

_
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Scottfind Pinkston wedding planned

Coming community events announced
Thursday, March 8
Tilghman Beauregard Camp No.
1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Hickman
County Court House, Clinton.
Ballard-Carlisle HistoricalGenealogical Society will meet at 7
p.m. at Wickliffe City Hall,
Wickliffe.
•
Family YMCA will have Tots in
Motion at 4:30 p.m. at Carter
Elementary School; 50+ Fitness at
10 a.m. at Racer Arena, Murray
State University; Aerobics at 6:45
p.m. at Robertson Elementary
School. For information call
759-YMCA.

'

Thursday, March 8
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
Masonic Hall.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Thursday, March 8
Adults Belong in College workshop will be from 6 to 9 p.m. in
Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. Admission is
free and for information call
762-4150.
Lenten service will begin at 5
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Friday, March 9
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Parents' Night Out will be from
6 to 10 p.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church. For
information call 753-5809.
Jackson Purchase Chapter of
National Wild Turkey Federation
will have its banquet from 5:30 to
10:30 p.m. at Executive Inn, Padu(Cont'd on page 9)

Mr. and Mrs. W. Dale Scott of
Lexington announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
his daughter, Carol Elizabeth, to
James Richard Pinkston, son of
William Pinkston and Ms. Zoe Lee
Pinkston of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Bryan Station Senior High School
and attended the University of
Kentucky.
She is employed by the University of Kentucky College of
Education.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Murray High School and the University of Kentucky. He received
his Master's degree at Murray State
University.
He is employed by Fireman's
Fund Insurance.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. April 7, at
3:30 p.m. at Epworth United
Methodist Church, Lexington.

Carol Elizabeth Scott and
James Richard Pinkston to marry

Opposum has odd haircolor
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — An
opposum with a punky orange hairdo has museum officials stumped.
Orange opossums are unheard of
among experts, the museum staff
said Monday.
"We're sure she hasn't been
dyed or anything like that," said
Holly Coovert, an assistant curator
at the Dayton Museum of Natural
History. "She's just orange."
"We're trying to figure it out,"

said Tom Hissong, the curator of
education. "All our veterinarians
can figure is it's a genetic defect."

Co
THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

"The coward calls the brave man
The year-old opossum, known rash; the rash man calls him a
only as "O.P.," was donated by a coward."
family who raised her from
— Aristotle.
infancy.
"They found two in the same litter that were orange," Ms. Coovert
Today's game depends upon how
said. "One got loose later, and the
South handles his minor suits. Too
family dog munched it."
much bravery and optimism lead to
defeat; prudence and patience earn
a plus score.
South captured East's diamond
Varieties on the square
jack with his queen, optimistic
Now In Stock!
about his ability to survive the attack on this suit. The club queen was
Nancy Frock Dresses
20% Off
passed for a losing finesse, and East
For A Limited Time
returned the diamond nine, ducked
Bubbles Fashion Knits
30% Off
by South and West. East continued
One Group
with the diamond four, and the rest
Ladies' Suits
of the diamonds gave the defenders
Only 5
five tricks and a 100-point penalty.
Had the club finesse won or had
East held only two diamonds, South
would have had overtricks. As it
was, South's greedy play earned the
classification of rash behavior.
South can cinch his game by refusing to play an honor on the first
EVERYDAY
or second diamond. West then wins
the third diamond, but the defense is
finished. The club finesse loses to
Starting March 17th - Limited Space
East's king, but there are no more
problems. South trades the possibilAdvanced Registration Required
ity of 60 points in overtricks for a
SPIN ART MACHINE
guarantee on a 600-point game —
not a bad premium to pay for the
Do-It-Yourself or Let Us Do It!
insurance.

Giveit Away.
Faith in God is a remarkable treasure. With our other possessions, the
more we give away, the less we have
for ourselves. But, our faith—our
greatest treasure—grows as we share
it. The more we give away, the more
we have left
Catch the Sprit for ourselves.

JO-AN'S

THE Loam hIFTHOOIST CHURCH

•In

DISCOUNT CRAFT SUPPLIES

First United Methodist Church

NORTH
3-8-A
4 A 104
•K 10 5 4
•3
4 A J 10 9 7
WEST
EAST
40 9 7 3 2
•J 6 5
•92
•Q J 8 6
•A 10 8 7 2
•J 9 4
+64
•K 5 2
SOUTH
•K Q 8
•A7 3
•K Q 6 5
•Q 8 3
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South West
North East
1 NT Pass
2+
Pass
Pass
3+'
2•
Pass
3 NT Pass
Pass
Pass
'forcing
Opening lead: Diamond seven
BID WITH THE ACES
3- 8-B

South holds:
•J 65
•Q J 86
•J 9 4
4K 5 2
South

20%-40% OFF

Maple at Fifth, On the Square
753-3812

CHILDREN'S CLASSES

Worship - 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
--SUPPORTERS OF THE MSU WESLEY FOUNDATION—
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ANSWER: Three hearts. Just
enough to offer a positive response.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
11313, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
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-- FINAL WEEK --

LAMPS

NE
W
From GE

All Kinds Of Lamps
Hand Painted Porcelain Lamps
Decorative Styled Floor Lamps
Table Lamps - Desk Lamps
Solid Brass Lamps - Cameo Lamps
Crystal Vanity Lamps - Swag Lamps
Ceramic Lamps In Colors & Textures

14.4 CU. FT. CAPACITY
REFRIGERATOR
Model TBXY14LM

IPI

• 14.4 cu. ft. capacity; 3.86 cu. ft. freezer.
• Equipped for optional automatic icemaker.
• Adjustable cabinet shelves.
• 2 door shelves, one holds six-packs.
• 2 diary compartments.
• Full-width vegetable/fruit pan.
• Recessed door handles.

HUNDREDS OF LAMPS
ALL SALE PRICED AT

0C1/0 LIST
Vanity Lamps
From 81995

Table Lamps
From

DURABLE
PONCIFLIBII
(SANG
flials11
TOP TUB 110
450 BASKET

$250°

Model GSDS001

Model WV443100G

CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621

SOFT F000
DISPOSEIN

• Extra large rapacity washer
• 2 wash/rinse lempermtire combinaoons with energe-saeing cold rater
rinse.

• Fnerp saver dry option
• 2-level wash syPern
• Rinse Aid dispenser
• Solt food disposer
• Sound insulation
• Perrnaloill tut, and 'I
oner
• 12u•F inlet water capability

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

753-1586
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Newton-Barrett wedding to be April 27 Identical triplets are on the same team

Mr. and Mrs. Conard Newton of
Benton announce the engagement
and forth coming marriage of their
daughter, Juliianria Jane, to Johnny
Dean Barrett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Barrett, also of Benton.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Clarence Newton, Mrs.
Margie Henson and the late
Lawrence Henson, all of Benton,
and Mrs. Irene Billington Jones of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Barrett,
Mrs. Hazel Edwards and the late
George Edwards, all of Benton,
and the great-grandson of Mrs.
Mary Henson.
Miss Newton is a 1988 graduate
of Marshall County High School.
She is presently a sophomore at
Murray State University and an
employee at MSU Federal Credit
Union of Murray.
Mr. Barrett is a 1987 graduate of
Marshall County High School. He
is presently employed at Southern
Automatics, Inc., of Benton.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Friday, April 27, at 7
p.m. at New Bethel Baptist Church,

Community...
Friday, March 9
cah. For information call
1-443-3758.
Registered dietitians and nutritionists from MANA will promote
National Nutrition Month by being
at Northside IGA, Kroger and Storey's Food Giant from 2 to 6 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 6:45 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building to leave to
go darting at Camden, Tenn. For
information call Pamela, 753-7638,
lk Jeanne, 753-0224.
Land Between the Lakes Area
Ministry will have its 25th anniversary celebration at Brandon Spring
Group Camp in Land Between the
Lakes. For information call
437-4203.
U.S. Census Bureau will give
tests at 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Free income tax assistance will
be given by VITA from 12 noon to
4 p.m. in Room 302, Business
Building, Murray State University.
For information call 762-4193.
Open horse show, sponsored by
New Providence Riding Club, will
start at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission is $2.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

Juliianna Jane Newton and
Johnny Dean Barrett to marry
Highway 58, Benton.
All friends and relatives are
A reception will follow in the, invited to attend the wedding and
fellowship hall of the church.
the reception.

(Cont'd from page 8)
Friday, March 9

Friday, March 9

p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Environmental Science Enrichment
Series at Energy Lake
Campground.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 6 to 11 p.m. For information call 753-TEEN.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close

OXFORD, Miss. (AP) — Three
sisters on the same team can be
confusing enough, but it's beyond
confusion when they're identical
triplets.
"It's really funny," said Bonnie
Collins, who's on the same -track
Learn as her sisters, Betty and Bobbie. "People will look at us and
say, 'Look here, they all have ..."'
"' ... the same faces,'" chimed
in Bobbie and Betty.
The sisters look so much alike
it's tough even for family members
to tell them apart.
"We probably don't sit still long
enough," Bobbie said.
Being good sisters is what makes
them strong, Betty said. "I think
God put us here as triplets to be
stronger than if we were born a
year apart instead of only five
minutes. I think he had a plan for
us."
Bonnie agreed and said that
being triplets also is a case of
strength in numbers. "With 10 older brothers and sisters, it would've
been hard for one girl to be the
only youngest," she said.
The triplets are Iresse Collins'
11th, 12th and 13th children, and
although they are 21 years old.
their mother still calls them her
babies.

Add A Touch Of
Spring To Your House

150 Spring Flowers &
Greenery!
Beautiful Hat Boxes
Assortment of Baskets
Paper Mach& Animals
GO Items Arriving Each Week

A WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM
THAT DIRECTS You ON THE
ROAD To GOOD HEALTH

4
1

HOLLAND
DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

Senior Adult Fellowship will be
at 11:45 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Decorations vary widely, including the silver eagle, steer's head,
arrowhead or Indian head nickel.
Indian silver, concha style,
remains popular, as do turquoise
and black onyx. Tiger's-eye, opal,
agate and petrified wood also are
popular. A Denver firm offers a
scorpion or a black widow encased
in Lucite.
In Chicago you can find a bolo
with a rattlesnake's head, with
open mouth and rattles for the
thong ends. There also is a futuristic bolo — holographic models
bearing flickering spectral images
of skulls or eyes. There's even one
with a full-color image of Pope
John Paul II, appropriately
thonged.
The origin of the bolo is fuzzy,
but it dates at least to the 1940s.
According to Steve Weil of Rockmount Ranch Wear in Denver, his
grandfather — the first to put snaps
on Western shirts — produced early models based on those of individual craftsmen, mostly Indian.

friends. And we're still friends,"
Bonnie said. "That's what's best.
Being best friends."

753-1462

Absolutely, your
best news
7 team

Bolo tie seen in fashions
NEW YORK (AP) — The bolo
tie has come back, thanks in part to
Dennis Hopper, Ralph Lauren and
Bruce Springsteen, in versions that
range from $10 to $300.
Not only are the ties turning up
on men everywhere, according to
the February issue of Esquire, but
women also are adopting the style.
The name "bolo" is a corruption of the Spanish bola and seems
to come from boleadoras, the
Argentine gaucho's equivalent of
the lariat — three balled weights at
the ends of a forked rope.
The inspiration for its current
popularity may have come from
Dennis Hopper sporting one in the
film "Blue Velvet," from Ralph
Lauren adorning his Polo with a
bolo and from Bruce Springsteen
appearing on a magazine cover
wearing one.
The range is great — from $10
versions at New York's Tepee
Town to $300 sterling silver models at James Reid in Santa Fe,
N.M.

"We've been through the same
stages of life together — acting
stupid, puberty, college and boy-

-

Right here, in the pages of this paper, is a good look at what's going
on close by. And when you add a mail subscription to The Courier-Journal
you have an even wider view of things. Every day, you'll get state
and regional news from 10 eclusive C-J bureaus throughout Kentucky'
and Southern Indiana. And you'll get in-depth coverage of events around
the nation and the world.
The Courier-Journal Bargain Offer
It's a great deal on same-day mail delivery of the daily Courier-Journal MondaY
through Saturday. Please call 1-800-866-2211 for more information without obligation.
•

Touricr-Mournal
This special Bargain Offer price is available through Ma, , 2., PAO, and is not accepted where carrier delivery is available

Surround yourself in comfort
at a price that's easy to afford!
A great selection of LA-Z-BOY
recliners on sale!

'359

SALE!

S

top and think about all the times
you went on a diet and lost weight, only to
gain it back again. Weight Control
For Life! includes three programs
-- each one designed to meet
specific weight
management needs.
All three help you lose
weight and teach you
how to keep it off.
For good.
Our newest
program was developed
in response to people who
'do not have major medical
problems but have more than 30
pounds to lose. The good news is
that the cost of the program could be
significantly less depending on the amount
of medical supervision required to ensure
that you lose weight safely and rapidly,
However, if your weight is-making
you sick and your progress needs to be
closely monitored by a physician, Weight

Control For Life! is still the perfect choice.
And for those who are struggling to lose
less than 30 pounds, Lighter Living
---\\ can give you the tools it takes to
lose weight and increase '
\your body's performance.
To learn more,
stop by the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital Board Room
on Monday, March 12
from 7 to 8 p.m. and
attend the free
introductory meeting.
By the end of the week, you
can join the weight loss class that
is right for you.
Any of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's three weight control programs can
guide yoa on the road to good health.
There's no obligation but registration is
limited.
Call (502) 702-1533 today. What
have you got to lose1.i

A. "The Avenger"
Reclina-Rocker* recliner ,
or Reclina-War wall recliner
Plush back pillows adjust to your
individual comfort level

National Watts Line
1-800-748-9513
us• our lerrros your
V,so or magnirCortt

(B.)

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!'"
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Medical Arts Building•300 South 8th Street•Murray, KY 42071

L

'349
C.Reclina-Rocker
New Generation
"
' recliner

$299

SALE! $279

SALE!

SALE!

B. "The Baron"
Recline-Rocker recliner
or Recline-Way' wall recliner

or Reclina-Way wall recliner

D. -Triumph" Recline-Rocker"
recliner or Recline-Way'
wall recliner

MORGAN FURNITURE
FREE
DELIVERY

503 E. Washington St.
Paris, TN
National Watts Line 1-800-748-9513

• Or

CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
WELCOME

•••••••••••
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Murray's Four Rivers Pony Club
stands tall in saddle with youth

Governor declares
Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome Week
A proclamation has been signed

by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson designating the week of March 4-10 as
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Week.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome is a
debilitating disease which affects
people of all ages and probably
many more now classified as dysfunctional. The illness has not
properly diagnosed because the
symptoms often appear similar to
other illnesses.
Proper treatment of the illness is
not yet well defined. The National
Institute of Health has been investigating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome,
and the Center for Disease Control
has recently begun efforts to document the concentration and spread
of this disease.

Joy Bennett, National Examiner for the U.S. Pony Clubs Inc. and a
veteran of 35 years, was guest speaker at the 2nd meeting of the newly formed Four Rivers Pony Club of Murray. Marta Clark (right) is
Assistant District Commissioner. The P.C. has currently 30 members
ranging in age from 6 to 15.

Junk-bond funds
1989 sales minus redemptions
600 In millions of dollars
500 400 300 200 100 0
0

Picture yourself as a child riding
a hobbyhorse, saying, "giddy-ap,
giddy-ap". As the new Pony Club
gallops away — they plan to have
just as much fun!
If you have seen some smiling
14-year-olds in riding clothes, the
reason could well be because "The
Pony" has come to town.
A newly formed club has its thirty members, ranging in age from 6
to about 15, in a very enthusiastic
mood. The Chapter of the United
States Pony Club Inc. now exists in
Murray and its name is "Four Rivers Pony Club."
The U.S. Pony Club is the
largest Youth Equestrian Organization in the World, with all Englishspeaking countries participating. It
has been in existence 65 years and
was founded in England as a
branch of the British Horse Society
to teach children with back-yard
horses hpw to look after them.
It was brought to the U.S. in
1954, and is similar in some ways
to the 4-H Clubs of America, but is
geared for "Hunt Seat" riders only.
P.C. is non-profit and is selfsupported, although the 4-H Clubs
are supported by the Department of
Agriculture.
Four Rivers is the 20th Club in
the Mid-South area, which extends
east to Lexington, north to Cleve-

land, south to Chattanooga and
west to Memphis.
P.C. has a tradition of training
young riders with mixed discipline
and fun in pursuit of horsemastership. The annual USPC Championship was held in early August at
the Kentucky Horse Park in Lexington, Ky. At this year's championships, 778 Pony Clubbers from
across the country, Hawaii and the
Virgin Islands competed for national honors in combined training,
dressage, show jumping, games,
tetrathlon and knowdown. The
International Games Championship
will attract teams from the United
Kingdom, Canada and Australia, as
well as the United States.
At the second meeting of the
newly formed Four Rivers Club of
Murray, Joy Bennett, National Examiner for the U.S. Pony Clubs Inc.
and a veteran of 35 years, was
guest speaker at the meeting.
Joy, who resides in Louisville,
has ties with the organization that
go even farther back than her membership. "Pony Club" in Ireland
was about 13 years old when she
joined in 1942. It was a branch of
the British Horse Society, and there
was quite a bit of emphasis on
stable and horse management —
the care of the horses more than the
riding.

The two meetings of this newly
organized club have been successful. Bill Sampson and Marta Clark
are co-district commissioners. Bill
is also director of instruction. Carol
Sampson is director of activities.
Marylin Liddle, and Anne Sacora
are also board members, Betty
Igleheart has served as publicity
chairman and has years of experience in equestrian activities.
The USPC's stated objectives
are:
1. Provide instruction in riding
and horsemastership and instill in
members the ability to properly
care for and enjoy their horses.
2. Promote good sportsmanship
and help each individual members
develop as a well-rounded, selfdisciplined and responsible citizen.
3. Support the ideal of a thoroughly happy, comfortable horseperson, riding across a natural
country, with complete confidence
and perfect balance on a horse or
pony equally happy and confident
and free from pain or
bewilderment.
The next scheduled meeting for
pony clubbers will be March 24, at
2 p.m. at Bill Sampson's stable in
Calloway County. They will be
conducting D-1 and D-2 ratings
and there will be jumping at this
time.
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Marylin Liddle purchases a
Pony Club mug from Joy
Bennett, National Examiner
for the U.S. Pony Clubs
Inc. who was the guest
speaker of the newly formed Four Rivers Pony
Club in Murray.

-400 -

Anne Sacora laughs as Fran Stevens of Paducah measures her daugher, Stephanie, for riding breeches.

SOURCE: Philadelphia Inquirer
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Kenmore
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'or their heating and
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HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE HUNDREDS OF VALUES...
BIG 1/3
CARAT'
SOLITAIRE

Ky. Senate OKs
bill exempting
car dealers from
property taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Senate on Wednesday passed a bill
that would exempt the inventories
of automobile dealers from local
property taxes, the only such
exemption that would be given any
business.
Senate Bill 436, which passed
the House 89-1, will not cost state
government any tax revenue, but it
is estimated that $2.2 million in
revenue would be lost to cities,
counties, schools and other local
taxing districts.
Revenue Cabinet officials toldlegislators during earlier testimony
that no other business has such an
exemption from local taxation.
The Senate passed the bill by a
vote of 30-2 with two members
passing.
The Senate also passed a bill that
would make body parts "dangerous
intruments" in the penal code. Sen.
Tim Shaughnessy, D-Louisville,
said the bill would allow people
who physically beat another person
with their hands and feet to be
charged with first degree assault
and not avoid the harshest
penalties.
Several lawyers in the Senate
complained that the bill would
cause problems in application by
prosecutors and defense attorneys
alike, but it passed 26-7 with two
passes. The measure now goes to
the Senate.

Wilkinson signs
3 Senate bills
on Wednesday
NOW
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• NO TRADE-INS • NO SPECIAL ORDERS
• NO LAYAWAYS
•.APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson signed the
following bills into law on
Wednesday:
—House Bill 4. to change the
date of the qualifying examination
for property valuation
administrators.
—Senate Bill 57, to increase
from 10 to 15 the number of workers' compensation administrative
law judges.
—SB60, to increase the minimum number of employers needed
to form a workers' compensation
self-insurance group.
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Old National purchases Henderson Farmers Bank
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —

Farmers Bank & Trust Co. in Henderson, Ky., will become the fourth
western Kentucky bank owned by
Old National Bank under an $18
million acquisition plan, officials
said.
The acquisition, expected to be
completed during the third quarter
of this year, will bring Old National's total assets to nearly $2.4 billion, with $470 million in the company's western Kentucky affiliates,
said Old National Chairman Dan
W. Mitchell.
Old National's Kentucky holdings include Morganfield National
Bank, Farmers Bank and Trust in

Madisonville and First State Bank
of Greenville.
"We really don't think we're
through yet," Mitchell said of
acquisitions in Kentucky.
The takeover announced Tuesday is the second time in less than
a month an Evansville bank has
purchased a Henderson bank.
CNB Bancshares revealed in early February it would buy the
unprofitable Henderson County
State Bank and its $23 million in
assets for $1.75 million.
Mitchell said Old National
wanted to get into the Henderson
market for years.

Farmers Chairman Phelps Lambert said Old National officials
have contacted him about once a
year about his bank's availability,
but he had put off suitors until
now.
"We went with the one that we
thought would be best for our bank
and the community," Lambert
said.
The sale will not involve a
change in management or personnel, Lambert said.
Mitchell said customers would
see few changes in the bank after
the acquisition, and the local board
would be given autonomy.

Wisehart's Grocery and Grill

Onasiss ends Indian dispute

The "Tigernauts" is a Young Astronauts Chapter at Carter Elementary School. It is made up of all fourth graders and serves as an
enrichment program. The excitement of the space program is used as
a motivator in all subjects, especially science, mathematics and technology. The "Tigernauts" are sponsored by Faye Beyer, fourth grade
teacher and Space Academy paricipant, with a grant from the Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence Mini-Grant program. Pictured above with their interior "Shuttle Design" are Lea
Anderson, Cary Cavitt, Max Gibson, Jeremy Hunt and Samantha
Hogsed. Pictured below with their drawings "Visions of Neptune" are,
front row, Lacie Lynch, Amy Mangla, Leah Powers, Brian Allen.
Lansden Clark and Kisen Nather. On the back row are David Mott,
Trey Green, Michael Cagle, Adam McKnight, John Hodge and Courtney Kent.

EDGARTOWN, Mass. (AP)
Jacqueline Onassis agreed Wednesday to give a group of Wampanoag
Indians a plot of land and $100,000
in exchange for a tiny beachfront
site, ending an acrimonious 10-year
dispute over the property.
The case pitted Mrs. Onassis'
desire for privacy against the
Indians' belief that they should
retain tribal lands on Martha's

"We agree to — and insist on —
a strong local board of directors,"
he said.
Of the four banks based in Henderson, Farmers is the largest and
the second highest rated by
Sheshunoff Information Services,
the banking industry's prime rating
agency.
In the most recent ratings, both
Farmers and First National Bank of
Henderson had "B" ratings, scoring 41 and 47 respectively on a
scale of 1-to-100. Henderson County State Bank, which CNB has
agreed to buy, had a "C" rating
with a score of 10.

Vineyard.
"After all this time I'm just happy the land was settled," said Selma Weissberg, one of the 25
descendants of William Vanderhoop, a Wampanoag who lived in
the area in the 1870s and owned
the 1.5-acre plot. "I've lived on
the island all my life and I'm happy that we have some of our land
back."

Anniversary Sale
Only

Only

12 Pack

2 Liter

Coke

$299

Coke

Products

Products

990

Hwy. 641 South - 2'/2 miles south of Murray

SEARS
AMERICA COMES HOME TO SEARS
FOR MORE THAN JUST LOW PRICES
•
O Great low prices on up-tothe-minute merchandise...while
some competitors specialize in
dated factory overstocks

0 Craftsman, Kenmore and
other brands designed to
withstand the test of time

3.9 peak HP
Power mote

O

VOC
with wide
beater
bar brush. 4
carpet height
settings

0 Satisfaction guaranteed, plus
superior warranties, service
and extended maintenance
agreements

0 Credit plans that make payments
easy on your budget...from
Discover and SearsCharge to
SearsCharge PLUS credit plans

Craftsmae 5-HP tiller
• Tills 17-in swath

Cleanmore
floor/carpet
cleaner
Use as

• Counter rotating
rear tines

$628.90-$18 rn6,

carpet steam
cleaner,
or as a vacuum
for wet dry use

$199.91
MR 20390)

$187.79
$19 monthly•(MR 85791)

Bush urges honesty on 1990 Census
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — President
Bush issued a proclamation Wednesday asking everybody who lives
in the United States to truthfully
answer all questions on the 1990
Census.
The Census Bureau is mailing

out questionnaires March 23 to all
American households in its decennial head-counting exercise.
Bush quoted Abraham Lincoln
as saying, "If we could just know
where we are and whither we are
tending, we could better judge
what to do and how to do it."
"The census helps to provide us
with such insight," said Bush.

SAVE a total of $60
on this extra-capacity laundry pair...now only $15 monthly'
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Value-priced Craftsman' 3.5-HP

7 7..............

lawn mowers

5000 BTU window air conditioner
$10 monthly'

$244.75
0.4R79051, after 4 11 905254 '5

Choose rear bag
or side-dischard,mower (not shc,k• Cut 20 in wide
path
• Catcher included

YOUR
CHOICE
$169.97
3 monthly'
mR.38304 38045

i

De tu

I
1
4-temperature electronic dryer

2-speed,9 cycle washer

By Abigail
Van Buren

has Americas largest
usable capacity

• EXCLUSIVE Easy Loader door
• Automatic shut-ott
at drying level

• EXCLUSIVE-Dual-Action
agitator

• End-of-cycle signal

• Self-cleaning lint filter

$319.46

• 3-level water control

$12 Monthly'
Was $33946(FE 687011
Natural gas $35946(FE 78701)

$399.99

Calls About Son's Crime Add
Insult to Mom' Injured Feelings
DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of
10 lovely(all wanted)children,all by
one father, and we've been married
almost 24 years. We have never been
on welfare. My husband works, and
I work in home day-care. Our 20year-old moved out, fell in with an
immature crowd and stole some beer.
(He was w,aiting in the car — he
didn't go in.) He was charged with
theft, but because this was his first
offense, he had to pay a fine and do
100 hours of community service.
His "crime" was reported in the
newspaper. As soon as the newspapers were out, I had half a dozen
calls from people I hardly knew
saying they had seen my son's name
in the paper. How terrible!
Why do people do this? We were
hurt and embarrassed over the whole
thing, snd didn't need these phone
calls to pour salt on our wounds.
Also,many of my husband's co-workers brought it up at work; he carried
a heavy heart for weeks.
Abby, I have had enough insults
about having 10 children. They are
all good kids — one is in college and
the 12th-grader is an "A" student,
but nobody calls to say, "Isn't that
nice?"
Why are people so mean? And
how can we answer them?
Thanks for listening. I feel better
already.
MOTHER OF 10
DEAR MOTHER: Only the
most insensitive and mean-spirited person would call, as these
people did. Should anyone else
bring it up, say, "He made a
mistake,but he's our son and we
love him. We appreciate your
interest and concern, but be assured, his family is behind him
200 percent."
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have never attid
any kind of blessing at mealtime.

$13 monthiy•
Was $43999(FE 287011

-‘

Two questions: Is it proper for a host
to ask his dinner guests to join him
in saying the blessing? Is it proper
for a guest to decline?
D.B. IN ARIZONA

What a great deal on a 12 HP, 5-speed lawn tractor!
With more power, a larger mowing deck
of 38 inches and 5 speeds
all at the same great
price as last years 4-speed 11 HP model

DEAR D.B.: Yes, the host may
invite his guests to join him in
saying the blessing, and those
who wish to join in will do so.
Those who prefer not to, need
not make an issue of it — they
should bow their heads and
remain silent.

$1047
Only $22 month;y•
I FG 25465)

'Cs

DEAR ABBY:I quote a paragraph
from your column:
"The heart of education is in our
literature,so read for knowledge and
read for pleasure. The person who
does not read is no better offthan the
person who cannot read."
The importance of reading has
never been more succinctly expressed.lam inclined to think its an
Abby original. In all my 82 years, I
have never seen it. Abby,those words
should be posted in large type in
every classroom, library and recreation center where people of all ages
gather.
It would also make a fine slogan
for our nation's effort to combat illiteracy.
MRS..MILLICENT ANDERSON,
MESA, ARIZ.
DEAR MRS. ANDERSON: It's
original,and I am complimented.
And to anyone who wants to use
it — help yourself.
•••

People are eating them up! To order
your copy of Abby's favorite recipes,send
• long, business-size, self-add
envelope, plus check or money order for
63-06 (64.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Cookbooklet,P.O.Box 447, Mount Morris,
ni. 61064.(Postage is included.)

Kenmore® 20.6 cu. ft.
refrigerator.. Save $25

3-level Ultrawash
dishwasher

• 2 full width adjustable shelves
• 3 door shelves twin crispers meat pan

Sears VHS VCR
with on screen programrr

Gets dishes cleaner than
any other system,

$659.89

$367.56

$19 monthly' Was $68489(FE 601511

CLOSEOUT

Deluxe electric range
-41111s.
SAVE
$26
thru
4 11 90
Was
5549 69

• Visi-bakee
window to view
meal's progress
• Electric clock
and 10-hour
timer

20-in. color TV
with remote

.8 Cu. ft.
Kenmore°
mid-size microwave
With our best cooking system stirrer
fan plus turntable for even cooking
• 650 watts auto defrost
• Delay start, hold warm key

$1 5 monthly' (MR 93591)$523.69

SEARS

$270.88 $11 monthly'(FE 53324)

$13 monthly'(MR 15695)

• Automatic
self-cleaning
oven

no

• 27-function remote
• 1 year. 8 event timer

Table-top air cleaner at our
lowest price ever
Rids air of pollutants odors animal
dander

$196.27 $143 monthly.(889627)

$74.88

• Quartz tuning with up to 181 cable
compatioie channels
• On screen display

$299.89
$11 monthly'(TV 42072 931

MR 83001

•On SearsCharge tor SearsCharge PLUS credit plan avaitable on most purchases totairng $699 99 or morel Monthly payments Shown are trom SearsCharge or SearsCharge Pl US With Deferred
Payment purchase there **II be a finance charge for the deferral period Actual payments depend on evisting account balance Shipping included to store Electric dryer fecAeres cord ApotiahCes are
white colors extra Items readZy available as advertised See store for warranty details

SEAIRS HONIE APPLIANCES

°Just say

Charge
it..."

CATALOG STORE
Your money's worth and a whole lot

Bel-Alr Center, Murray

•4"

-

more!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Bock

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

4753-2310
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Comeback lifts Racers into title game
By DAVID RAMEY

By DAVID RAMEY
Ladcpr & Times Asst. Sports Editor

For the Murray State Racers, a trip to the
NCAA Tournament is as simple as killing the
(Mon)goose that laid the golden egg.
The Racers will face Eastern Kentucky in the title game of

Murray State's Chris Ogden rises above Peay's Tommy Brown for
two of his eight first-half points Wednesday night in the OVC Tournament semifinals.
Staff photo by

David Ramey

After further review, the Murray State Racers and the Colonels of Eastern Kentucky advanced to the finals of the 1990 Ohio Valley Conference
tournament Wednesday night in Racer Arena.
Despite an inadvertent horn sounding, and the game clock shutting off
when it wasn't supposed to — confusing the ends of both semifinal games
Wednesday — the Racers and the Colonels picked up victories "twice,"
once when the scoreboard read :00, and again when the officials waved
off protests from the losing squads.
The Racers, winners of the regular season OVC title, had their hands
full with the Austin Peay Governors, having to rally from a 16-point first
half deficit to edge the Govs 68-67. The Colonels survived a last-second
shot by Morehead State's Tracy Armstrong to hold off the Eagles 52-50.
The Racers and the Colonels will tip off tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena for the right to represent the OVC in the NCAA Tournament. The
contest will be televised live nationally by ESPN.
MURRAY STATE 68
AUSTIN PEAY 67
A strong second-half shooting performance, coupled with a big lift off
the bench from seldom-used senior reserve Ismael Rosario, enabled the
Racers to escape with their one-point win.
"It was another day at the office," Racer coach Steve Newton joked
after the game. "That was one of our better comebacks since I've been
here."
Newton wasn't smiling in the first half, as the Governors came into
Racer Arena fired-up on the inside and firing from the outside.
"I think in the first half we were kind of sluggish, and they wanted it a
little more than we did," Racer center Popeye Jones said.
-Every time they come in here, we know they are going to be ready,"
added senior forward Chris Ogden, who was a Murray bright spot in the
first half by tossing in eight points. "It's a big rivalry, and we knew they
would give us a game.'
The Governors shot 64 percent from the floor in the first half, held the
Racers to 36 percent, and got their transition game going, streaking up the
Racer Arena boards for three dunks in the first four mintues.
Donald Tivis then took over. The junior guard from Paducah buried
three 3-pointers in the first half, tossing in 13 points for the period, and
teamed with backcourt mate Nate Jones to give the Racer defense. plenty
to worry about.
A Jones driving layup gave Peay a 38-22 lead with 4:50 left in the half,
but the Racers used a rare 4-point play from Frank Allen and a 3-point
play from Ismael Rosario to draw within 11 at halftime, as Peay led
44-33.
Newton said the Racers talked about two points at halftime.
"We wanted to take away their transition game, because we were a step
slow getting back," Newton said. "We also wanted to show a little more
poise and patience on offense."
The Racer defense forced four turnovers on Peay's first five possessions in the second half, Jones hit two buckets for Murray, and Ogden and
Greg Coble hit baseline jumpers to draw Murray within five. Tivis
(Cont'd on page 13)

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

Past history doesn't excite Russ Wall as much
as the here-and-now, and future conditional pales
in comparison to the present tense.

Ballard Memorial's Scott Pearson (13) grimaces in dismay as Murray's Willis Cheaney steals the ball again
en route to a layup during the Tigers' 68-34 First Region Tournament victory Wednesday night.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

'Team Tiger' roars past Ballard
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lactgor & Times Sports Editor

MAYFIELD — Murray High
head coach Cary Miller's postgame comments may be getting as
worn as the lining of his "lucky"
jacket, but he's willing to stay with
both as the Tigers continue their
progress through the First Region
Boys' Tournament, which opened
Wednesday night with first-round
play at Graves County High
School.
"This group...I'm really wearing
this out, but they've really shown a
lot of teamwork," Miller said after
the Tigers dismantled the Bombers
of Ballard Memorial, claiming their
23rd win of the year with a 68-34
picture -perfect performance in
Wednesday night's second game.
"We've really improved in that
(team play) area," Miller added.
"This is certainly a good timc of
year to come together and play
your best basketball."
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First Region Boys' Tournament

Lakers vs. Eagles

"Present tense" is expected for 32 minutes — at least —
when Wall takes his Calloway County Lakers into tonight's First
Region Tournament opening-round game at Graves County High
School.
The Lakers face the Eagles of Graves County, a team with
strong talent, strong coaching and a gtrong home-court following.
The Eagles,_19111 overall and champions of the Third District,
are coached by Bob Hoggard — who also coached Walt- when
the he was a player at Christian County High School.
The pupil-vs.-teacher angle is a facet which adds to the inter,est, Wall noted, but the preparation and performance of each
team will do more to weigh the outcome. "We're capable of
beating the best teams, but we have to do some things well,"
Wall said of the 16-14 Lakers. "We have to have good effort
and we have to go out and execute well."
For that, Wall said, is what Hoggard's club will do. "Hell
have his team well-prepared," Wall said, "and I believe I'll
have my team well-prepared."
Be prepared for a classic matchup. Those in attendance, along
Press Row on Wednesday night agreed that tonight's 6:30 meeting_should be the best, game of the tournament's first round
(Hickman and Reidland close out the opening round in tonight's
second game).
"It should be an outstanding high school basketball game,"
Wall said. "Coach Hoggard has done a fine job with them: they
do some things that present problems for us and we are capable
of doing things which cause them problems."
The Lakers, runners-up of the Fourth District, must contain
the capabilities of Eagle center Greg Butler (Jr., 6-5) and scoring guard Matt Mills (Sr., 5-10). Both are made more dangerous
due to their versatility, Wall said, noting Butler's outside shooting touch coupled with his post-up prowess inside and Mills'
scoring from 3-point range and potential to penetrate when the
outside avenue is denied.
The Eagles have five solid starters, a proven bench, and
steady performance. "They don't do anything that'll hurt themselves," Wall said. The Lakers must try to emulate Eagles in
that respect — but mors; importantly, must soar above them.
"I believe the key to the game will be the boards," Wall
said. "We have to get more than one shot and we have to
keep them off their boards. The boards will be a big part of
it."
Wall praised Hoggard, reflected briefly upon Hoggard's positive effect on him in the past, and also dwelt lightly upon the
recent past — Friday night, when the Lakers lost a fourthquarter lead and the district title to Murray High. Wall said he
believed the Lakers "ran out of gas," but quickly added that
"excuse" would no longer be valid.
"We're certainly well-rested now," Wall said. "We're ready to
go out and give it our best effort." That effort has been pleasing to Wall recently, he added. "We're playing good basketball
right now," Wall said, adding that Graves' home-court advantage
gave them "a tad advantage — but we've beaten them here
before." The two teams split their regular-season meetings, beating each other as visitors.
Such a win tonight would put Calloway in the regional semifinals against tonight's Hickman-Reidland winner, but Wall
placed the futuie on the same shelf as the past. "We just have
to take them one at a time," he said. "We have to beat Graves
or there's no tomorrow."

1-4

Lodger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Racers vs. Colonels

the OVC Tournament. Eastern finished fourth in the league race,
and has dispatched Morehead., State and Middle Tennessee in the
first two rounds of the OVC Tourney.
The championship game tips off tonight at 6:30 p.m. and will
be televised live by ESPN.
The Colonels, under first-year coach Mike Pollio, were 4-9 in
mid January and had just lost leading scorer Randolph Taylor to
academic problems. Pollio ditched his offense, installing "The
Mongoose", a slowdown tactic which enabled Eastern to rebound
and go 7-5 in the league, finishing 12-16 overall.
EKU dispatched Morehead in the semifinals, thanks to a helping finger from the shot clock operator who shut off the display
but not the clock_ The shot clock's horn sounded as Morehead
was attempting a 3-pointer that could. have tied the game.
Despite Eastern's unorthodox attack, the Colonels have some
athletes that can play with the Racers.
"They're a very athletic ball club," Racer coach Steve Newton
said. "We're going to have to have another solid effort."
Aric Sinclair, a 6-4 junior, is Eastern's leading scorer, and
led the Colonels with 14 in the semifinal win. Teammates Mike
Davis and Jamie Ross average 10 a game, while point guard
Derek Reuben av.erages nine. Center Mike Smith, at 6-8, averages eight rebounds per contest.
Eastern pulls down an average of 40 rebounds a game, and
their 7.2 rebound margin is one of the tops in the nation. They
also led the conference in scoring defense, partly because of the
'Goose.
Racer assistant Craig Morris prepared Murray's scouting report
on Eastern. "They have a lot of good athletes, very similar to
Austin Peay's," Morris said. "They do a good job of controlling
the tempo. They're not going to get rushed and make a lot of
mistakes."
Patience, which was not a virtue in the first half of Murray's
68-67 win over Austin Peay, will have to be the Racers' partner tonight, especially on the defensive end.
"Defensively, we can't let them beat us down the floor, or
get easy shots after they get into their offense," Morris said. "A
lot of people talk about offensive patience, but defensive patience is going to be important. We have to be ready to play
defense against them."
(Cont'd on page 13)
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The Tigers' game against Ballard foul, and Cheaney popped from the
may not have been their best, but it top of the key for a 13-6
was certainly impressive. Using advantage.
pressure defense, pin-point passing
That explosiveness was typical
and text-book execution, the Tigers of the Tiger act. Ballard undercut
swept the Bombers out of their the lead to 15-12 with 1:20 left in
path to the tourney semifinals. the frame, but Danner hit Scott
There, they will meet Paducah Gordon with a pass in the lane for
Tilghman, who struggled in the the basket, Gordon rebounded off
first half of the first game before Ballard's glass, and Cheaney
posting a 77-58 win over Fulton drilled a 3-pointer with 33 seconds
County.
left. Danner then swept another
Murray trailed briefly in the first rebound down, but Murray's bid to
quarter, down 6-3 when Robbie beat the buzzer failed from outside,
Danner drilled a pass underneath to leaving the Tigers with a 20-12
Jason Joseph for the high - lead.
percentage basket. Game-high scorIt was 22-14 when the 4Tigers
er Willis Chcaney then followed a surged again, scoring nine unanBallard turnover by crusing down swered points — again punctuated
court quickly for the pull-up jum- by a Cheaney "3," to take a 31-14
per and 7-6 lead with 4:48 left. lead, and Murray eased into halfJoseph then returned the favor to time with a 33-18 cushion.
Danner, dishing off for a Danner • The Tigers then burst out of the
bucket from underneath and a 9-6 break by scoring the first nine
lead, and Cheaney stripped the ball points of the third quarter to all but
away and scored on the layup. Bal- seal the outcome. Brian Sowerby
lard lost the ball on a charging (Cont'd on page 13)
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Murray Arnold, who resigned
Wednesday as Western Kentucky's
basketball coach, excelled in running a "clean program" but wasn't
the right man to lead the Hilltoppers to greater success on the court,
the school's president said.
Arnold compiled a 71-54 record
in four years at Western Kentucky,
but had just ended his worst season
when the Hilltoppers finished
13-17 after losing to North Carolina Charlotte in the Sun Belt Conference Tournament on Saturday.
Western did better than expected
during the regular season, finishing
third in the conference after being
picked eighth in most pre-season
polls.
"Murray Arnold assumed the
coaching reins here at Western during a difficult transition time,"
said Western President Thomas
Meredith. "He has run a clean
program and he has fielded teams
that have been competitive, both in
the Sun Belt Conference and
against very tough non-conference
schedules.
"However, at this point in the
development of our basketball
program, perhaps the time is right
for someone else to lead us to a
Sun Belt championship," he said
in a news release.
Athletics Director Jimmy Feix
also praised Arnold's conduct.
"He has always represented the
university, his program and his athletes in a manner that has been a
very real credit to all concerned,Feix said.
Arnold, who said he would
remain a Hilltopper supporter, said
he was "particularly grateful for
the support and encouragement"
he had received from the school's
administration, faculty and
students.
Although he has no specific
plans, Arnold said he is looking
forward to "considering options
that will continue my involvement
in basketball."
Arnold's 1986-87 team won the
school's first regular season Sun
Belt championship, going 29-9 and
finishing as runner-up in the preseason NIT. He was named Sun
Belt coach of the year.
His last three Hilltopper teams
finished 15-13, 14-15 and 13-17.
School officials said the search
for a new head coach will begin
immediately with the formation of
a university search committee.
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Rosario answers door when opportunity knocks
Rosario, who came to the Racers
from Florida College, sparked the
Racers with his surprising ability to
knock down the outside shot, and
had a couple of key putback buckets in the second half.
"He gave us a great deal of
enthusiasm," Racer coach Steve
Newton said after Rosario sparked
the Racers past the Goys. "He's
continued to work hard in practice
and play his role for us."
While waiting out last season
because of his Juco exit exam was
difficult, siuint on the bench this
season was even more of an
adjustment.
"When I played junior college,
they recruited me because I could
hit the outside shot as well. They
knew Popeye (Jones) could handle
the inside scoring. With Ogden and
Jones, there hasn't been a lot of
playing time," said Rosario, who
hit one jumper from just inside the

By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Aged Sports Editor

For Ismael Rosario, opportunity
had arrived.
Rosario, a senior from Albonitn,
Puerto Rico who sat out last year
because of a junior college exit
exam, had spent most of the
1989-90 season watching Chris
Ogden and Popeye Jones carry the
load inside for the Murray State
Racers.
But with Ogden nursing an ankle
sprain, Rosario was called on to
take up the slack Wednesday night
when the Racers needed him most.
The 6-8, 215-pounder scored a
career-high 10 points and supplied
a big lift from the bench in the
OVC semifinal win over Austin
Peay.
"I knew my opportunity was
going to come," Rosario said. "I
had prepared my mind for a year."

Actions& Reactions
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Baseball
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NEW YORK - Baseball players made a last ditch proposal to end the 21-day
lockout and save the start of the regular season, but owners said they were not
likely to accept it. The union proposed that only half of two-year players be made
eligible for salary arbitration, union head Donald Fehr said. The union, which had
been demanding a rollback to two years, made its change following two meetings
with the owners. O'Connor said he would present the proposal to the owners' Player Relations Committee on Thursday. The union also proposed a minimum salary
of $105,000, $15,000 more than the owners are offering, and the yearly contribution to the benefit plan of $57 million, seven million more than the owners had
oftered.
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a

College basketball
RALEIGH, N.C. - The state attorney general's office and a private lawyer will
help North Carolina State negotiate a contract settlement with basketball coach
Jim Valvano, officials said. The attorney general's office said it entered the dispute
at the request of the University of North Carolina Board of Governors. Andrew Vanore Jr., chief deputy attorney general, will represent the state. The school will be
represented by Raleigh attorney -Howard Manning, who specializes in civil
litigation.
• • •
LO ANGELES - Loyola Marymount's basketball team, still mourning the death
of Flank Gathers, voted to play in the NCAA tournament and will dedicate the season to their leader. Gathers, who led the country in scoring and rebounding last
season, died Sunday night after he collapsed at midcourt in the first half of a West
Coast Conference tournament game against Portland. The tournament was
canceled the next day and the 21st-ranked Lions (23-5) were declared champions.
Pairings for the NCAA will be announced Sunday and the tournament begins next
Thursday. The decision on whether Loyola should participate was left up to the
players.
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NEW YORK -J.R. Reid of the Charlotte Hornets and Manute Bol of the Golden
State Warriors were fined by the NBA for an altercation during Monday night's
game at Golden State. Rod Thorn, the NBA's vice president for operations, fined
Reid $2,500 for initiating the altercation by elbowing Bol in the stomach. Bol
was
fined $3,000 for pushing Reid and throwing several punches.
• • •
It took fiear* two months for Philadelphia to make up a
six-game deficit against
the New,Yofk Knicks, Swingman Derek Smith says the
76ers
their Atlantic Division rivals even longer than that. "We were have been stalking
playing against the
team we've been chasing for two years," Smith said after
Philadelphia took a halfgame lead over the Knicks by beating New York 110-93
Wednesday night. "We
deserve to be in first place." Charles Barkley had 15 points,
12 rebounds and 11
assists and Hersey Hawkins scored 26 points for the 76ers,
who trailed New York
by six games before starting a 12-game winning streak
•The victory also marked the first time the 76ers have led on Jan. 13.
their division after 60
games since their 1982-83 NBA championship season.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it
was Portland 130, Boston 117., the Los Angeles Clippers
119,
(Jeff Martin scored 10 for the Clips); Phoenix 113, Washingto New Jersey 115
n
Orlando 105; Denver 86, Minnesota 73 and the Los Angeles 111; Miami 122,
Lakers
103, Dallas
91.

Tennis
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INDIAN WELLS, Calif. - Top-seeded Boris Becker rallied to defeat
Javier
Sanchez 7-6 (7-4), 6-3 in the second round of the Champions Cup
tournament.
Other seeded winners were No. 3 Brad Gilbert, No. 4 Aaron Krickstein,
No. 5 Emilio Sanchez and No. 6 Andre Agassi. Jim Pugh upset seventh-seeded
Tim Mayotte
6-2, 4-6, 6-4.
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Horse racing
SARA TOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. - John Henry, two-time horse of the year, arid his
former trainer, Ron McAnally, have been nominated for induction into the Racing
Hall of Fame. John Henry, at one time the all-time biggest money winner with
$6,591,860 in career earnings, was the Eclipse Award winner in 1981 and '81.
McAnally trained not only John Henry but also 88 other stakes winners, including
last year's champion mare Bayakoa.
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3-point line. "It was my stuff out
there. I was playing my game."
Rosario had also sparked the
Racers in their last home game, a
loss to Middle Tennessee. His
10-point night Wednesday, in 18
minutes of play, equaled one-third
of the 30 points he scored during
the regular season, while averaging
4.5 minutes a contest.
He played sparingly in the first
three Racer games of the season
before giving strong performances
in losses to Southern Illinois and
Georgia Southern. "Ish" then went
a month without scoring a point,
and didn't see action in four games
this season.
Newton said that perhaps Rosario had been sluggish in some
games because of the year off. But
he's happy to have the extra person
to count on as the Racers' tournament schedule heats up.
"Chemistry has been so impor-
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Knott to two points.
"We were real concerned about
Ballard coming in," Miller said,
noting the closeness of their last
meeting at Ballard. "We'd really
fought them hard up there and
Yogi (Trice) has done a real good
job with that bunch.
"We felt we had to increase our
pressure," Miller added. "It
affected their shooting, and that
snowballed to help us. Our defensive intensity was tremendous and,
in the third quarter, we just wore
them down."
Miller and the Tigers now turn
their attention to Tilghman, who
also picked up their 23rd win of
the year. "The next ballgamc is the
big one - that's the way we've
approached it throughout the tournaments," Miller said.
• • •
Tilghman n
Fulton Co. 58

Attention
Poultry Farmers
CAtert City Lumber Co. has
pricing information on lumber
package for Poultry Houses.
We manufacture our own
Roof Trusses.
Call 395-4111
for details.
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ISMAEL ROSARIO
'Call me Ismael'
tant for this basketball team," Newton said. "It is truly a team in every
sense of the word. We've got ten
good men."

Comeback lifts Racers...

753-9627

WEDNESDAY' GAINS
Sem
le Repos
Pad Tilghman 77 Fulton Co NI (OF)
thong, NI. Bellani Mem 34 (OF)
Bel Berea
Chosen Co N. S Hopkins dl (OF)
Lyon Co 65 Union Co 62 (OFI
it. liesiam
Lou PAP 77, Lou Doss N (OF)
Lao Central Si, LOU Iroquois 54 (CF)
Lou Shawn, 79, Lou Southern 74 (OF)
Lou Fades 76, Lou Western 50 10F)
7th Resin
Lou Moore N. Lou Ballard 84 (OF)
Lou Trusty 75, Lou St Xavier 72
Lou. Eastern 90, Chelan Ace" (0)
72 (OF)
Lou MN 70 Jelemontown 56 (OF)
616 Region
hi Boar 56 OkIriam Co 53 (OF)
Snotty Co 76 Owen Co NI (OF)
eth Resin
Boon Co 66 Scott Hip 49 (OF)
Coy Holy Coosa 62 rept Cereal Calls 56 (CF)
10thRog ion
Clark Co 70. Braden Co 38 (act
Mesvolis 75 Pains 74 OT (01)

ttah 11011.1
UOCOO1 Co 100, Hartollaburl 97 10F)
Somme 74, Wayne C. 57 (OF)
tan Resin
Cabe 1011, Jackson Co 74 10F)
Bell Co N. dean 53 (OF)
lath Res Yea
Lege Co. 102. Lacher 64 10)
Bonen Co 73 CWIllif CO 67 (OF)
Girts
ad Resin
Corso Co 54. Dawn *polo 12
Gravels 64, *Linn Co 10 (SF)
at. Resin
Alen Co -Sons. 69. Warren E 59 (SF)
Logan Co 47, Warne Cant 34 (SF)
NI ROOM,
Green Co 72, Taylor Co 34 (OF)
Nelson Co 69 E Rutin 56 (OF)
11M Resin
Jessamine cp 52 Mad South 2e ton
Lei Bry Stat 56 W lee 57 OT (OF)
ISO, Reg tom
Ekhorn City 72. Ban Layne 56 (OF)
Sheldon Clan N lAuilns 42 (OF)
1 ati Regis.
Ashland 72. W Carter 55 (SF)
Rowan Co 00. RAseill 50 (SF)

(pfi

College basketball

NIOWEST
(Cont'd from page 12)
Ohio Volley Conference
Chicago St 58. No -Kansas City OM
Semolina
(Wel 66 N lines 51
answered for Peay with a field goal and two more treys to give Peay a
E Kernucky 52 Maenad St SC
TOURNAMENTS
MURRAY V 68 human Pee 67
Assoc. 1110-Conilnint Unrest
54-41 lead.
Southend Conference
Chenpoonship
Clownpionship
Jones, who had 24 to lead the Racers, scored from inside after an
N lows 53. WI. -Green Bay 45
NE Louisiana 64 North T•IC•11 68
Big Wee Conference
Trans
Ogden jumper, and, after a free throw by Jones, Rosario hit a jumper from
Amens
Firm Round
Semitones
Fresno St. 71, San Jon St 56
outside and Jones completed the run with a layup to put the Racers within
Ark
-USW
Rook
Texas-San
99
Antonio 83
r;:itisrton St. 62. UC hens 63
Centenary 97 Stetson 93. OT
North Miami(
four.
astern t
lli
e ainf.
Semifinals
W Fins
. Boston U 85. Colgate 63
Jones followed his own miss, and was fouled, hitting the toss to cut the
air For. 70 San Diego St 64 GT
Vermont 76 Northeaster, 62
Peay lead to three. Barry Howard scored for the Govs, but two buckets by
Rosario and a Paul King layup off a lob from Coble put the Racers up at
NBA standings
57-56 for the first time in the game.
Howard and Tommy Brown scored for the Govs, giving APSU a 60-57
EASTERN CONFERENCE
L A Ciders
24 35 407 204
Atlantic Divine
Sacramento
lead, before Murray outscored Peay 9-1, thanks to six straight from Jones.
17 42 296 2T4
W L Pot. Gil
Wedneedey's Games
Philadelphia
Two free throws from Frank Allen with 15 seconds left gave Murray a
36 22 633 Portland 130 anion 117
New York
37 22 627
Lee Angels Camara 119 New JOI*If 115
Li
Boston
34 24 5116 3
68-61 lead, but Nate Jones and Tommy Brown hit 3-pointers for
Phiaposa 110. New Yon 93
Was/lemon
Peay,
23 18 377 15L4
Phoenix 113, Washington 111
New Jersey
Brown's with two ticks left on the clock.
15 44 264 '22:4
Mad In. Orlando 105
Marl
14 47 230 20A
Denys( 86, Minnesota 73
Since Peay didn't have any timeouts remaining, Murray's King elected
Central Divieon
Los Angela Lakes 103, Dallas 91
Caron
45 15 .750 to hold onto the ball and let the clock expire. But the game clock
Thursday:a Games
Chicago
}8 20 155 6
had
Los Angelo Clews at Minnesota, 7 p m
Meade,
been shut off. After an officials' timeout, and a conference at the scorer's
12 27 542 12%
Utah at Chicago. 730 pm
Indiana
31 72 517 14
Senile ai Houston, 730 pm
table, the game was called.
Atlanta
211 31 475 16'4
Cleveland at Golden State, 930 (1 rhCleveland
25 33 431 19
Clarion at Sacramento. 9 30 p m
"We got outworked in the second half, and wegot a little confused and
Orlando
16 44 267 29
Fridayie Games
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Washington vs Balton at Hartfontl Conn 6.30
frustrated," Peay coach Lake Kelly said. "The same thing happened to us
Nene Civilian
p rn.
all year long."
•W L Pet GS
Dent at New Jersey 630 pm
Utah
42 17 712 Portland at Flviedephas 630 p m
The Racers improved to 53 percent shooting in the second half, while
San Antono
38 20 655 3.4
Searle at Atlanta. 830 p m
Denver
33 26 556 9
Phoenix at Imams, 030 pm
the GOYS fell to 33 percent. Murray won the battle on the backboards,
Dallas
32 27 542 10
Utah at MONfaukes, 8 pm
Hanlon
28
31
475
I4
Cvoiorasn
Stale at Los Angeles Lakes 930 pm
hauling in 39 rebounds to Peay's 29.
lAnnesota
15 43 256 26',4
Saturday's Games
Charlotte
10 47 175 31
Peay finished their season at 10-19. Murray will take a 20-8 record into
Portland at Washington. 630 pm
Pacific Mesita
Phoenix at lAnneeota, 7 pm.
L A Laken
the title game tonight.
44 14 756 Indiana at CNcago 730 pm
Portland
41 18 '666 34
Nes Jersey at New Yoe. 730 p rn.
Phoenix
EASTERN KY. 52
39 19 672 5
Dallas at Houston. 730 pm
Seattle
30 n 517 14
[AMOS'
at San AMON°. 7 30 p m
MOREHEAD 50
Golden State
26 32 448 18
Orlando at Los Angeles Clippers, 930 pm
Morehead coach Tommy Gaither was understandably a little miffed
after the Eagles fell to Eastern Kentucky.
With Tracy Armstrong going up on a 3-point attempt that could have
won the game for the Eagles in the final seconds, the shot clock went off,
confusing both teams for a crucial couple of seconds.
I 305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)
753
-9627
"Evidently, the 45-second shot clock went off," Gaither said after the
game. "We had the play set, and the player we wanted taking the shoi I
don't mind losing, but you bring a guy in here to run the shot clock, he
ought to know how to run the thing."
The OVC brought in a shot clock operator and timekeeper for the tour(Cont'd from page 12)
nament. The shot clock operator turned off the clock display, but didn't
The Racers, who had to storm back from a 16-point deficit
turn the timer off. After the game horn sounded at the end of the contest,
to outlast the Governors, may have trouble bouncing back after
the officials met at the scorer's table and ruled Eastern the winner.
such an emotional win.
EKU led by as much as 13 in the first half, but Morehead climbed back
Murray is also less than 100 percent in shape physically.
to keep the contest close. Back-to-back scores from EKU's Aric Sinclair
Chris Ogden was limited to 26 minutes of action in the semifigave Eastern an eight-point lead midway through the second half, but the
nal, because of an ankle sprain suffered in the regular season
Colonels couldn't close the door, and misfired late in the game.
finale. Paul King has rcut over an eye, and Greg Coble continues to nurse a bad knee which will be operated on after the
EASTERN KENTUCKY
Sinclair 6-12 2-2 14, Davis 38 3-3 9, Smith 1-1 0-0 2, (52)
season.
Greathouse 0-6 0-0 0, Brown 3-4 0-0 8, Hughes 2-2 0-0 Reuben 1-5 0-0 3, Ross 8-14 0-0 12,
4, Baker 0-1 0-0 0. Morales 0-0 0-0 0,
Totals 22-53 5-5 52
"Hopefully, Chris Ogden will be back. The jury's still out,
MOREHEAD STATE (50)
-but we've got a pretty good cornerman (Racer trainer Paul
Malone 0-5 0-0 0, Barnes 0-2 0-0 0, Robens 3-8 1-27,
Bentz 7-11 0-0 14, Nichols 1-1 0-0 3, Gainer 1-1 0-0 2, Armstrong 3-9 0-0 7, Miller 7-13 0-1 15,
Newman)," Newton said.
Whee ler 0-0 2-2 2, Totals 22-50 3550
Halftime score-Morehead St 30, E Kentucky 29 3-poin
t goals-E Kentucky 3-9 (Reuben 1-2
Ogden said he would be ready to go tonight, despite the
Brown 2-3, Sinclair 0-2, Ross 0-1, Baker 0-1), Morehead
Si. 3-9 (Armstrong 1-3, Miller 1-4, Nichols
1-1, Malone 0-1). Fouled out- None Rebounds-E Kentucky
ankle
sprain, which included some torn muscle.
35
(Sinclair
8), Morehead St 26
(Roberts 11). Assists-E Kentucky 15 (Reuben 6), Morehead
St. 10 (Armstrong 4) Total touls-E.
"We're going to have to come out and play with a lot more
Kentucky 16, Morehead St 11. A-3,100
• • •
intensity than we did against Peay," Ogden said.
AUSTIN PEAY (67)
The stakes are high; the winner gets the OVC's automatic ,
Howard 7-12 0-0 14, Brown 4-10 0-1 9, Busaten 2-4 0-0 4.N.
Jones 5-9 0-0 1 1, Trois 9-18 1 2
25, Franklin 1-4 0-0 2, Johnson 1-1 0-0 2, Totals 29-58
berth in the NCAA Tournament.
1-3 67
MURRAY STATE

Jane Rogers Insurance

Racers vs. Colonels

(68) .'
Pride 0-0 0-0 0, Ogden 5-8 2-2 12, P Jones 10-23 4-6 24,
King 2-6 0-0 4, Allen 3-10 3-3 12.
Coble 2-9 0-0 4, Srvills 1-2 0-0 2, Rosano 4-42-3 10, Overstreet
0-0 0-0 0, Totals 27-62 11-14 88.
Hallhme score-Austin Peay 44, Murray St 33 3-point
goals-Aust
in Peay 813 (Brown 1-1,
Jones 1-2, Tim 8-10), Murray St 3-14 (P Jones 0-2, King 0-2,
Allen 3-5. Coble 0-5) Fouled outNone. Rebounds-Austin Peey 29 (Brown 81, Murray St. 39(P
Jones 15) Assists-Austin Peay 19
(Johnson 5), Murray St 13 (King 4, Allen 4, Coble 4) Total
fouls-Austin Peay 15, Murray St 10
4-4,150.

Team Tiger'roars...
(Cont'd from page 12)
started the second-half surge by
sinking a jumper and drilling a "3"
for a 38-18 edge, Danner scored on
a putback, and Cheaney stole and
scored on a layup to post Murray to
a 42-18 lead.
It was 52-26 by the start of the
fourth quarter, when both teams
emptied their benches to let the
reserves settle the 68-34 game.
The only difficulty Miller had
was in placing the credit afterward,
noting that "I can go down the
list" of players whose performances stood out, and making a
list of areas where the Tigers
excel led.
"Boy, we were passing the
basketball unbelievably," said Miller, who saw 23 assists on the
Tigers' stat charts. "That's what
got the job done for us - we got a
lot of easy shots."
And they hit them. Murray was
8-of-11 from 2-point range in the
first quarter, 13-of-21 for the half,
and ended up hitting 29 of their 54
shots, including their 3-for-8
3-point shooting.
Danner and Sowerby led the
assist chart with five each, while
Cheaney added four with four steals. Danner and Joseph had seven
rebounds each, Gordon was perfect
(3-for-3 from 2-point range, 1-for-1
from the stripe) off the bench, and
Heath Walls scored 12,5points on
5-of-6 shooting while hoting Ballard's second-leading scorer Andy

THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 1990

The Pilots were steering a course
toward an upset in the tournament
opener before the Tornado recovered to blow Fulton County onto
the rocks.
Controlling the boards in the early going, Fulton County (10-16,
runners-up from the First District),
held a 22-15 lead at the end of the
first quarter and pulled out to a tenpoint gap, 27-17, with 6:21 left in
the second quarter.
The upset waters froze solid for
Fulton, however, and Tilghman
came back to score ten straight
points in a run that owed more credit to Fulton County's chill than
Tilghman's thrills.
Fulton went scoreless for nearly
four minutes while Tilghman could
manage only two field goals, making up the rest of the margin on
free throws, including two from
Paul McKnight that tied the game
at 27-all with 2:54 left.

Fulton recovered to claim a
33-32 lead at the half, but Tilghman outscored the Pilots 14-4 at
the start of the third quarter and
pulled away to claim the 19-point
victory.
BOYS' REGIONAL
Tilghman 77, Fulton Co 58
FULTON CO.
22 33 41 58
TILGHMAN
15 32 52 77
Fulton Co (58) - ISmith 22, C Smith 12,
Warlick It, Barnett 6, Winters 3, Alexander 2.
Gardner 2, Davis FG 20/56, FT 18/33, 30
rebounds (Wwlick 9)
Tilghman (77) - Legge 19, Tyler 19.
lAcKnght 17, Cole 9, Warren S. Mason 2,
Woodlork 2, Young 2, Davis. FG 24/56, FT
2618, 29 rebounds (Tyler 7)
Records - Fulton County 10-18 Tiighmar
231
Murray High SI, Ballard 34
BALLARD
12 16 26 34
MURRAY
20 13 S2 61
Ballard (34) - Logsdon 11, Birney 7, Cnce
4, Sullivan 3, Knott 2, Pearson 2, Yates 2, Holt
2, Williams 1, Turner, Chandler, Ross, Wray.
Caldwell FG 14145. FT 5/15, 16 rebounds
(Logsdon 3)
Murray (68) - Chimney 18, Joseph 12,
Walls 11, Gordon 7, Sowerby 7, Danner 6, Bail
ey 3. Crum 2, Greens 2, Rayburn, Whoaker,
Johrwon, Thomas, Adkins, Foster FG 211/54
FT 741, 30 rebounds (Danner arid Joseph 7)
Records - Ballard 15-12. Murray 23-3

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Sae!

ROSS INSURANCE ,:;y
6th & Main

75
3-04894
Alete

/me

Meet Our

Service Experts
Experienced, Knowledgeable and Courteous
A.S.E. Certified
11

,

•

Doug Stalls, service manager, Paul Freeze, technician;
Coleman Benefiel,technician,and Terry Byerly,technician.
(Not pictured - Owner, Don Rowlett)

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS!
Oil Change

Transmission
Special

$1995

$399R5eg. $53.75

Reg. $26.75

*Some import and auto overdrive

ONO Uy lugher

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
514 So. 12th St.

753-8868

1

.
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Poindexter jurors sworn in
By PETE YOST
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — A jury of
seven women and five men was
sworn in Wednesday for the IranContra trial of John Poindexter,
whose lawyers were attempting to
sharply curtail any damaging testimony from Oliver North, the government's leadoff witness.
The jury was sent home for the
day, after being selected from a
pool of 45 people, as U.S. District
Court Judge Harold Greene considered the question of whether to

limit North's testimony. Jury selection took just three days, as
opposed to more than a week in the
North trial last year.
Many of the jurors said they had
heard of North but knew little
about Poindexter, his former boss
who many failed to recognize in
the courtroom.
The jurors include a bridal consultant, a university accountant, a
postal worker, a retired foodservice worker and a housewife.
One of the six alternate jurors is a
retiree who got the Watergate scandal confused with the Iran-Contra

Where's your manners?

affair.
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Al a hearing, prosecutor John

Barrett argued that North should
testify that he saw Poindexter
destroy a presidential finding on
Iran and that Poindexter forced
North to lie about the Contras to
Congress.
Poindexter lawyer Stephen
McNabb said North testimony on
those two subjects should not be
permitted because it was based on
earlier testimony Poindexter gave
Congress in 1987 under a grant of
immunity from prosecution.
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attacks on U.S.
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Janise Greer (left) and Mary Friend, both with the Main Street Youth Center, talk with Mae Umar and
Cilia Shelton at the Apple Blossom Boutique about clothes for the center's fashion show that was March 3.

Murray
munitY

By DONNA ABU-NASR
Assoclatod Press Writer

Sam Burrage from WPSD-TV in Paducah gets a wet reception from
waiter Markenny Foster, fourth grader, at Carter Elementary
School's Cartier Cafe Wednesday. Robin Ragsdale, fourth grader, sits
next to Burrage. The French cafe and formal attire were the product
of a section on manners being taught at the school. Live violin music
was provided by Martha Fenton, a teacher at Carter.
FISH - SEAFOOD- BAR-B-Q - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
Cs)

HOMEPLACE

tcn

PLATE LUNCHES

Cn"
x

There's No Place Like

4
w

Specials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

14 oz. T-Bone Steak
Choice of potato, salad
or slaw, Texas toast

$595

All You Can Eat
Ocean Boneless or Ky.
Lake Catfish
"
*Choice of potato, white $4
beans, slaw & hushpuppies.

Every Sat. & Sun. til noon
Country Ham Bredfast only

'
285

HONEEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
1906

759-1864
Coldwater Rd.
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

.1SVANV31:18 - HOIMONVS - 17-B-HV8 •

aoadvas -

BEIRUT, Lebanon — A proIranian underground group holding
two American hostages in Lebanon
said Wednesday it does not intend
to release the captives, and it urged
attacks on U.S. targets.
The group also accused the
United States of planning a military
operation to free the 18 Western
captives.
The statement was released by
the Revolutionary Justice Organization just hours after Iranian President Hashemi Rafsanjani said he
wants the issue of Westerners held'
in Lebanon resolved. It followed a
flurry of news reports that had
raised hopes some hostages might
be released.
"We tenaciously cling to keeping America's nose in the mud
under our feel There is no intention to release hostages," Revolutionary Justice said in an Arabiclanguage statement delivered to the
independent Beirut newspaper AnNahar and a Western news agency.
The handwritten statement was
accompanied by a black-and-white
photograph of hostage Joseph
Cicippio of Valley Forge, Pa.
Cicippio, acting comptroller of the
American University of Beirut, was
kidnapped Sept. 12, 1986 in
Lebanon.
The group said "suicide strugglers and special operations should
be directed" against the United
States and its allies, adding this
was "the right and sole course."
In the picture, Cicippio, dressed
in a striped sweater over a T-shirt,
looked straight into the camera. He
was without his eyeglasses and had
a bushy, grayish beard. His hair
was disheveled.

HSII

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

SPRING SPECIAL

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Center sponsors prom fashion show
The Main Street Youth Center
sponsored its first prom fashion
show March 3. The show was cosponsored by Mr. Tuxedo and
Pagliai's.
Fashions from Mr. Tuxedo,
Apple Blossom Boutique,
Dennison-Hunt, Fashion Bug, J.C.
Penney, Shoe Shack, and Wal-Mart
were modeled by Calloway County
and Murray High School students.
Tuxedos by Mr. Tuxedo were
also modeled by members of the
Alpha Phi Alpha and the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternities from Murray
State University.
The fashion show grew out of a
request from the center's participants. The high school girls wanted
a fashion show directed just to
them. They also requested a fashion show for prom wear. Mr. Tuxedo agreed to furnish prom wear
and also help plan and coordinate
the fashion show.
Linda Gardner, assistant professor of home economics at MSU,
directed the show. Her expertise
proved invaluable to the girls as
she gave them pointers in
modeling.
Facials for the models were

courtesy of local beauty consultants
Debbie Brandon, Jeannine
Buchanan-Cauthen and Marcia
Key.
At the conclusion of the fashion
show, Mike Walter, interim director of the center, announced that
Mr. Tuxedo, Flower Basket and
Allison's Photography would be
donating a portion of their prom
revenues to the Main Street Youth
Center.
Mr. Tuxedo, Flower Basket and
Allison's Photography are participating in this project because of
their concern for the youth of our
community and their desire to
assist Main Street as it meets needs
of our youth.
Karen Greer, president of the
Main Street Youth Center, said that
she felt the fashion show was a
successful event and that the Trustees of the Center hope to make it
an annual event.
Greer also said that the success
of the event was to be contributed
to the enthusiasm of the youth, the
assistance of parents and a willingness to help on the part of all the
sponsors and businesses. Main
Street is only able to serve this

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently read
in a newspaper about a survey taken
among women who drank from four
to 17 drinks of alcohol weekly, namely wine, beer or a mixed drink. They
were found to suffer fewer strokes,
but more subarachnoid hemorrhage
cases. Will you comment on this condition and the long-term results if the
habit continues?
DEAR READER:The final word on
the so-called benefits of alcohol is not
in. Several studies have suggested
that smal4laily amounts of alcohol —
two ounces of spirits or the equivalent
(a large glass of wine or a beer) —
may lessen the risk of heart attack.
However, there is continuing debate whether alcohol prevents stroke
from blood clots — or enhances serious bleeding around the brain (subar-

paliwth Sun

Save $10000
Now
thru Feb. 28th

achnoid hemorrhage). Most experts
continue to believe that although alcohol is poisonous to heart, muscle,
liver and brain, small amounts cause
no long-term damage. As with other
potentially harmful habits, prudent
consumption is the key.
I might add that the public perception — and medical opinion — about
alcohol is rapidly changing, as more
people become aware that alcohol
causes problems at levels of consumption once thought to be safe. For
example, four to six ounces of spirits
(or the equivalent) was previously
considered to be in the range of acceptable "social" drinking.
However, studies have proved that
liver damage (cirrhosis) and brain
malfunction(poor memory and loss of
judgment) can occur in patients who
chronically consume two highballs a
day. Also, drinking more than three or

Murray Ledger & Times

13.50 x 12 months = 162.00 per year

Yard Products
Fo^"e0Y %Par COMOrahon

• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Engine
• Counter-Rotating Fully Covered Tines
• 7 Position Depth Stake
• 12" Tines/17" Tine Width
• 13 x 5.00 Pneumatic Tires
• Adjustable Handle
• Two-Year Limited Warranty

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St., Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

Hours.
Mon -Fri.. 7:30-5:30
Sat 7.30-5.00
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Tina Hoskie models 'a tuxedo
ensemble from Mr. Tuxedo as
part of the fashion show.

four beers a day can lead to heart disease (beer-drinker's cardiomyopathy). Thus,judging from published reports, American adults are drinking
less and choosing weaker beverages.
Alcohol abuse is insidious in its beginnings; no one can say with certainty at what point "social" drinking proproblem
drinking.
gresses
to
Nonetheless, more people are beginning to appreciate that alcohol is unhealthful and addicting. And, fortunately, more people are choosing not
to drink, rather than running the risk
of getting into troubte..
Current wisdom dictates that alcohol should not be consumed on a regular basis, and when it is consumed the
quantity should be moderate. In specific response to your question, I'd
worry about any consumption of a
mind-altering substance that has become a "habit." Habits all too often
are difficult to break.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

9.30 x 12 months = 111.60 per year

Education reforms
passes 1st vote

4.50 x 12 months = 54.00 per year

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
massive rewrite of Kentucky's education laws got its first official
vote with a perfunctory approval
from the 22-member task force that
put together the package.
The Task Force on Education
Reform approved the 849-page
stack of documents Wednesday
with only one dissenting vote.
The panel approved several last
minute changes Wednesday,
including to hold open the option
of raising the mandatory schoolattendance age to 18 and to search
for a way to enable school districts
that have raised taxes for school
construction to escape a sharp
increase in local taxes that the task
force's funding plan would require.
The official bill form -of the
work will be introduced Friday in
the House, where it will also be
combined with the tax proposal of
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, said
House Speaker Don Blandford, D-

Total All Three = 37760 per year
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Medical opinion on alcohol changes

Buy A Yard Pro Tiller & Harvest
Savings Before You Plant
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For only pennies a day (17.48) you can subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times for all your local news for less
than 1/2 the cost of the Paducah Sun or less than 1/3 the
cost of the Courier-Journal.

Wierray Ledger & Times
Call

753-1916
To Subscribe

"We plan to attach the governor's tax bill to it and move it
through as one bill," Blandford
said.
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Miss Alma Chrisman

Elvie Hale

Delma Trotter and husband, John,
Murray; one brother, Reuben
Chrisman and wife, Katherine, Rt.
2, Hazel; several nieces and
nephews.
Private graveside services will
be at Murray Memorial Gardens.
The Rev. John Underwood will
officiate. Music will be by Mrs.
Oneida White and Mrs. Eddie Mae
Outland.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but
there will be no visitation.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the American Heart
Fund.

Elvie Hale, 85, of 415 South
10th St., Murray, died Wednesday
at 2:30 p.m. at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was born
Aug. 20, 1904, in Calloway County, to the late Harley Hale and Flora Travis Hale.
His wife, Mrs. Lexie Hale, died
Dec. 21, 1984. One sister, Mrs.
Tiny Pierce, and one brother, Lilburn Hale, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Sue Carraway and husband, Joe
Pat, Rt. 4, Murray; one son, Tommy Hale and wife, Doris, Louisville; four sisters, Mrs. Hawley (Velda) Bucy, Rt. 1, Hazel, and Mrs.
Roy (Inez) Harmon, Mrs. Joe
(Kathleen) Smith and Mrs. Rex
(Daisy) Billington, all of Murray;
three brothers, Alvin Hale, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Jess Hale, Rt. 2, Hazel, and
Hollis Hale, Rt. 8, Murray; 12
grandchildren; 16 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Kendrick Lewis will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Mark Hale,
Tim Hale, Mike Morris, Marty Carraway, Tony Carraway and Tracy
Carraway, all grandsons. Burial
will follow in Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Jewell (Judge) Paschall
Jewell (Judge) Paschall, 80, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn., Crossland community, died today at 12:35 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Oak Grove
Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 7, 1910, he was the
son of the late James Paschall and
Etna Charlton Paschall.
He also was preceded in death
by three sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Orr,
Mrs. Cletie Dublin and Mrs. Pearl
Miller; and three brothers, Brent
Paschall, Toy Paschall and Sam
Paschall.

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ophie Orr Paschall; one daughter,
Mrs. Delpha Taylor and husband,
Elisha, Rt. 2, Puryear; stepdaughter, Mrs. Patty Winchester and husband, Hal, Hazel; stepson, Charles
Paschall, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs.
Jessie Humphreys, Murray; three
grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; three great-grandchildren;
eight stepgreat-grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Betty Jane Concentine
Graveside rites for Mrs. Betty
Jane Concentine will be Saturday
at 1 p.m. at Peaceful Valley Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call after 11 a.m.
Saturday at Mason's Memorial
Chapel, Mayfield.
Mrs. Concentine, 62, died Wed-

nesday at 4 a.m. at her home, 501
West Oak St., Mayfield. She was a
member of Fairview Baptist
Church.

Mason Thomas

She is survived by one son, Herbert Carmen, Mayfield; one uncle;
three aunts.

The funeral for Mason Thomas
will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. David Brasher and
the Rev. C.C. Brasher will officithe Granville County Department ate. Music will be by Mrs. Bobbie
of Social Services. She was a mem- Burkeen and Mrs. Juanita Lee.
Active pallbearers are Fred
ber of several other organizations.
She had been named Woman of the Gardner, Wayne Darnell, Lewis
Year in 1984 of Oxford Women's (Buck) Bucy, Earl Steele, Jackie
Newberry and Dale Barnett.
Club and selected as Citizen of the
Honorary pallbearers are James
Year in Granville County in 1972.
M. Lassiter, James (Jiggs) Lassiter,
Survivors are her husband, Dr. Robert 0. Miller, Eurie
Garland,
James N. Rowland; one daughter, C.D. Vinson Jr., Joe Dick, Dr.
John
Mrs. Jamie Fish, Monroe, N.C.; C. Quertermous, Dr. John R. Querone son, Dr. Ronnie Rowland, termous, and members of Steadfast
Oxford; one sister, Mrs. Mildred Sunday School Class of Elm Grove
Putnam, Columbus, Ohio; six
Baptist Church.
grandchildren; several cousins.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
The family requests that express- Cemetery.
ions of sympathy be in the form of
The family requests that expressdonations to Oxford Baptist ions of sympathy be to American
Church, P.O. Box 398, Oxford, Heart Assocation or Elm Grove
N.C. 27565.
Baptist Church Building Fund.
Mr. Thomas, 73, RL eMurray,
died Tuesday at 2:40 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Randolph Story, Trent Galloway,
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Terry Bazzell and Lance Galloway. Nerene Fielder Thomas; four
Members of Dorcas Sunday daughters, Mrs. Larry (Wanda)
School Class of Westside Baptist Suiter, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Betty
Church are serving as an honorary Wicker, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Bennie
group.
(Shirley) Purcell, Murray, and Mrs.
Burial will follow in Murray Jack (Judy) Madura, Springfield,
Memorial Gardens.
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Wilfred (Edna)
Mrs. York, 81, Rt. 1, Murray, Duke, Rt. 8, Murray; two brothers,
died Tuesday at Murray-Calloway Ed Thomas and Alfred Gentry ThoCounty Hospital.
mas, Murray; nine grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Virginia M. Rowland
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The funeral for Mrs. Virginia M.
Rowland was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Gentry-Newell and
Vaughan Funeral Home, Oxford,
N.C. Burial was in Meadowview
Memorial Park there.
Mrs. Rowland, 70, of 169 Pine
Cone Dr., Oxford, died Thursday,
March I, at Granville Medical Center there.
She was the daughter of the late
Dr. and Mrs. E.W. Miller of Hazel.
She attended Hazel schools and
was valedictorian of her senior
class at Hazel. She was a graduate
of Murray State University.
Mrs. Rowland was a member
and Sunday School teacher at
Oxford Baptist Church and was a
member of the board of directors of
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Final rites for Mrs. Euna Galloway York are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr and the
Rev. G.T. Moody are officiating.
Music is by Richard Jones, organist, and Susie Scott and Kathy
Ligon, singers.
Active pallbearers are Allen
McClain, Rex Galloway, Rheamond Wright, Howard Matheny,
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Woman injured
in accident
on 94 West
A two-vehicle accident Wednesday at the intersection of Ky. 94
West and Johnny Robertson Road
sent a woman to the hospital, a
Calloway County Sheriff's Department report said.
Dan Miller of Murray was
traveling east on 94 at 5:55 p.m.
when the report stated a vehicle
driven by Barbara Malinauskas of
Murray apparently pulled off Johnny Robertson Road into the path of
the Miller vehicle.
Malinauskas was treated and
released from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Miller was not
reported injured.

MSU announces

Spring Break
schedule changes
Spring break at Murray State
University will affect the schedules
at several facilities on the campus
March 10-18.
Residence halls will close at 9
a.m. Saturday, March 10 and
reopen at noon Sunday, March 18.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
March 12-14 and closed March
15-18. Normal viewing hours will
resume Monday. March 19.
The Curris Center will be closed
March 10-11, open from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. March 12-14 and closed
March 15-17. The student center
will reopen at noon Sunday, March
18.
Administrative offices on the
campus will observe regular hours
March - 12-14 and be closed March
15-16. Regular hours will resume
Monday, March 19.
Pogue Library will be open from
10 a.m. to noon Saturday, March
10;_closed Sunday, March 11; open
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. March
12-14; and closed March 15-18.
Regular hours will resume Monday, March 19.
Waterueld Library will be open
from 9 a.m. to noon Saturday,
March 10; closed Sunday, March
11; open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
March 12-14; and closed March
15-18. Regular hours will resume
Sunday, March 19.

:411.
A tire fire at McKnight's Salvage Yard on N. 4th Street Ext. Wednesday at 1:14 p.m. filled the surrounding area with thick, black smoke.
According to Mike Sykes, Calloway County Fire and Rescue information officer, approximately 500 tires were set ablaze an unknown party. The CCFR used a fog pattern to knock down the fire. They followed that with a straight stream of water to get inside the pile to the
source of the blaze. Foam was then used to prevent the fire from
restarting. The heavy smoke alerted the Environment Protection
Agency, who finalized extinguishing the fire. Four units and 13 men
were on duty for three-and-a-half hours. The Murray Fire Department responded on standby.

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS- SALE
Up to 70% Discount - Closing March 30.
FRAMERS GALLERY
DIXIELAND CENTER ON CHESTNUT - MURRAY

Personal Safety Tips
from

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet GEO, Inc.
Safety Belts Really Do....
Save lives? Li the 36,559 passenger automible crashes in
1987 in which someone was killed 25% of the belted
occupants were killed, compared with 48% of the
unbelted occupants.
641

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

South

753-2617

FRANKIE E. MUTT

Mrs. Euna York

inro-
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Burning rubber

OBITUARIES
Miss Alma Chrisman, 79, Murray, died Wednesday at 3:20 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She had retired as a high school
teacher in Flint, Mich. She was of
Methodist faith.
Born March 3, 1911, at Hazel,,
she was the daughter of the late
Hollie Chrisman and Alms Nousden Chrisman.
She also was preceded in death
by two sistk. s, Miss Dathal Chrisman and Mrs. Olalia Underwood;
and four brothers, Orin Chrisman,
Noel Chrisman, H.B. Chrisman and
Treman Chrisman.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.

TIMES-

Invites you to call her to see
these outstanding properties
or any other listed properties
in Murray-Calloway County

753-1580 or 753-1222

Otis Woods
Funeral rites for Otis Woods are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Charles Anderson is officiating. Music is by Choir of Cherry Corner Baptist Church with
Cecil Glass as director.
Pallbearers are Ronnie Woods,
Paul Woods, Thomas Woods, Dennis Woods, Jerry Starks and Kenny
Oliver. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.'
Mr. Woods, 72, of 522 South
Seventh SL, Murray, died Tuesday
at 1:35 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Nell Adams Woods; two sons, Dan
Woods and wife, Debbie, Murray,
and Wayne Woods and wife, Pam,
Jackson, Tenn.; two grandchildren,
Danette Woods and Tammy
Raines; two sisters, Mrs. Burie
(Odelle) Houser, Farmington, and
Mrs. Ethel Bruce, Paducah; four
brothers, A.O. Woods and wife,
Maggie, Rt. 5, Murray, Kelly
Woods, Murray, Orville Woods
and wife, Lois, Rt. 3, Murray, and

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Ulis Woods and wife, Irene, Rt. 1,
Murr4ay; two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
Margie Woods, Plymouth, Mich.,
and Mrs. Zeffie Woods, Murray.

HILLIARD LYONS
Our best investment
you.

1989 Sales Associate of Year
Over 14 Million in
Sales Production
For Past Eight Years.

753-1222
Homes FOR uvinG.

IN1111111111111LAIIIIIIIM

Court Square
314 main St Murray

753-3366

is

Stock Market
Prkes as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+7.44
35% unc
Industrial Average
I.B.M.106% +%
1669.56
Previous Close.Ingersoll Rand
55% -'/.
48% +514
Air Products
3414 +%
Kmart.
A.T.C.-Class A ...-....33% B 34A
Kroger
12% -%
AT&T.............-------.41% .54
31% +%
McDonalds
Bank of Murray.......... 11714 B
JCPenney
68 +%
53% +%
Bell South.._
4Th -v.
Quaker Oats
Briggs & Stratton --VI% +%
41 -%
Sears
Chrysler -..-----.---.
-.-33% -%
Snap-On Tools
3414 -%
CSX Corp.
60% -%
Texaco
+%
Dean Foods
Time-Warner.-......-101% +114
Dollar Gen. Store-AI% B 8% A
26% +%
UST
Exxon ...--.---.....46% +%
4514 .04
47% unc
Wal-Mart
Ford
61% +%
Woolworth
General Motors-- 45% +%
—737
4114 +%
C.E.F. Yield—
Goodrkk-

tS

This 4 bedroom, 2 story with finished basement offers genuine living comfort throughout. Large deck
and patio. Offered now at $135,000.

This 5 bedroom,2,/: story home has
a formal living room, dining room,
screened porch & 18x36 in-ground
pool with patio. Canterbury Estates

Spacious, beautifully decorated 4
bedroom, 2V2 bath brick home with
fenced back yard,family dining area
plus formal dining room. Canterbury Estates. Just Reduced.

0111pVi
11111V0P-z-..

New 4 bedroom,3 bath home located
only minutes from town, but offering all the privacy and quiet of the
country.

Totally redecorated four bedroom,
two bath home on one acre lot only
minutes from town. Newly listed
and priced in the $704.

Nestled in the oaks and hickorwq
Sherwood Forest, this roomy home
is a must for your family. 4-5 bedrooms,3 baths on acre lot. $110,000.
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INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

- Does Your Policy Pay 1(X)%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that

Medicare does not
pay.$592 on Part A;$75 on Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM F1LPYG FOR MY CLIENTS

•

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

This brick. 2 bedroom, 1 bath lake
home features a beautiful fireplace,
sunporch, and gently sloping lot to
the water

Brick 4 bedroom, 2 bath home in
convenient location near university
and elementary schools. Now offered in $50.s.

Comfort and convenience abound in
this 4 bedroom, 3 bath Canterbury
home with fenced back yard. New
listing priced in 904.
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Bronger tried to delay hospital
deregulation bill vote which failed
By CHARLES WOLFE
-

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Rep. Jetr) Bronger, an astute headcounter,
had tried to forestall the House
showdown vote that may have
q[led a controversial hospital derefulation bill.
"I told 'em it was a cliffhanger," said Bronger, D-Louisville.
But officials of the Humana Inc.
hospital chain, which pushed for
the bill, wanted no more delays.
The bill was called for a vote on
Wednesday and was defeated on a
tie, 46-46.
Of the eight representatives who
did not vote, two had promised to
support the bill and one was
thought to be against it, Bronger
"I had it 48-47 and I think we
need to be a little safer. I think we
should have had ... 50, 51 votes
guaranteed" before having the bill
called up, Bronger said.
Humana Vice President George
Atkins said immediately after the
vote that the company would begin
looking for another state in which
to build a $300 million medical
center.
the proposed center, described
by Humana as a "Mayo Clinic of
the South," would have created
about 3,000 jobs in Louisville, its
corporate hometown.
Humana Chairman David Jones
had said the company also would
relocate the offices of its insurance
subsidiary, which alreAy has 3,000
employees in Louisvt'le.
The House debated whether "to
allow Humana to inv... $300 million in Louisville and grow our
nationwide insurance company
there in Louisi%ille ... and they
decided, no, we do not want that,"
Atkins said. "That's perfectly fine.
We can do that we need to do in
17 other states."
, Humana had not been looking
::•Isewhere, Atkins said. "To be
honest, I could not conceive that
the .state would turn down an
opportunity like this," he said.
"I think San Antonio, Texas,
will welcome all those jobs,"
Bronger said, his bitterness obvious. "I think that's v hat's going to
happen. I know Da d Jones well.
If he tells you son% Aing, you can
go to the bank."
But Bronger ref .d to admit
defeat, saying he wr(
try to have

t

the bill revived, possibly today. A
simple majority could vote to put
the bill back on the agenda.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he
had developed "an active interest"
in the bill and would work to salvage iL
Wilkinson said there was
valid reason or logic to opposing
it," but critics of the bill said it
would render rural hospitals unable
to compete with the high-tech centers in Louisville.
Atkins said opposition to the
bill, spearheaded by the Kentucky
Hospital Association, "was based
on untruths and fears."
The bill, which originated in the
Senate, would have suspended state
regulation of hospitals in Jefferson
County, the state's most populous,
and loosened controls on other hospitals in Kentucky.
Hospitals now must obtain a
state "certificate of need" for most
construction, new or expanded
medical services and purchases of
expensive equipment.
The certificates can effectively
grant a hospital a regional franchise for a specialized service, which
frustrated Humana in its desire to
begin a liver-transplant program in
Louisville.
Under Senate Bill 68, the certification requirement would have
been lifted in the Louisville area
until. September 1991, giving
Humana a chance to begin construction of its $300 million "center of excellence."
Hospitals elsewhere would have

Fat substitute
Simpiesse Is a tat
substitute made from milk
and egg-white proteins
that has been approved for
use as a thickener or
texturtzer In frozen desert
products.
•With approval, Simplesse
could also be used in salad
dressings, marganne,
butter, cheese spreads and
other products.

Comparing contents
StraAerry flavored deserts
Per 4 oz.
Simple
Ice
sorting
Pleasures cream'
Calories
120_
250
......
....
Fat (g)
Less than 1
15
Carbohydrates (g) 22
23
Protein (g)
8
4
Cholesterol(mg)
11
89
Sodium (mg)
55
40
*Superpremtum ice cream containing at least 16% butterfat

Simplesse and traditional products
1 tablespoon
serving

Traditionally Made with
Fat
Calorie
made
Simpiesse reduction reduction
Fat Calories Fat Calories

Mayonnaise
11
Salad dressing
8
(creamy Italian)
Sour cream

70

<1
<1

51

<11

99

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
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House bill would take jail-closing
authority away from Corrections

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Authority
for closing deficient jails would be
taken from the state Corrections
Cabinet under a pending Hpuse
bill, but the agency would have to
absorb extra millions of dollars
each year for prisoner upkeep.
The bill also would require the
been exempted for service addicabinet to transfer a convicted
tions or expansions up to $I milfelon from a jail to a prison in 10
lion at their current locations.
days — a cabinet official said the
The House's Jefferson County
deadline may be impossible to
delegation voted in a bloc for the
meet — and would prohibit the
bill with the exception Of Democrat
cabinet from setting jail standards
Tom Burch, who abstained. Burch
more stringent than federal
was known to oppose the bill and
he had not been counted on, but "L. requirements.
House Bill 667, which the House
thought at the last minute Tom ...
Counties and Special Districts
would be with his colleagues and
Committee approved on Wednescome around," Bronger said.
day, was based on goals agreed to
Burch would not comment about
by the state associations for county
his abstention.
jailers, judge-executives, magisThe bill originated in the Senate
trates and commissioners.
Health and Welfare Committee and
The bill would allow the cabinet
would logically have been assigned
to recommend — not order — the
to its counterpart committee in the
correction of a jail deficiency, or
House, of which Burch is
the jail's closure pending correcchairman.
tion. The bill says "the fiscal court
But House leaders routed the bill
shall have the sole authority to
to the State Government Commitclose its jail."
tee, where it was considered safe.
Cheryl Roberts, the cabinet's
director for administrative services,
told the committee that mandates in
the bill would add as much as $4
million per year to the cabinet's
costs.
She said the most significant
Only
change
was that the state would
12 Pack
2 Liter
have to begin paying for a felon's
upkeep from the point of conviction,
not the fifth day after final
Products
Products
judgment. That would add about 30
days per prisoner to the state's
hwy. 641 South - 2'12 miles south of Murray
obligation, costing an estimated $2
million per year, Roberts said.
"That money is not in the Corrections Cabinet (proposed) budget
and would have to be placed
there," she said.
As for the 10-day deadline for
transferring felons to a prison,

Wiseh

21
15

Roberts said: "We think we're
going to have a very difficult time
complying."
The cabinet is under court Order
in several counties to reduce or eliminate a backlog of felons in local
jails. But Roberts said the courts
have granted 45 days for transfers.
The bill also would require the
state to pay:
—A $22 per diem-or actual cost,
whichever is greater, for felons
housed in local jails. The present
rate is $16 per day. Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson proposed in his budget
to raise it to $20.
—All medical, dental and psychological care of prisoners. Counties currently pay for routine care
and diagnostic services.
—A per diem and $25 transportation fee per prisoner to counties
whose jails were closed and which
were forced to contract with other
counties for jail services.
Court costs also woujcl be raised
by $10 per case — to $52 if prepaid, $57 if court ordered — and
the money would be used for jail
construction.

Two Murray State University faculty members examine the theme song
adopted by the Association for Childhood Education International
(ACE!),"In the Eyes of a Child," which will have its premiere preformance
at the ACEI Annual Study Conference in Pittsburgh, Pa., April 21. Dr.
Irma H. Collins, professor of music education, was asked to do two special
arrangements and will be the lead soloist accompanied by The Singers,an
honors chorus of children from the Pittsburgh area. Dr. James B. Carlin,
professor in the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education and
a member of the executive board of ACEI, was responsible for obtaining
permission for the organization to use the song in its publications. Written
by Charlene Jones of Nashville, Tenn., the song was published in the 1990
spring edition of the Journal of Childhood Education.
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Protesters rally against new imposed tax
LONDON (AP) — Protesters
cursed local councilmen and
scuffled with police at city halls
Wednesday in the latest fury over a
new local tax being imposed by
Britain's Conservative government.
Police said they arrested at least
28 people during the third day of
protests over the tax, a flat rate that
all adults in a given area will pay
to fund spending by local
government
In the worst disturbance Wednesday, jeering demonstrators in
the southern port of Southampton
tried to break down the doors of
the civic center and battled police
for an hour.
About 100 protesters who had
been allowed into the public gal-

lery screamed obscenities at Mayor
Norman Best.
They smashed chairs, and one
man leaped from the gallery 15 feet
into the chamber. Officials dragged
him away as he tried to seize the
civic mace, a gilded staff of
authority.
Fifty police officers went into
the gallery and hauled out the
screaming men and women one-byone.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's government calls the new levy
the "community charge." But the
opposition Labor Party and other
critics have dubbed it the "poll
tax" after a tax levied in the
Middle Ages.
The new levy individually taxes

all adults in a household over age
IS, although poor or disabled people can receive rebates of up to 80
percent.
It replaces the existing single
household payment based on property value, known as the rates.
The new tax, already in place in
Scotland, comes into effect April 1
in England and Wales. Northern
Ireland has its own separate system
for funding local spending.
Though the Tory-backed legislation established the new tax, it left
local councils to determine how
much to charge in each area, in
keeping with each local authority's
spending.

Paint Thinner

Garden Hose
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6 Ft. Wood
Step Ladder
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USG 12"x12" Ceiling Tiles.
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48":32" Welsh Beaded
Wainscot Paneling.
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Sale Ends
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4 Cu. ft. Wheel Barrow.
(similar to ills

• Rear tines, powered wheels!

738667

•So easy, you guide It with JUST ONE HANDS!
• Models sized for every garden!

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY

THE

759-1390

•rt.

Tow Home liivastmoat Company a
74104.00 Sat_
Wu. 1-6
Sale Pigeon Goad at Murray Dior. Only
Other Loaatioos • Beatea sad Lake City
Said Eads March 11

Save Up To '255
And Receive a FREE Hiller And Bumper

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St, Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

Hours:
Mon.-Fri 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

JL

Outlet Boxes

33'

FREE
Plumbing & Electrical
Estimates!
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Your Individual
Horoscope

010

TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
ter
it's a good day for making major
purchases for the home. You may
have trouble getting along with an
in-law now. Get more than one
opinion about a real-estate concern.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A business negotiation could break
down now. However, today will bring
you some financial good news. You'll
find something especially to your
liking when shopping.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"K€
Partners may not be in agreement
about a financial or shopping matter
today. Your cheerful attitude, though,
opens doors for you today. Travel is a
plus.
LEO
rig
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
When faced with delays now,
you'r' tempted to - hurry things.
Timing may be off today. Patience
anti persistence are required to get
things done the right way.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You may have some misgivings
about a romantic situation, but
otherwise it's a day of popularity for
you. Accept invitations and welcome
the chance to make new friends.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oet.22)
behind-the-scenes developments in
business are in your favor. Be on the
lookout for new opportunity. A family

010
Lega1
Notice

FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 9, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Family interests are favored over
outside pursuits now. Business and
pleasure do not mix to your
advantage
today. Still, new
ginning,s are favored.

member may not be in the mood for
company at present.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You could receive a lovely
invitation from a friend today. A
business negotiation may be more
complicated than you anticipated.
Dealings with agents are favored.
SAGITTARR1S
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
de
Double check costs involved
regarding travel. A fringe benefit
arises in connection with career. It's a
good time to ask favors of those on
top.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Though it's not a good day for
financial dealings with others, you'll
get along famously with a romantic
interest now. Plan to do something
special together.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
There could be some unanswered
questions today in connection with a
relationship. However, you'll be
pleased with today's business
developments.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
)41111..
mabee
You may not accomplish as much
as you'd like on the job today.
Pleasure interests, though, are
happily highlighted. It's a time of
greater closeness in romance.
YOU BORN TODAY have in an
interest in the larger issues that affect
mankind and may be drawn to a
political career. Your genuine
concern for others could lead you to
a vocation in medicine, religion or
counseling.
Your
gifts
of
self-expression are usually good and
you may have a special talent for
writing.

A

Notice Of Sale For Private Bids
ITT Financial Service, 200 A North 121h, Murray
will be accepting sealed bids on the following:
--1988 Yamaha 4-Wheeler 350 Warrior
--1988 Model YFS 200 UL - 200 CC Blaster 4
Wheeler
Bids can be picked up at the ITT office between 9-5
p.m. Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. Will be
sold at 200 A North 12th on Friday, 10 a.m.
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Joyce Kelley
Hamlin, Guardian for Jayson Lee Kelley, minor
child.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P.
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Essie Bailey,
Successor Trustee of the
estate of Mary Elizabeth
Everett, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th. 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the

Calloway District Court
by Jeannie S. Hutson, Administratrix of the estate of
Carolyn Ann Hutchins,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990,the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court
by Charlie Rurkeen, Executor of the estate of Obid
Burkeen, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court
by Essie Bailey, Executrix
of the estate of Cosy

CIMON. WE NEED THE
PRACTICE!ARE YOU AFRAID
OF A LITTLE RAIN?

60IN6 T1-115 15
ONLY A SHOWER

& TIMES
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Myers, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by James E. Wyatt,
Co-Executor of the estate
of Aubrey Wyatt, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990. the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Dan Winters,
Guardian for Leigh Ann
Winters, minor child.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by Dora Mae Bucy,
Maude Winchester 84 Jane
Clayton, Co-Administratrixes of the estate of Aaron
Dale Outland, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court

on or before 9:00 a.m
March 19th. 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson, "
Circuit Court Clerk

THE FAR SIDE

I'iIII, 1

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court
by James Boyce Carlin,
Executor of the estate of
Flora Lee Carlin, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990, the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in
the Calloway District
Court by W. D. Kelley.
Administrator of the estate
of Louise Kelley Clark,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th, 1990,the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
UEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court
by H. L. Riley, Executor of
the estate of 0. L. Riley,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court
on or before 9:00 a.m.
March 19th. 1990,the date
of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

By GARY LARSON
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James Riley Peeler, 318
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of ac- North 7th. St., Murray,counts has been filed in the KY 42071,
Calloway District Court Juanita Evans, 604 Sycaby Nelk W. Outland, Ad- more, Murray, KY 42071,
ministratrix of the estate of Executrix, Appt. 02-28Martha Charlotte Whit- 90.
Charles Jermaine Scott,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settle- 1717 Ridgewood, Murray,
ment must be filed in the KY 42071, Minor,
Calloway District Court Charles D. Scott and
on or before 9:00 cm. Sheila A. Scott 1717
March 19th, 1990,the date Ridgewood, Murray, KY
42071, Guardians, Appt.
of hearing.
02-23
-90,
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk Ricky A. Larnkin, National Hotel, Main at Sixth
Street,
Murray,
KY
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of ac- 42071, Attorney 1011Ann P. Wilson counts has been filed in the
Circuit Court Clerk
Calloway District Court
by James E. Wyatt & Hilda
120
Winchester, Co-Executors
of the estate of Aubry
Notice
Wyatt, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Will sit with sick or
Calloway District Court
elderly - 24 hrs. - or
on or before 9:00 a.m.
will live in 5 days March 19th, 1990,the date
weekends off.
of hearing.
Eight years experiAnn P. Wilson,
ence. Excellent reCircuit Court Clerk
ferences.
Non-Smoker
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate Fiduciary
appointments
hgve been made in the
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
Calloway District Court.
CHEVROLET
All claims against these
estates should be filed with 1990 Chevrolet Cargo Van
133464 mo'
the Fiduciary within six
Call Gene at 753-2617
months of date of qualifiPlus Tax Title & License
cation.
36 Mo. Closed End Lease
Elmer F. Collins, Route #8
Box 1100, Murray, KY $5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed' Regardless of cre42071, deceased,
Lyda Sue Collins, Route dit rating No deposit Cash
#8 Box 1100, Murray, KY advances' As seen on TV
42071, Executrix. Appt. Call nowl 1(800)677 5103
anytime
02-21-90,
Robert 0. Miller, 201 S. ACCEPTING bids for work
5th St.. Murray, KY on house at 1000 Olive
42071, Attorney.
Call D Hart 753-0196
Larue Mayfield, Route #1, #1 -remove 2 chimneys,
Murray, KY 42071, de- 12-remove old roof and replace, #3-install central
ceased,
Freda Rogers, Route #1 heat 84-new electrical wirBox 210, Murray, KY ing. All bids must be in
writing.
42071, Executrix. Appt.
02-21-90,
David L. Harrington, CalNURSING HOME
loway County CourtINSURANCE
house,
Murray,
KY
Available
Thru Age 84.
42071, Attorney.
Our most comprehenMary R. Neubauer, 1711
Johnson Blvd., Murray,
sive policy pays for
KY 42071, deceased,
Skillec, Intermediate or
Pamela J. Gardner, Route
Custodial Care. With
#8 Box 1210 Murray, KY
Medicare's nev: guide42071, Executrix. Appt.
lines for confinement,
02-21-90,
Nursing Home InsurStephen C. Sanders, 608
ance is more important
West Main St., Murray,
than ever. For free inforKY 42071, Attorney.
Festus Guthrie Roberts,
mation
Route #2 Box 330, Murray, KY 42071, deceased,
Jerry McConnell
Frances C. Roberts, Route
Insurance
#2 Box 330, Murray. KY
42071,
Adrninistratrix,
753-4199
Appt. 02-28-90,
"free local claim service'
Sid Easley. 204 South
Sixth Si, Murray, KY NEW Credit
Card $1500
42071, Attorney.
credit limit No one turned
down regardless of past
credit
history
800-735-5660

753-2048

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE BAILEY
SHALL COMMENCE
READING. IS
EVERYONE READY
2.

READY

READY

REAP Y

BLONDIE
SO YOu SE-NT ALL.
YOUR KIDS TO
EVERY
COLLEGE
ONE OF

‘E•Aj

THAT MUST OF COURSE,
MAKE YOU BUT IT DOC-5
VERY
HAVG ITS
DRAWBACKS
PROUD

4 Take
unlawfully
9 Algonquian
Indian
12 Anglo-Saxon
money
13 Japanese
gateway
14 The self
15 Footlike
part
16 Spoken
17 Let fall
18 "In - Way

READY

AND ALSO,KNOWING THAT
ATTER FOUR YEARS THE
COLLEGE IS GOING TO

SEND THEM BACK

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Hawaiian
wreath
40 Looked
fixedly
41 Tai 43 Tellurium
symbol
44 Latin
conjunction
45 Pulsate
47 musical
organization
50 Identical
51 Illuminated
54 Be in debt
55 Wanderer

1 moccasin

S CM

Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
G(fhvare
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

LIES

COST
OHL
I IMO
ONCE
BRIDES
DIP
AS
NUN
OAT
ART
GAGE
OPS
AN
DS
APE
ALTER
TIE
AUT R ACT
V E
S T AGE
Del T
DEE
IM
UTE
HEOD
LIG D
MiLl K I N
FM GNU
I NUI 0
IDEA
AUISEI
Al T
EOM
L I MU
L E A

57 Obtain
58 Unlocks
59 Guido's high
note

21 A-D linkup
23 Insect
24 Welcome
28 Paddle
30 Giggled
32 Mine
entrance
34 Also
35 Pulverized
rock
36 Army units

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

5 Distressed
6 Periods of
time
7 Be ill
8 XVII x III
9 Indian
weight
10 Time gone by

DOWN
1 Burst
2 Exist
3 Singer
Johnny 4 Accumulates

PASSPORT Photos instant passport photos available at Allison Photography. 753 8809

NOW OPEN

11 "Beverly
Hills -"
17 Erases.
printing
19 Hebrew
month
20 Asian ox

Home Run
Hobby Shop
(Next e Allmon s Fttol)piptre)

Over 5040.000 Cards

21 Wild hogs

it:00

1

2

4

3

12

'

21

5

6

7

a

13

UU

16

illi
III
23
II

26
•II

fil

32

III
36

111

40

41

44

603 S. 4th St.
Open
2 p.m.-9 p.m.
025
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Sandra!

ill id

ill

ill

Watch For
Our Grand
Opening

22 Military
student
24 Native of
i0 11
Scotland
25 Mountains of
14
Europe
26 Doctrine
27 Murphy of
11 Down
III
29 Capital of
Latvia
31 Electrified
particle
IIMil
33 Weary
37 Encountered
36 Fragments
35
42 Maiden loved
by Zeus
45 Domesticate
46 Aqua, navy
or royal
47 Marsh
ill
11
48 Veneration
49 Openwork
ill
fabric
50 Soak up
52 Springfield's
st.
53 Hyson
55 Negative

I Thought I would
let you know that I
am still alive by
telling etrryone that
you aft

MIME•is
Milli
id
111
Ii. iuma111•
II

45
Happy
girthday
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025

Miirray Ledger & Times
Help
Wanted

Personale
BRING Europe or Asia to
youth's year Host a foreign
high school student in your
home Call Dons Snow
90 1 2 3 2 8 3 9 2
or
1 800-346 2826

isn

100

ran

Business
Opportunity

Ap arel

240
Articles
For Sale

BE Your Own Boss Na- GUARDRAILSAUsed hightional manufacturer needs way guardrails and posts
local person to service Call 502-737-4199
100% natural pica, route 8a m -5p m , Monday NEED babysitter, Flt 6
Best one man business Friday
area, part time,for ages 38
ever No selling No over8 months 436-2180
head Must have $14,400 OUT of business liquidation
GATLINBURG Summit
753-1003
sale Silk greenery, flowers,
•EARN EXTRA INCOME*
seoured
100% by riven
NEEDED bookkeeper for
Breathtaking views of GatEarn $200 $500 weekly full-time position Send retory $55,000 very possible trees Live bushes, trees
linburg, mountains ski
mailing 1990 travel brofirst year This could make Bag mulch, pots, bird
slopes Fireplace, private
sume to PO Box 10400
chures For more informayou independent First time baths. etc Everything prPART-TIME
receptionist/
42071
Murray, Ky
balcony Indoor pool, es- tion
send a stamped
offer,
for details call iced at or below cost until
secretary,
20-30
hours
per
CUZZIS Weekend Specials!
addressed envelope to
gone 3pm-dark weekdays,
m
- 9 p
m
NOW hinng, cooks and week Must have good 9a
Brochure
Free
Travel Marketing P 0 Box
all day Fn -Sat 206 E
waitresses Apply in per- communication and typing 1-800-6331740
1 800-242 4853
2297 Merril, FL 33261
son,Valley Drive-In, Hwy skills Send resume to PO LYNN Grove Stop N'Go for Poplar
*GET Married In The SmoBox 1040M Murray Ky
ELDERLY man will pay all 94E
PRICED to sell Commosale Serious inquiries only
kies• Smoky Mountain the gas cost for a
dore 64K computer. Coibr
car ode to NURSES Aide full time 32 42071
753-0718 or 435-4411
Wedding Chapel All armonitor, floppy disk drive,
Columbus Ohio on Mardi hours weekly, 7-3 shift POSTAL SERVICE Jobs
rangements provided - 10 11 or 12
Call 753-3460 Prefer CMA Pleasant at- Salary to $65K Nation- !SHOE Store! Excellent op- modem and Gemini 10
music, flowers, photos.
portunity to open your own printer Loads of software
video No waiting Calf for EXCELLENT wages for mosphere Call for appoint- wide Entry level positions
Call Paris Landing area,
complete details
spare time assembly Easy ment, 753-7109 Fern Ter- Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext store with top quality shoes 901-232-8570
P-10706
Over
100
brands-400
race
Lodge
EOE
1 800-262-LOVE
work at home No experience needed
Call OTR Drivers 12 months RECEPTIONIST/ styles We do it all for you REPOSSED Singer open
MYRTLE Beach. S C -golf
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329. experience, 23 years of age SECRETARY for doctor's including opening inven- arm sewing machine Like
packages or summer Open 24 hours.
new Zig-Zag etc Sold for
including required Hornady Truck office Send resume arid tory, training & fixtunng
vacation-oceanfront condo
From $14,900 Roder City - over $350 Pay balance of
Sunday
any
personal
information
Line
Start
23-26
cents/
resort, indoor/outdoor
National Footwear Distri- $74 or $12/mo Call credit
pools. suanas, putting 'EXTRA INCOME 1990' mile Excellent Benefits, you consider important to
butor (904)733-6899.
manager 753-3315
PO
Box
1040A,
Murray,
Ky
greens, housekeeping. Earn $200 $500 weekly Conventionals/Cabovers
STRIKE It Ricti! With Solid STRAPLESS prom dress
Students
mailing Valentine & Easter No
Free color brochure
SALES representative State Bowling, An all cash size 3 Black with white
1-800-448-5653. Myrtle Greeting Cards For more ‘• 1-800-648-9664
needed for home improve- business for your spare ruffles $70 753-3248
information Send a
Beach Resort.
RN - TIRED of the Hospital ment High commission, time 100% return of investStamped
addressed
enveTIME share units-CHEAP!
routine?? Looking for a $25,000 to $30,000 yearly ment GUARANTEED! Ter- TRAILER 6',4 'x12' tilt with
CHEAP! World Wide selec- lope to P R W Job Service
change
and a challenge?? possible Immediate open- ritories Limited, Call sideboards all around and
tions Call Vacation Net- P0 Box 65748 Washing
spare $500 753-0611
to
us about Home ings. Training provided. Set 1-800-749-4900 NOW!
Talk
ton, D C 20035-5748
work
today
Health care for patients appointments. Send re1-800-826-7844 Natl,
VENDING equipment manserved by the Purchase sume to Group I, Box 2,
1-800-826-1847 in FL or GREAT Opportunity ClasDistrict Health Department, Hardin, Ky. 42048 or call ufacturer opens new
1-305-.771-6296
sified Advertising Managerroutes! Complete New
and discuss our new pay 437-4606.
Appliances
Daily newspaper Program. PT/FT; Locations
plan Current openings are
aggressive person with
SOFTWARE Developer Provided; Excellent lifetime KIRBY Vacuum repossed.
050
in the Murray and Mayfield
classified sales or sales areas, but registers of qual- seeking persons for BASIC earnings. Must Have Sold for over $700. Pay
Lost
experience Send resume
balance of $77 or $12/mo
language programming $7,770/29,700 Cash
And Found
ified applicants are mainby March 12 to Coleman
and customer service Must 800-877-8363
Phone credit manager
vacantained
for
use
when
FOUND in Bright's Murray Love, The News be knowledgeable in MS/
753-3316.
store Sat. March 3, ladies Enterprise, 408 West Dixie, cies occur in all counties. DOS and PC Networks. In110
On-call time is compenwatch Call 1-527-3600
Elizabethtown, KY 42701.
ventory control and ac160
sated Salary range is
counting background helpInstruction
Horne
based
on
971-ir
$9.05
to
$9
GROUND Floor Opporttinful Must be able to travel.
Furnishings
ity Tired of big commission education, experience and Send resume
to IMC, PO
X'
\
INSTRUCTION
promises with very lithe to level of responsibility. In1 sleeper sofa, excellen
Box 2350, Paducah, Ky.
e:4
show for it Does your pre- creases of at least 10%, 42002-2350.
condition, $150 2 came
LEARN TO DRIVE
Attention:
ASSEMBLE OUR DE sent position offer you the during the first year ApplicTRACTOR-TRAILER
back sofas, $125 and $75
VICES Learn this trade we following benefits. Exciting ants must be graduates of a V P Operations No phone
Start The New. Year
Antique piano $225
send instructions parts new lead system, Excellent school of nursing accre- calls
Right WO A New Carew
759-9420
and check for assembly Commissions; Group dited by the National
ALLIANCE
LOVESEAT, one year old
Call (404) 426-0672 Ext
health insurance available; League for Nursing and be
FIRE CHIEF
LEBANON, TN
country style, sliding patio
AUTO MECHANIC B High tax deferred money accU- eligible for Kentucky licenCITY OF FULTON
door $35 753-6098
school graduate or equiva- mulation plan, stock op- sure Openings are generApplications
are
for
experienced
nurses
top
producers;
inally
bons
to
NEW and used furniture for
lent required Frye years of
being accepted for the
sale, 'cheap' Call
experience in automotive centive programs, limited in full-time, weekday posiposition
of
Fire
Chief
753-2922 and ask for Neal
repair shops or service sta- travel This is a ground floor tions However, new gradufor the City of Fulton,
tions required Vocational opportunity for licensed ates and applicants interWALNUT twin beds with
;NEM
Kentucky.
The
training may be exchanged agents only What Do You ested in part-time and job
springs and mattresses,
selected
1400-334-1203
individual
for required experience Have To Lose? To sche- sharing will be considered
dresser and chest
will direct the operWill be required to perform dule a confidential inter- Full time employees reMEN or Women Looking 435-4495
through
view,
call
Monday
ceive
holiday
and
fringe
ations
of
the
City
of
maintenance and repair of
tor a dean, profitable, secautomobiles, trucks, light Friday, 930 to 1230 CST benefit package comparFulton Fire Departure career! Contact Ky
190
national
wats
able
to
state
government
machinery and heavy
ment, Twin Cities
College of Barber-Styling,
Farm
employee benefits. Starting
equipment in accordance 800-359-4763
Ambulance Service,
1230 So, Third, Louisville,
Equipment
salaries may be less for
with standard practices of
the Fulton County HaKY 40203-502-634-0521
the trade Salary $638 per HAIRDRESS,ER with some new graduates, based on
NTERNATIONAL 666
zardous
Materials
education.
Contact
the
hour Apply at Personnel clientel We will provide exTRUCK Drivers. Inter- tractor Real good shape,
Unit
and
reports
to
the
Home
Health Nurse Services, Sparks Hall, Mur- tra training Retail products
viewed by Phone, All Ques- like new New ores, selling
City Manager. The
ray State University, Mur- of your choice, with full Coordinator at 444-9625,
tions Answered, Job Place- due to health 437-4364
department is a comray. KY 42071 E0E11.4-F commission Call 753-6435 or the Nursing Director at
ment, Hands-On Training,
247-1490, or applications
bination paid and vol21 or Older, No Experience
210
A Wonderful Family Experi- for interview
may be picked up at any
Necessary, Financial Aid
unteer service with 9
ence Australian, Euro- INTERIOR decorator pro- Health Center of the PurchCommercial Driver Instifull time personnel
Firewood
pean, Scandinavian, Ja- fessional experience ase District. Transcripts are
tute
Lexington
and
15
volunteers.
panese High School Ex- necessary, also paint store required EOE.
1-800-248-7364.
FIREWOOD for sale
The City has a Class 4
change Student Arriving in sales and stockman
ROUND Numbers J.B.
437-4667
ISO fire rating.
August. Become a Host Wages negotiable
140
Family/American Intercul- 753-5246 between 5 30pm Hunt drivers make the best
Desired qualificaBUSHHOGGING and fireWant
money in the business As a
tural Student Exchange. and 8 30pm
tions include experiwood Call after 4pm,
To Buy
matter of fact, some of the
Call 1 -800-SIBLING
ence in fire and EMS
759-1039
K1RKSEY United Methodist most experienced profesANTIQUES by the piece o
operations,
backBACKHOE operator, ex- Church would like to solicit sionals on our team make
collections Call 753-9433 OAK Firewood, seasoned
ground in hazardous
perience necessary. bids for lawn mowing Call as much as $50,000 per
or green, $30 delivered
after 5pm
materials,
knowledge
759-4664
year.
If
you
have
the
desire
489-2341 or 753-1568
753-5476
of
the
BOCA
Code,
to
become a professional
BUYING aluminum cans,
CHii
driver, Bowling Green State
battery, scrap metal, cop- WOOD for sale 436-5481
knowledge of KenNEED a job? A GED? Hope
Transportation Center in
per and junk cars KGA
tucky and Tennessee
for the future? You may Bowling
Green, Kentucky
Recycling 492-8183 days,
240
EMS Rules and a cer753 9909 evenings
qualify if. 'You do not have can
give you the training
498-8785 nights
tification
from
the
CLEANING person for ca- your GED or high school essential to a successful
Iliace Raneous
Kentucky CommisMANNING - Scrap Buying
bins at Irvin Cobb Resort diploma, 'You have been truck driving career. Finan9
months
or
sion
on
out
of
school
Fire
Protecaluminum
cans,
aluminum
GIGANTIC
Evinrude
cial assistance is available.
436-5811
copper, brass, radiator, Truckload Sale-Biggest
more, 'You are between And J.B. Hunt regularly
tion Personnel, Staniron By old Drive-In, So
CYPRESS Springs Re- the ages of 16 & 21. We are hires drivers who have
Motor Discounts. FREE
dards and Education.
4th Days 753-0337, nights Hot Dogs. Refreshments
staurant now hiring Must an E 0 E. This proiect is completed the
Leadership and cornapproved
have transportation Even- funded by the Western course If you think it's
489-2803
Balloons, Door Prizes.
munications
skills
abings and weekends Kentucky Private Industry out time you got paid what
March 10-11, 10-6p.m,
also strongly desire'd.
MOVING, cleaning out Keith's Patoka Marine,
mostly Students and Se- Council- J.T P A. Call you're worth, here's our
Send
resumes
to
house
or
sheds,
used
or
nior Citizens welcome Call J.T P A. Out Of School number
French
Lick, IN
1-800-643-3331.
Richard I. Lewis, City
antique furniture, glass, 1-800-222-04.31.
for appointments
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , J.B. Hunt Where the Driver
tools. quilts One piece or
Manager, City of Ful436 5496 or 436-2524
8a.m.-11 30a.m.
Matters An Equal Opporhouse full 642-6290, HEALTH Insurance 90%
ton, P.O. Box 305,
tunity Employer. Subject to
492-8594 after 6pm.
coverage with limitations.
Fulton,
Kentucky
drug screen
In and outpatient benefits
42041 by the close of
Most pre-existing condi150
business (4:00 p.m.)
bons covered if you qualify.
Articles
on
March
16,
1990.
CORRECTIONAL
Call Globe Life & Accident.
For Sale
The City of Fulton
EDUCATOR SENIOR
502-897-1671
or
4 9,
1951 RED Belly Ford trac- 1-800-448-5708.
is an Equal OpporThe Kentucky State
tor
and
equipment
Push
tunity Employer.
METAL Buildings
Penitentiary in Lyon
%W
mowers and garden tillers
It
Repair on lawn mowers 30'x40'x9' erected $5,195
County is accepting
iiv:.„statoi
VENTURE Express,
plus freight Other sizes
and tillers 753-8649
applications for CorIncorporated -Nashville,
available BLITZ BUILrectional
Educator
need tractor trailer van and 1989 WOODS commercial DERS.
I want to thank Sam Parker for the
1-800-428-4009
Senior, Permanent.
flatbed company drivers, mower with 241 hours on it. KY*OH, 1-800-792-34
privilege of writing for his radio
98
also flatbed owner/ Has Kubota diesel engine IN, 1-800-628-1324 TN
Full-time.
Salary
station for the past year.
operators
call and 61' mower deck
S16.608' range
Joe Shekell
1-800-444-5509 for 437-4171.
SWIMMING Pool Distribu
S21.600.
information
tor must sell its entire inven1 KEROSENE space heaRill range of benefits,
WANTED keyboard player ter, $70 1 cabin tent, $60 tory of new leftover 1989
including life and
pools. Huge 31x60 00
for the Kentucky Opry 753-5199
health insurance, reATLANTIC AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY15x24 Oval pool-sundea,
527-3869
tirement plan, paid
EXERCISE bike and dual fence and filter Only $988
vacation and sick.
Continental Casualty Company
function portable New $65 100% financing available
n90
toll
Call
free
leave.
buys
both
Situation
1-800-284- 7946(swim) Ask
I 800-288 8471, 12-8pm
MINIMUM
REWanted
far All the Cohonneenee Tau Make
Phil
for Billy
QUIREMENTS: GraA GOOD body and lender
THE Satellite Store
FULL length black Cana
duate of a college or
repairman who is retired,
Awe
dean mink coat, worn once 'Wholesale to You' Sateluniversity with a bawould like a lob with honest
or twice Make offer Seri- lite Systems, C B Radios
chefor's degree, suppeople so he can earn the
ous
offers only 1977 Police Scanners, Radar
plemented by one
amount of money he is
Chevy pickup P/S, P/B, Detectors, Video Accxasso
year of teaching ex allowed to earn and not
nes Free Catalog Call
A/C, AM/FM cassette
affect his retirement pay
24n
perience. A master's
unhire
1-800-462-7351
492-8840
.
insurance company
Over
30 years experience
degree will substitute
Republic
American
247-5456 or 247-5475
for the experience. An
appropriate Kentucky
TRANSPORT LIFE
CUSTOM tilling with TroyNURSING ASSISTANTS
bill tiller Any size garden
teachers certificate is
Union Bankers
Now hiring quality people for nursing
$20 and up 436-5259
required.
(KRS
assistant positions for all shifts. New
Pioneer Life Insurance -Company
161.020 (1).
GENERAL house and ofsalary scale per hour Is:
floe cleaning References
Contact Anne Choat.
After
What do all these companies have in
Beginning
supplied 753-4897 or
Personnel
AdminiShift
Salary
4
mo.
common? In Murray, they are all rep753-6737
Kentucky
strator.
7-3
$3.80
$4.00
resented by:
State
Penitenitary.
HOUSE cleaning and win3-11
$4,00
$4.20
Box 128, Eddyville.
dows References wail11-7
$4.00
$4.20
able
Call anytime
42038-0128.
KY
Apply in person at
753- 1311
(502) 388-2211.
West View Nursing Home
WILL care for suck or elderly
An Equal Opportunity
1401 S. 16th St., Murray. Ky.
753-4199
and do housework, if
Epployer M/F/11
m.o.& 111/11
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
needed 753-4516
DRIVERS-Otr Need Ex
penenced Varvflat Drivers
23 years of age 1 Year
Experience Verifiable Mi
leage Pay Plus Benefits
Call 1-800-4446648

NEED A Job? We can help
Call 24 hours (314)
539 9765 Dept 121

Local
Company
seeking models for
national ad campaign.
Call for appointment

iCANCL
t ,s

rigE

CNA

McConnell
Insurance Agency

320

Miscellaneous

A,'ff:ilttrelts

PRINTED caps 12 dozen
$2 each 6 dozen $2 50
each, at Faye's 753-7743

2BR duplex on quiet dead
end street $275/mo plus
deposit Reference required 753-0724

250
ESJsinees
Unica

2BR unfurnished apartment with kitchen ap
plances. Deposit required
492-8662 after 5pm

JOYCE Noel Tax Service DUPLEX at 1005B
has moved to 915 Coldwa- NOFITHWOOD - 2 BR, garter Road Call 753-6069 for age with electric opener,
appointment Hodge Noel economical gas heaver,
lawn maintenance inand Associates
cluded Available April 1, 1
MOWING, TRIMMING, yr lease
Sorry, no pets
AND HAULING 554-2058
$450 759-4586.
or 898-6170 Cluck Cut
ENERGY efficient 2BR duLawn Care
plex apartment, on quiet
PRIVATE Investigator with street in Northwood. Cen22 years city and state in- tral H/A, carpeted, apvestigation experience. pliances furnished. No
*Accident 'Criminal •Civil pets. Deposit/lease re•Personal or Corporate quired. Call 753-7185
•Missing Persons_ Your
needs, our specialty. Call FURNISHED 2BR baseConfidential Investigations, ment apartment on lake
$200/mo plus deposit No
(502)753-2641.
pets Phone 436-2402
NEW 2BR duplex, gas heat
pump. Appliances turnshed, 12x 12 deck . Located
411 Northwood Heights
STEREO Components: Subd. Deposit required
Techniques Series A 120 $375/mo. No pets
watt amplifier. Cost new 753-4873 after 530pm.
$785. Kenwood tape deck NICELY furnished 2 bedfully equipped. Cost new room apartment, and also a
$225. Pioneer 5 way 200 3 bedroom house, nicely
watt speakers. Cost new furnished. Located near
$750. Must sell for $950 for campus. Phone 753-6111
all 753-2943
days or 753-0606 after 4:30
p.m.
270
NO Heat or Water Bills!
S3ble
Freshly painted cheerful
Homes For Sale
2BR apartment, with stove,
14x70 MOBILE Home 3 refrigerator, and washer/
years old 2 large bed- dryer. $310 per month
rooms, 2 full baths, com- 759-4923
pletely equipped kitchen
with island and pantry 9tt. UNFURNISHED apartbeam ceiling in kitchen and ment near downtown on
living room,separate utility. Vine. Call in afternoon,
Built-in fire alarm and cen- 753-4645
tral radio and tape system.
330
Built-in bookcases and caRooms
binet, coordinated colors
For Rent
throughout 12x26ft porch
addition with lattice walls,
MYRTLE BEACH SC - 25%
fiberglas roof included.
off summer rates during
Cost new $26,000, asking
April and May-enjoy the
now $16,500. 753-0079.
best beach, best accom1978 14x56, 2BR, one modations, best locations,
bath, central air, excellent ocean front/ocean view.
condition. $6200. 492-8824 1,2,3 bedroom condos.
days, 759-4563 evenings. 1-800-476-1760 ENDSUMMER
LESS
1986 Redman Ventura. VACATIONS.
14x70 with expando. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, extra nice,
340
well kept Must see to ap• NOUNS
preciate Owner sacrifice
For Fiord
$18,000 Call Evenings
(502) 875-5537.
2BR large duplex, all appliances furnished, carport
EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke
$375/mo. Northwood
2BR, 1 bath, refrigerator,
759- 4406
stove. A/C Must see to
appreciate 489-2424
3BR, house for rent
$325/mo 753-9693
EXTRA Clean- 12x65 2BR
2 bath, chic. Delivered COZY 2BR house Walk to
$7995. No tax_ Keith Baker Jonathon Creek, 20 miHomes, Inc. Hwy 79, Paris, nutes to Murray, 10 miTenn.
Collect nutes to Benton. Boat ramp
901-644-0012.
and swimming nearby.
$265. 354-6248.
KEITH Baker Homes, Inc
2BR, (Special) 14 wide HOUSE for rent - Taylor
Fleetwood $8995 Collect Store community. Call be901-644-0012 Hwy 79, tween 10am-3pm,
Paris, Tenn
753-5802.
MOBILE Horne Repos for
sale Singles and doubles.
Financing available. Clean,
late model homes. Green
Tree Acceptance,
606-223-1010
or
1-800-221-8204.
NEW - 16 wide - 2 or 3BR
Fleetwood. $17,995 Payments lower than rent.
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn. Collect 901-644-0012.

NICE 2BR, 1 bath home.
Great location for retired
couple Near shopping and
hospital References and
deposit $235 rent
753-6350.
SMALL house for rent. Located near Ky. Lake, East
94. $175/mo. plus deposit.
354-6729.
360
For Rent
Or Lease

Pits
& Supplies
AKC yellow Lab pups
Ready $150 382 2849
MSc
. Sete

Inside
Moving Sale
March 9 & 10
Friday 8-4
Saturday 8-12
Hwy.94 East -3 mi,
from town.
Baby furniture, baby &
children's
clothing,
toys, household items,
wicker, exercise bike,
speakers, bit of everything

Yard Sale
520 So. 6th.
Fri. 8-?
Sat. 8- 12 noon
Cancelled if rain.
All walnut table & 4
chairs, full bed rails
and mattress/springs,
2 twin beds, clothes,
odds & ends.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
102 So. 9th
Between Main
& Poplar
Mower,
boat,
scales, glass, dishes, nic flack's,
small jeans and
lots more.
430
Real
Estate

Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment, furnished,
all utilities included No
pets Available March 15
Mid town bubo° $225
436-2755
2BR apartment freshly decorated. partly furnished,
including stove and refrigerator 3 blocks tram
campus 489-2741, WIN.

F.

1442-acre
Breckinridgi
See Marl
Auction-F
965-2220.

34 acres in I
502-932-54
460

Fo

3500sq tt I
1306 Doran
den w/vaul
bum tp.,
bdrms. w/dri
else& jacuz
lg. kit & I
w/pantry, la
car garage
brick & quar
lot (150'xI
753-0335 a'

3BR, 2 ba
owner homi
basement.
room, nice p
LA,on quiet:
nient locatic

BEAUTIFUL
Canterbury
tral heat ar
pliances,
custom- mai
landscapin
fenced, au
sprinkler E.
tion. Priced
owner 759-1

DUPLEX: toe
wood, North
brick VORUN
Electric heat
air. One sii
$450/mo_, a
available W
tate Key Ai
12th 753-321

PRICE F
Older home
rooms, 2 n
eat-in kitcht
fling, sun pc
more Pho
Real Estate

rrIomeSeilers
Realty
505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375

NEW 3BR,
storey w/2 a
prox 2200s1
dale $81,50(

SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS
CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

Beautiful
all extras:
kitchen.(

MT(

W PAUL DAILEY-BR

FR

GIGA
JAC
FA

IMMACULATE 2-3 bedroom in-ground home with
Florida room and attached
garage Situated on lovely
and private 13 acre wooded
tract Includes barn and
fenced area for horses Offered in the $50's through
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

A

SAT

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Estate services

9:00 A.M

,wuiatihitya

NEW & Used mobile
homes (easy financing) FOR Rent:4 car shop, on
14-16-24' & 28 wide's. N. 4th St. 7.51.113At...x......"R.ede_al.
110 ffieS, 1111 pTrellS
Use deed for no cash down. 753-4509.
753711 L. 1 2 22, toll free
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn Col380
lect 901-644-0312
Supplies
WELL-Maintained 1% acre
ORDER a new Fleetwood
lot with 14x70 mobile
24x44. 3BR, 2 bath, with
appliances. This month 3 LASA Apso mix puppies home, nice 30x40 2 car
garage, satellite dish and
only $19,845. Free deliv- 435-4493
ery. Keith Baker Homes, AKC Rottiveder puppies equipment. Has building
spot and many extras. Must
Inc Hwy 79, Paris, Tenn
Dam and sire champion
Collect 901-644-0012_ We pedigrees Grandfather na- see to appreciate Southwest District. Call
Sell For Less
tional champion. Males and
492-8612.
WHY Rent??? We have a females $295 and up.
manufactured home for 502-362-8369
440
you!!! Payments starting AKC Siberian Huskies,
Lots
$150/mo Keith Baker blue eyes Call after 5pm,
• For Sal.
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79, Pans, 753-9977 or 236-2684
1.5 ACRE lot for sale
Collect
Tenn.
CHOW: female, cinnamon $3500 5 acre lot $6503
901-644-0012.
color, 3 months old. Need -Unrestricted- New Provi
to sell 753-5603
denoe area 436-2884
280
Mobile
PERSIAN kitten, female 5 21 ACRE hid 10 mile view of
Homes For Rer4
$100
months old
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Mar
2BR, furnished 753-4632 759-1750
after 5pm
REGISTERED Shih-Tzu shall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
RENT or lease to buy spa- puppies, reasonable wild turkey $62.500 Joe
cious mobile home in excel- prices, shots and vet W Nanney, 753-9622
lent location 489-2600 or checked 527-1719
489 2823 after 5pm
320

MUST Sao
lake area,
taws, Mai
$4000 fln

DIRECTOR OF NURSES
For private duty nursing pool. Duties
include: supervising overall operations
and recruiting. This is a full time position
with excellent salary and fringe benefit
package Applicants must be an R.N.
licensed by Ky
Send resume to:
American Medical Consultants, Inc.
c/o P.O. Box 1040 P
Murray, Ky. 42071

AT 1
ITEM

MACIQUI
1100 Hrs., 31
4440Pow!
4320, 2640,
1458 • Cass
1023 Hrs. • A
2600,3000,1

commis;

• Glamor N5
And 4-436
c2itarkW3
2068 Hrs.,6 V
tiyd. SN 182
Hrs.,$I Year
KAY EQUIP)
CIA,1040 HI
Balers • NH I
Hesston SW
JO 1008 Ron
HELD EQUIP
Loads( • JD I
Cutter • INC
Disc.
COME I
IF 1

1.11:1:4
w
Single Axis •
Wilson J 44' A
• 40' And 22'F
Bed And Noll
Hoist • Pickup
Trailers, 1 To
COME PI
BE I

AUCT10
WEE

AUCTION
DON"

JA

ITBSS89411

I"
• eor-e•

f

THURSDAY, MARCH

CLASSIFIEDS
130
Noose
Fee Rids

MUST Sacrifice! 5 LOTS in
NEW 3 BR, 2 bath borne
lake area, Chipwood Es•
with
ail extras. Exoe&ent
toes, totaling 49.424841.11. Apor pier,
Must see to ap$4000 firm 703-894-5236.
predate quality and design.
Call 753-3903 or 753-3104.
hats
NEW duplex. 2BR,
For lIale
900sqtt per side. 12x12
1442 acre stock farm, treated deck, lot size 100h.
Breckuvidge County, Ky. widex187ft. deep. Magic
See Martha at Kurtz Chef appliances. Priced at
Auction-Realty (502) $69,500. For showing call
753-4873 after 5 30pm
965-2220
Can be seen anytime
34 we.in Hazel area Call
NICE 2BR, 1 bath house
502-932-5462
with large attached garage
460
and fenced backyard Gas
HOMO
heat Owner anxious to sell
For Sale
753-9653 days, 753-6398
3500sq
1 -story brick a evenings
1306 Doran Rd., IN., din , SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedden wNault coil. & wd, room brick located on large
bum. fp., 3 full baths, 3 lot in Canterbury Estates
bdrms. w/dress area, exer- LR, DR, Den wiwood
cise jacuzzi rm 7 closets, burning fireplace, breakIg kit & breakfast area fast, Lg. toyer, 2'4 baths, 2
w/pantry, laund. rm., lg. 2 car garage Owner anxious
car garage, 1g attractive to sell Phone 753-8050
brick & quarry tie patio, Ig between 9 and 4 or
lot (150x225') phone 753-0914 after 6 p
753-0.335 after 6.00 P M.
THREE BR brick home with
3BR, 2 bath back, one central heat and air, fenced
owner home with walkout backyard and storage
basement Large family bldg. on Wiswell Rd.
just
room,nice patio 2250sq ft. outside city limits, conveLA,on quiet street in conve- niently located and priced
nient location. 753-2206.
nght at $65,000 Call for
BEAUTIFUL 3 BR home in appointment to see at
Canterbury Estates Cen- 753-7566
tral heat and air, all ap470
pliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
Motorcycles
landscaping, backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
1980 KAWASAKI KDX-400
spnnkler. Excellent condidirt bike Excellent condition Pnced to sell. Call
bon, best offer. 492-8858.
owner 759-1073.
1983 HONDA Gold Wing
DUPLEX: located on West- Interstate
Loaded, low
wood, North of town, new, miles 759-4664
brick %enure and siding.
Electric heat pump, central 1986 HONDA CR125R.
air. One side rented for Never raced but race
$450/mo . and other side ready. Excellent condition.
available Wilson Real Es- Must sell due to injury.
tate Key Assoc , 302 S 492-8858.
12th 753-3263
1988 HONDA Gold Wing:
PRICE REDUCED! 2900 miles, charcoal,
Older home with 4« bed- dressed, matching large
rooms, 2 modern baths, and medium helmets with
eat-in kitchen, formal di- intercom and stereo. Show
ning, sun porch and much room condition The newmore Phone Coleman est used bike in Kentucky
with cover. Never been wet
Real Estate 753-9898
Garage kept $8500 firm.
NEW 3BR, 24 bath, 2 436-2561.
storey w/2 car garage Approx 2200stur, 700 Glen- HONDA 200M 3-wheeler.
dale $81,500 753-2156
$300 492-8561.

Used
Care

SMALL Honda for pane
Good tves Cal 753-8202
alter Sam Reasonable offer will be accepted

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

JUST REDUCED? 19037
Toyota Catnry LE stationwagon, white, blue ireenor
Excellent condition
759-4627

1962 DODGE Rem 50 new
WOG, excellent oondition,
66,000 miles $1850 Cal
489-2704 alter 5pm

REDUCED $200. 1978
Buick LaSabre, good mechanically. Cal 753-7604

1985 CHEVY full-size
pickup. V-8 automatic, A/C,
P/S, P/B. Extra nice
$5200 Call 753-6145 alter
6PrIl

CM.
1977 CHRYSLER good
shape. Make • bid.
753-5836.
1979 AUDI 5000$ diesel
Damaged right front, driveable $595 753-9710.
1979 COUGAR XR-7 Will
sell or trade for pickup of
equal value 436-5841
1980 BUICK Century 4
door, V-8, best otter
492-8858.
1980 VW Rabbit 4 door
hatchback, stick shift, good
Pondibon Many new parts,
ores good, looks nice $950
or best offer. 437-4305
1981 280ZX, excellent condition. New interior
753-7704.
1981 CADILLAC Coupe
DeVille, good condition
$1600 474-0115.
1982 INDIANAPOLIS
Pacecar, Z28 Camaro.
Blue and silver, 85,000 actual miles, custom tint and
wheels Excellent condition 753-8928.

1983 GRAND Prix
Brougham. High miles, rebuilt motor, less than
15,000 miles on motor.
Clean, excellent condition.
$3200 or best reasonable
offer 753-7117
1984 CHEVY Citation II:
good condition. Can be
seen at Heritage Monument Co. 641N Call
753-7563 or 759-1333.

inc.

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Financing On The Spot

YES

gropler

-IN VIEW OF NATURE
Beautiful four bedroom, three bath Colonial with
all extras: carpeting, piquet flooring, modern,
kitchen. Call John today! 753_4000

MTG atte T4OgiliarneS.

THE ANNUAL
GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT

JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY
(AUCTIO14
0

SAT., MAR. 10, 1990
9:00 A.M. — REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS

MAYFIELD, KY
ITEMS ALREADY CONSIGNED
TRACTORS; JD 4650, 2372 Hrs., 42" Radials • JD 4650,
1100 Hrs., 38" Duals • JD 4840, 3100 Hrs., Radials • JO
4440 Power Shift And Clued, 330 And 3100 Mrs. • JD 4430,
4320, 2640. 2440, 4020, 2010 • INC 1086, 1066, 907, 575,
1456 • Case IN 485 Less Than 100 Hrs. • Case-IN 1194,
1023 Hrs. • AC 7040 • Oliver 1850 • Ford 7700, 601,1101,
2600, 3000, 4000, 5000 • MF 135, 165, 235, 275, 265.
COMBINES; JD 4420, 720 Hrs., SN 600232, 213 Platform
• Gleaner 145, Roar Assist, 20' Platform • Gbaaner 14-630
And A-436 Corn Heads.
coNsutucnow eQuipeuNT; Flat Allis F07 Dozer,
20118 Hrs.,6 Way Hyd.SN 250475 • JO 350B Doze,,6 Way
Hyd. SN 182329T • Ford 545 Tractor With Loader, 1100
Hrs., 81 Year.
.
may gouleasiNT. NH 1069 Solt Propelled Bale Wagon,
C& A, 1040 Hrs., SN 3036 • MI 849, 855, 951,630 Round
Bears • NH Rakes, Mowers, Square Balers, Haybines •
Hesston Stackers And Moyers • Artsway Grinder Mae'•
JD 1008 Rotary Cutter
flew gcsuipsaiNT. JO 2600 Adj. 5 Bottom Plow • JD 148
Loader • JO 7000 6 Row Planter • Bush Hog Side Mount
Cutter • INC 496-27 Disc • INC 490-20 Disc • INC 475-21'
Disc.
COME PREPARED TO FIND 1000 ITEDISIII
IF ITS EVER ItEN FARMED WITH
IT WILL m T THIS SALIN
. .0” ,0
1.0X.4-* .0;
• • ':
Single Axis • 71 IN 4070 • Fruehauf 29' Alum. Dump •
Wilson J 44' Alum. Double Deck Stock Trailer will" Drop
• 40' And 32' Fist Trailer • 76 Chevy C-65 Tandem vivOrsIn
Bed And Hoist • 72 Ford 10 Wheeler wiGrein Bed And
Hoist • Pickups,Grain Trucks,Semi's, Gooseneck.Stock
Trailers. 1 Tone, Tandems, Flat Beds.
COME PREPARED FOR THE WEATHER!,
BE READY TO IUD AND IlUlftt
AUCTION REPS WILL BE ON THE GROOM;
WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY & FRIDAY,
MARCH 7TH,11TH 1 IlTil
AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M. SHARP?
DON'T MISS THE EXCITEME Tti

JAMES R. CASH
AUC I iONI LH a Hi Al. 1 Stark Fifil)911 {1
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 4203,i
1502)623-6466 or 15021 623-638hi
THE SELLING MACHINE •

530

Motorcycles

Used
Care

Wed

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Psynient Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
'88 Dodge Arles Wgn _24937
18 Ford Festiva L._ '3967
17 Ford Taurus V6_ '4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity.___ '3967
'87 Cher/ Eurosport '4987
'87 Ptyrn Horizon
'3987
'87 Chrysler LeBaron '4967
'87 Olds Cutlass Ciara '1987
'86 Plynt C.arevelle SE '4987
16 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn.14487
'86 Pontiac Sunbird._._.'4987
16 Chrysler LeBaron__ '1987
'85.5 Ford Escort____._ 1987
'84 Honda Accord
'4487
81 Datsun Wgn
'2987
12 14/1C bgle.
'2987
81 Toyota Carolle___ '2987

TRUCKS
'86 Nissan Truck _
'4987
15 Ford Van 250
'4487
II Dodge Van
"3987
13 Ford Ranger__ '3987
12 Dettun
12 Ford Van
11 Ford Van
'3987
'77 Chevy Van...._........_ '2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere'
Credit Problems I/ OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce v OK
WA sell dependabie,
affordable cars to pm)*
who want to establish or
re-establish their cretin.
Low Weekly Payments
Other Location:
Waylaid Paducah
See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

sycamore
Murray

1113

759-4999

Net"'
Inc

CARS
Uiida3
'1,417
Toyca Cook ......_1,411
11 Toyota Cpxcli F1 5317
11 Toyota Cala LE 1,417
11 ToM Camry
10,487
17 Toyota Sup
1911
17 Toyota Ulu GT
17 Camry LE
11411
17 Toyota
'4,987
17 Nissan Sentra
$387
17 Ptyrnarth Relit '3387
16 Olds Deka 18
11,487
16 Pontiac Gral Pi 5117
16 Toyota Cola LE '5.917
16 Buick Estate *gm '9317
16 81W 125.......
IS Rd
intile 190E. . 14,17
15 s Ciera
5387
'85 Calk Sedaefle 1,987
'84 CelebrO Wr
1387
14 Toyota Colla DI 5,917
'84 Torta Ulu.
5,987
11 Toyota Ceka
,4387
131oyota Cika GT '1,617

'88 LEBARON CPE
Sharp, sporty
CPE with only
21,XXX miles
Local trade w/
bal of 7/70
warranty

8,200

'197!)

10% Dom
N Ibmilt•
139 APR Tea Lk. Ears 0.A.C,

Cain's Iry
Joni"

Hwy 641 No
Murray, 753-r3448

urn

1989 FORD Ranger XLT
(Excellent Condition);
LWB; Blue and Silver;
4-Cylinder; Automatic
Transmission; Aluminum
Wheels, AM-FM Stereo
Cassette, Cloth Seats; Sliding Rear Window; Bed
Liner; Toolbox; Rear Window Louver: Tailgate
Cover Serious inquiries
only. Ph. 753-1916 (Ext.
27) Ask for Greg.
FOR sate by owner: 1976
Ford 'A ton, V8, AM/FM
cassette. $1800 759-1706
510

Vats

Campers

1983 2500 GMC Starcratt
Conversion Van Loaded,
includes 339a1 gas tank
and anti theft alarm system.
Sharp $8500 Phone
753-4710

1988 PROWLER: 26ft.
travel trader, excellent condition, loaded $7500
753-3682 or 759-4884.

1985 CHEVY mini-van, low
miles, loaded, very dean.
345-2807.

COACHMAN 19'4 ft travel
traitor. Tandem axle, A/C,
tv antenna, self-contained,
good condition $2500 or
test offer 247-2624.

1985 GMC customized van
2500 Vandura, sharp,
loaded. $8200 753-2206.

STARCRAFT pop-up canper; sleeps 6 Stove and ice
box. 753-8306 after 5pm

500
520

Used

Boats
I Motors

Trucks

'85 CHEROKEE

12 Chef ionte Cub 1,487
12 kid487
12 Toyoti
..._1387
11 lercury Lrx SW 1387
11 Os Uits
.1317
11 Datsis SW
1387
79 Ford listaig
1,417
TRUCKS
'89 Chevy S19
1,917
19 Toyota 414 Ex. Ct.11317
'89 Toyota PIJ
5387
11 Toyota 4.14..
10,487
_5887
'81 Toyota Trizir .......
17 G1C Safari Conv 12387
17 Ford Ranger 1LT 5387
17 Toyota 484
'9,487
17 Astro Y
12387
17 Toyota Yr
'10,987
'86 Pad Branca 8
5387
16 Toyot Pil1
5387
16 Toyoti 04
1,487
15 GlIC CCI71. 'Ian 10,487

19

4X4 Lsalo
ouse AVM cassee, AC sunroof
deep litglass, rod
rack chromeeheels
& lots mom Dead
sharp Loci
in own
liontR•
Ill APR Ti; Lk. Ens O.A.C.

'7,400

$2215.1.

Cain's icy
jor.r,

Hwy 631 No
Murray 753 6118

530
1975 INTERNATIONAL
school bus 68 passenger
excellent condition Make
good church bus $1500
436-2528
1976 CHEVY Mazer 4x4,
400 H.P 327, Pro Comp
Turbo 350, Pro Comp Doug
Nash 203 Transfer Case,
Richmond 456 Gears, True
Trac Diff. Front & Rear.
Sacrifice at $8200.00 Call
502-875-1844.
1979 BLAZER 4x4, good
mechanical condition.
$2200. 753-7307.
1979 CHEVROLET pickup.
350 engine, straight shift,
good drive or work truck.
Best offer. 492-8858.

Swine
Offered
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work.
753-5476.
C&A Painting Interior &
Exterior. Over 20 years experience Free estimates
CaN 354-8985 or 437-4221
CARPENTRY, remodeling
decks and porches, roofing. decorating, general repairs, etc. 489-2303
CONSTRUCTION: New
homes, framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses. 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Builder

TOYOTA

753-1222

PAINTING, quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

GREENMASTER: lawn
mowing, landscaping, garden Idling, sodding, yard
work Free estimates
753-2555

PROFESSIONAL Yard
Care and minor home repairs Call 753-5568 between noon and 6pm Reasonable rates

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
SOfV10E1 Center, cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0630
WILL break and disk garden also landscape level
driveway bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430

GUTTERING By Sears ROCKY COLSON Home WILL do plumbing
installaSews residential and com- Repair Roofing, siding, tion 8 repairs
All guaran
mercial continuous gutters painting, plumbing. con- teed
Free estimates
installed for your specifica- crete Free estimates Cal Phone
435 4169 or
tions Call Sears 753-2310 474-2307
753-1308
for tree estimate
ROGER Hudson rock haulWILUAMS Lawn Service
HANDYMAN - Carpentry, mg and services 753-4545
Mowing and trimming gut
plumbing, electrical, ma- or 753-6763
ter cleaning, house paint
sonry, roofing Large or
SMALL engine repair Red mg Residential and com
small iota Quality work at
mer cat Free estimates
Barn Enterprises
good prices Free esti345-2200 or 345-2507
753-0085
mates
753-1550,
evenings.
STEWART'S Upholstery
550
Large selection of material
HAULING, yard work, tree
Feed
new springs legs, etc Rearemoval, mowing Free 06& Seed
sonable rates, free pick-up
tirnates 759-1683.
and delivery 436-5236
BALED Alfalfa hay and
HOUSECLEANING. ReferTimothy/alfalfa mixed
SUREWAY
Tree 8 Stump 345-2196
ences. 436-2606
Removal Insured with full
HOUSE Painter and re- line of equipment including,
modeling. 3 years experi- 60ft aerial trucks and brush
560
ence. 753-2429.
chipper To assure a safer
Free
INSULATION Blown In By operation at a lower comCon
petitive
cost
Free
estiSears: TVA approved
FREE Lab and Shepherd
Save on those high heating mates without obligation
all female 435-4150
and cooling bills Call Sears Day or nite 753-5484
753-2310 for tree estimate.
INTERIOR Painting Work
guaranteed References
436-2299

•

LATEX Wall Paint- 5 gal
can, $25 95 Get at Black's
-Decorating Center, 701 S

CUSTOM IMCKEN CAIRMETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

4th St

Custom Woodworking

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care: Trimming, Mowing,
Hauling. Reasonable
Rates. Commercial and
Residential 759-4440, ask
for Wayne

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see owl, showroom

Just Listed and Priced To Sell
This standout features the amenities you want
plus convenient location and excellent value. Den
with fireplace dining and living rooms, 3 bedrooms and 2 baths. $91,500.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Farm Equipment Auction
Sat., March 24th, 1990 at 10:00 a.m.
At Mr. Mark Cunningham farm near Kirksey, Ky.
Will sell nice farm tractors, field equipment - planters combine - nice farm trucks.

Watch paper for detailed listing.
This auction will be open to local and area farmers.
If you have equipment to sell call:

an

er

435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
"At& Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays."

REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
SAT., MARCH 10, 1990 - 10:00 A.M.
AT MRS. CRETE COCHRAN HOME

Dan Miller Auctioneer
.1:15-1111 -

Location of property 5 miles South of Cadiz (Trigg County)
Kentucky, on Hey 68/80 adiacent to Lake Barkley State Resort
Park
Sale Site Auction will be cxxxlucted kom the Meeting Room in
Lodge at Lake Barkley State Resort Park
Sale to consist of 167 acres of picturesque level to rolling
timberland with a good stand of merchantable limber Great
potential br development, city water available on Hwy 68/80,
about 1/2 of this acreage is surrounded by Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, (the largest xi the State Park System)
PREINSPE-CTION IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED AS
PROPERTY OF THIS CALBER IS RARELY TO BE FOUND
ESPECIALLY SURROUNDING AMENITES SUCH AS AN 18
HOLE GOLF COURSE AIRPORT SOME OF THE BEST
FISHING IN THE NATION AND THE I3EAUTFUL LAKE
BARKLEY STATE PARK BEING NEXT DOOR TO THIS
PROPERTY

Kopperud Realty

FOR al of your hauling
needs tank gravel, sand
din, creek gravel, or any
type white rock, call
759-1039 after 4pm

WEBB REAL ESTATE
CO., INC.

1986 PONTIAC 6000STE
loaded Local owner Antique oak full-size bed
480-2869

NEW LISTING
rhe view of the lake from this outstanding
waterfront home is gorgeous. Brick bi-level den
with fireplace, 2 baths, patio deck, and excellent
boat dock. Well landscaped. Call for details.

Sonless
Offered

DONT TAKE OUR WORD FOR
COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF...
TERMS 20% down, balance amortized over 10 nem with 5
year balloon note at 11% interest Sim-annual mem
Possession with deed Recresentaeve will be on vie March
1213 & morning of the 14th peor to sale
For More Information Contact

AT AUCTION

Wednesday, March 14th, 1:30 p.m.
167 Acres of Timberland
Owner Terms

CLASSIC MG Midget 1979
MG with new top, tires,
transmission, dutch and
rubber seals
Call
759-9933 after 64orn

Mend

Approximately 2.0 miles south of Mayfield, KY
on Cuba Road, 1/2 mile of Country Club.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Round top trunks - old chest - old wash
stand - small Princess dresser - old radio cabinet - oak library table small harp table -small drop leaf wood table & chairs - oak buffet - old
dining table & chairs - glass door china cabinet - nice solid cherry
secretary - beautiful oval glass china cabinet - old pictures & frames 3 Victorian chairs, like new - other fancy old chairs - be
Victorian couch - harp shape marble top tables - beautiful floor model
grandfather clock - old rocker - beautiful Lillian Russell solid cherry
bedroom suite with Wishbone dresser - Waterfall bed - odd dresser &
chest - Early American couch - recliner - Zenith color TV - 2 nice chest
freezers - metal cabinet - frost free refrigerator - sugar bucket - wicker
chairs - several nice old quilts - old kerosene lamps - floor lamp - old
glass & china - gold trim turene set - cherry pattern pitcher & cup set pink depression - stone mixing bowls - be
cake stand - crackle
glass pitcher - old hand painted bowls - old hand painted plates preserve stands - Chikaroma C.H.I. Strawberry tea set - bird bowl.
Opalescent pieces -J.S. Germany bowls - large preserve stands - Irish
pieces - beautiful cut glass - Goodwin pottery - hand etched water set old butter dish - old pitcher & bowl set - old Carnival glass • Chocolate
set - goofus glass - nice old water pitcher - Commander china - old
stone pitcher - old stone churn lid & bail - other stone pieces - #1
kerosene lamps - hand painted lamp - old peanut dispenser - old table
cloths - crochet doilies - electric fans - lawn chairs - hand & garden
tools. This is a nice clean sale of nice furniture & good old glass. Don't
miss it!
REAL ESTATE: Nice 2 bedroom brick house, 1 bath, large living
room, kitchen & dining room, den, large laundry room, enclosed
garage, outside- storage on large lot.
Terms:20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing
of deed. Auction held jointly with Colley Real Estate - Anita
Colley, Broker, 328 West Broadway, Mayfield, KY,247-6969.

1986 PONTIAC 6000 dark
blue, excellent condition,
$4550 762-4445

1088 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6. 437-4723

530
Serrkee
Offered

14tt. 40in. Polar Craft 18hp. LAWN Mowing, 5 years ex
Johnson motor 2 life cush- penence Free estimates
ions, 1 depth finder, 1 troll- 762-4445
ing motor. $750. 753-0448.
LICENSED electrician
16ft. TRI-HULL, 135hp James Galhmore electrical
Evinrude, power tilt and service Commercial and
trim, Eagle Fish ID plus residential Fast, courteous
graph, Minikota trolling mo- service 759-1835
tor. $1500. 753-9037 beMASONRY Contractor .
tween 8am-5pm.
stone, block, and stucco
17ft CUSTOM built all Specializing in new firewelded '4 • aluminum boat places and stove work. 18
Lowrance 15A paper years experience. Larry
Hawkins, 1-522-6532.
graph. 677-2971.

1979 FORD F-150 4WD:
4sp, AM/FM tape, CB, 33•
radials, runs excellent. CONSTRUCTION Addi$2500. Weekdays after tions, decks, fences, patios, concrete work. No job
6pm, 753-1550.
to
big or to small Fast
Open til 6 p.m.
1979 GMC JIMMY. black Service. Free Estimates.
and silver, loaded, excel- Dibble Construction
Reggie Young
lent condition $4000. Call 753-5054.
Aubrey Hatcher
after 5pm, 759-1854.
Chris Beardon
ELECTRICIAN, licensed
Mark Eikins
1980 CHEVROLET K5 contractor Quality work
Blazer steering, brakes, tilt No charge for service cal
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR
and air All gear driven, Runyon Electrical Service
pos'i track, lock out huts. 436-5279
435-4249 after 6pm
CONTRACTOR-Home
OF MURRAY
1981 FORD 4x4 pickup. improveBody rough but engine and ments or repairs, garages,
515 S 1201
Phone
running gear in excellent polebams, portable build
Murray, Ky
753-4961
condition $1500. 1973 ings, decks Customer sa
Gran Torino, runs good. tisfaction guaranteed Free
$550. 753-4005
estimates L E Williams
489-2663
1982
BRONCO:
black,
1984 BUICK Regal, 1973
Chrysler Newport Best of- 302, automatic, ac, ps, pb, FENCE sales at Sears
76,xxx miles, 2 new tree, now Call Sears 753-2310
fer 753-2429
nice truck $5400 for free estimate for your
needs
1985 CHRYSLER Laser 489-2641 after 5pm
Turbo XE: 39,000 miles,
nice car, loaded up.
753-6063

1987 TOYOTA Supra 5
speed, automatic, low
miles, new tires, mint condition! 1-247-5840.

530
Serstose

IT..

711 Main St.
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$01 W. lila St.
Livingston, TN. Tot Le. e111
Ph. 115/84414
Charles Glenn Webb, Auctioneer - Ky. It. 117146

•••

Lynn Croce, Kentucky.
Licen%ed and bonded in KY & TN, 012S1
Darrell Beane & Terry ra..chall - Auctioneer..
Not responsible for accident..
Lunch available
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'Corn bread mafia' members found guilty of conspiracy
150-pound marijuana transaction.
Another Marion County man
by U.S. District Judge Charles R. life in prison; Elder could receive job after he was charged last June,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Joseph
Steven
convicted
charged
in
the
case,
was
after
he
fired
Simpson
III,
who
scheduled
was
senup
to
40
years.
Grise
said.
federal jury in Louisville has found
Charges against his wife, Doris
tencing for May 10.
Elder, who was placed on leave Tuesday, said a spokesman for U.S. Lamkin, 42, pleaded guilty before
three members of the so-called
the trial to a charge involving the Lamkin, 39, were dismissed.
The Bickeus could receive up to
without pay from his corrections Corrections Corp.
"corn bread mafia" marijuanagrowing organization based in
Marion County guilty of conspiring
to distribute the drug.
The three are among the last to
face charges for their part in what
federal authorities have said
became the largest domestic
marijuana-growing organization in
the United States. More than 50
people, most of them from Marion
County in south-central Kentucky,
have been convicted on various
1407 Main
Hours:
charges relating to marijuana farms
Mon.-Sat.
Phone 753-4682
throughout the Midwest.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
On Tuesday, brothers Joseph
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Keith Bickett, 40, and James C.
Bickett, 35, and Marion Paul Elder,
a former corrections sergeant at the
Marion Adjustment Center in St.
Mary, were convicted of conspiring
Owen's Best Family Pack
to distribute marijuana between
Gold Kist Boneless
U.S. Choice Whole Boneless
October 1984 and February 1989.
U.S. Choice
The Bicketts, who have previous
felony drug convictions, also were
convicted of illegally possessing
guns; of participating in a 1989
drug transaction involving about
150 pounds of marijuana; and with
Louis Kemp
Fields Center
cocaine possession.
Farm Fresh
Jamestown
Imitation
Cut Smoked
Lb.
I
The three men participated in a
Lb.
I
Lb,
Hot-Mild
ring that provided more than a ton
‘
0
1
Lb.
of marijuana to dealers in Maine
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
Skin On
Sliced Free
and earned about $1 million, said
Assistant U.S. Attorney David
Grise.
c I Lb
8 cz
Lb
During the trial, several men
from Maine testified that they
made regular trips to Marion County to pick up marijuana.
U.S. Choice Bottom
Mr. Turkey
Wilson Corn King Whole
Fresh Small Pork
After the drug ring in Maine was
broken up, members agreed to
cooperate with authorities. They.
made a trip to Raywick in Marion
County last year and arranged to
buy 150 pounds of marijuana from
the Bickets in a transaction moniLucky Leaf Cherry
tored by drug agents and state
Hunt's
C.ose &Sanborn
•E :7 Reg
police, Grise said.
I
32
oz
Lb.
Soueeze
Pk 11 5 oz
Lb
I Lb
I Lb.
The Bickett brothers operate
Bickett's Bar 4 Lounge, a popular
Marion County bar. Federal authorities have initiated action to seize
the bar under a law that allows
them to seize assets linked to drug
crimes.
The Bicketts and Elder- were
ordered placed in federal custody
Breyers All Flavors

Prices Good
March 8
thru March 14

(A40e — 744u /644d 961a4

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Catfish
Fillets
$149
%,/w,

Pork
Chops

Sausage

Crab
Meat

$259

89

$229

Round Roast
1 99

General Tire Co.
close to getting
incentive package
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A resolution in support of an incentive
package for the General Tire Co.
plant in Mayfield is close to final
approval.
The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee approved the
measure on Wednesday. It already
has passed the House and is
expected to be voted on in the
Senate Friday.
The resolution expresses the
General Assembly's intent to honor
a package that could cost the state
over $20 million over the next 20
years.
The package was promised by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in return
for the company's commitment to
spend S125'million to upgrade the
plant, which employs more than
2,000 workers.
It includes funds for ..training
employees on new equipment and
would also pay -part of the firm's
interest costs if rates Over the next
20 years increase above a certain
level.
The resolution was necessary
because the General Assembly cannot commit for funds for more than
two years at a time.
Wilkinson's budget for the next
two years allocates $6.4 million.for
training.

2 arrested
in connection
with burglaries
A Murray man and a juvenile
were arrested Wednesday in conection with a series of local burglaries, a Murray Police Department
report said.
Randall K. Green, 24, 1103
Sycamore, and a 15-year-old were
arrested around 11:15 a.m. at Earl
Futrell Used Cars at 808 Coldwater
Road. They were allegedly caught
with tools and a 3-wheeler.
The two were charged with the
burglaries of Carter Elementary
School, Woodmen of the World
Campground, a trailer owned by
Mark Anderson and Futrell's shop.
They were also charged with the
theft of bicycles from 1314 1/2
Vine and 208 Irvan.
Green is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on a $5,000 cash bond.
The juvenile was transported to the
detention center in Bowling Green.
Det. Charles Peeler said a considerable amount of property has been
recovered.

II

Ground Turkey

Spare Ribs
1 59

Pie
Filling

Ketchup

99K

Chicken Breast Ground Beef
1 09
239

Top Sirloin
1 99

1-Bone Steak
$199

Coffee
$ 1 39

99

c
99

Bondess Hams
1 59

Ice Cream
/2 Gal.

$4129

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Minute Maid
2 Liter

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

99'

8 Pk. 16 oz.
Red Gold Whole

Possum

Sardines

33/4 oz.

Kraft Bonus Pk.

Tomatoes

16 oz.
Dromedary Diced-Sliced

2/$1 Pimento
Evaporated Milk 2/1 Wrap
Pork & Beans 2/89 Sweet Relish
Chili w/Beans
69c Tomato Sauce
Mac. & Cheese

8.7 oz

Pet 12 oz.

Reynolds

'Van Camps 1 6
, , oz.

2/89c
A

Hyde Park 8 oz.

RC, Diet RC, Sundrop
89
12 pk. cans $2
Diet Rite
Stof<ety

15 oz.

69v Applesauce
o‘e., Prairie Farm
25')/12' OW Whole Milk
4 oz.

,‘

Paramount 10 oz.

Van Camp 15.5 oz.

Dep.
$ 1+79

Paramount Hamburger

69`' Dill Slices

5/$1

2/61r
$239
99°

gal.

32 oz.

Kraft

Mayonnaise

149
32 oz

/
glen

Owen's Best

BBQ Chicken

Owen's Best

Dole
Golden Ripe

Sno White

Fried Chicken

Turkey Breast

Bananas

Mushrooms

9 pcs
$429

$21Lb9
/ Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baby Swiss

Cheese
$'169

Baked Ham

$0189
1%0 Lb

Owen's Best

‘
0
1
Lb
•

Slaw Mix

c
99c
99'
$3 39
16 oz

89

Lb

Lb.

......
Owen's Best
Store Baked

[

Pecan Pie
$429

Cherry

Sno White

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Tomatoes

Cauliflower

Onions

99C

pt

ea.
$ 1 39

99C

